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A non-standard method for the electroacoustic
reciprocity calibration o-f a condenser microphone is
theoretically developed and experimentally employed to
calibrate a M.E.640AA laboratory standard microphone. The
average experimental calibration so obtained was -Found to be
in absolute agreement with a pressure coupler comparison
calibration o-f the same microphone made at the National
Bureau o-f Standards to within an experimental uncertainty
(sigma) o-f ~ .03 dB over the -frequency range o-f 245 to 1470
Hz using a 70 cm. plane wave resonant cavity, and to within
an experimental uncertainty (sigma) o-f "^ .06 dB over the
-frequency range o-f 735 to 1470 Hz using a 23 cm. plane wave
resonant cavity. Above 1470 Hz, the di-f-ference between the
resonant plane wave reciprocity calibrations and the
pressure coupler comparison calibration increased linearly
with -frequency to a maximum o-f "^ .61 dB at 5145 Hz.
Beginning with theory previously published by Isadore
Rudnick, reciprocity equations -for the open circuit voltage
receiving sensitivity are optimized -for experimental
measurements in a plane wave resonant cavity to include the
e-f-fects o-f -finite microphone compliance and the
non-adiabatic boundary conditions. Two right cylindrical
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plane wave resonant cavities o-f different dimensions were
constructed to pro>^ide a self consistency check on the
method.
A preliminary comparison of the theory for a free field
reciprocity calibration, a pressure coupler reciprocity
calibration, and a plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibration is made to illustrate the common physics
pertinent to the reciprocity principle that underlies the
three methods.
Experimental calibrations based upon free field
reciprocity were made alternately with plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibrations to provide an ongoing experimental
comparison when combined with published diffraction effects
for a standard mounting of a W.E.640AA laboratory standard
microphone. The National Bureau of Standards comparison
calibration was based upon an absolute pressure coupler
reciprocity calibration and was obtained shortly after the




Th» reader is cautioned that computer programs developed
in this research may not have been exercised -for all cases
of interest. While every e-ffort has been made, within the
time available, to ensure that the programs Are -free o-f
computational and logic errors, they cannot be considered
validated. Any application o-f these programs without
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I • IHE_PR INC I PLE_gF_ACOySI I CAL_RECIPRQC I TY
IN_MICROPHONE_CALIBRAIigN
A. INTRODUCTION
In any sxpariment requiring absolute acoustic
measurements there exists a need -For an accurate calibrated
standard microphone, or its equivalent, to be used to
directly measure acoustic data or to be used as a
sensitivity re-ference. The primary subject of this paper is
an unconventional method for obtaining such a calibration on
a standard microphone . First described by Isadore Rudnick
CRe-f. 1], this unconventional method results in an
acoustical reciprocity pressure calibration o-F a standard
microphone. It is unconventional in that it uses a plane
wave resonant cavity instead o-f a irse field or a small
pressure chamber -for the calibration. The method o-f plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibration CRe-F. 13 has been
satis-Factorily employed by G.UJ. Swift, A. Migliori, S.L.
Garrett, and J.C. Mheatley, to calibrate a dynamic pressure
transducer from O to 400 hertz in a 1-MPa helium gas. The
dynamic pressure calibration so obtained was e/<peri mental ly
verified by another calibration method based upon a mercury
- 27 -
manometer to within an instrumental uncertainty of one
percent CRe-f. 23.
Comment ional methods -for obtaining acoustic pressure
calibrations o-F microphones are published by The American
National Standards, Inc. (ANSI)CRef. 33, and include
pressure coupler reciprocity calibration and -froe -Field
reciprocity calibration. These tMO acoustic reciprocity
microphone calibration techniques are well reported in the
literature CRe-f s. 4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11 , 123 .
In this dissertation, the application o-f acoustical
reciprocity to microphone sensitivity calibrations will
include theory -for all three types o-f acoustical reciprocity
calibrations and exper imental measurements o-f microphone
sensitivity based upon plane wave resonant reciprocity, -free
field reciprocity, and pressure-reciprocity calibration
per-formed in a closed coupler. The coupler calibrations
provided here were per-formed by the National Bureau o-f
Standards. Essential to the derivation o-f the general theory
-for a plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration is a
"microphone that feels no impressed pressure" CRe-f. 13. This
describes a per-fectly rigid microphone -for which the
mechanical impedance is in-finite. Here, the -finite
impedance of the microphone is included and a correction to
the plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration is predicted
and experimentally verified at low frequencies.
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Mhen calibrating microphones in a gas it is interesting
to note, and will be shown, that all three methods o-f
acoustic reciprocity calibration require (to within a
multiplicative constant) the measurement of experimental
variables that can be expressed in a similar way. These
variables are; a volume, the -frequency o-f sound, the
barometric pressure, the ratio o-f specific heats, and basic
electrical measurements. As a consequence of this common
descriptive set, acoustical reciprocity calibrations are
classified as primary methods of acoustic microphone
calibration after Bobber CRef. 103, where a primary method
is defined as requiring only basic measurements of voltage^
current, electrical and acoustical impedance, length,
mass(or density), and time(or frequency). Secondary methods
are those in which a microphone, or some other reference,
has been calibrated by a primary method and is used as a
reference standard.
To appreciate the impact that acoustical reciprocity
calibrations have had upon acoustical science, it is useful
to review the history of acoustical reciprocity in the
context of historical attempts to measure acoustic pressure,
particle displacement, and particle velocity.
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B. HISTORY
The acoustical reciprocity principle was introduced
first in Lord Rayleigh's (John Milliam Strutt) paper on
"Some General Theorems relating to Vibration"CRef . 133 in
1873. In that paper he gave the following example of
reciprocity and credited Helmholtz with a proof in the case
of a uniform fluid without friction:
"In a space occupied by air, let A and B be
two sources of disturbance. The vibration excited
at A will produce at B the same relative amplitude
and phase as if the places were exchanged. " CRef
.
13: p. 181]
In 1877, in his treatise on The Theory of Sound CRef. 143,
Lord Rayleigh gave as an example of the reciprocity theorem
in acoustics the following:
"let A and B be two points of a space occupied
by air, between which are situated obstacles of
any kind. Then a sound originating at A is
perceived at B with the same intensity as that
with which an equal sound originating at B would
be perceived at A. "CRef. 14: Vol I, p. 1343
In various examples. Lord Rayleigh applied the reciprocity
principle to a harmonic transverse force and a resulting
displacement in a bar CRef. 14: Vol I, p. 1533, and to
periodic electromotive forces and the resultant currents in
electrical circuits CRef. 14: Vol I, p. 1553.
i
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Lord Rayleigh proposed to measure the acoustic particle
velocity in a sound -field with the "Rayleigh disk" in 1882
CRe-f. 9: p. 148II. Mhen the theory -for the per-formance o^
the Rayleigh disk was set down by Koenig CRe-f. 9: p. 148],
it became widely used as a tool in acoustical measurements.
Other investigators measured the acoustic particle amplitude
but in general these techniques yielded measurements which
were accurate to within a -few percent at best CRe-f. 9: pp.
159-160:.
A primary source o-f sound was invented by Gwozdz CRe-f.
9: p. 169], a Russian engineer, in 1907 when he used a wire
heated by electricity as a source o-f sound. This
thermophone was improved on by Lange CRe-f. 153 when he
invented a thermophone with substantial acoustical output in
1914. H. 0. Arnold and I. B. Crandall CRe-f. 16], developed a
quantitative theory to explain the workings o-f the
thermophone, and both S. Ballantine CRe-f. 17] and E.G. Wente
CRe-f. 18] improved upon the theory. The thermophone remains
today as a primary sound source with accuracies on the order
o-f 1 dB re IV/ubar CRe-f. 9: p. 171]. In 1917, developments
in the -field o-f vacuum tube ampli-fiers with their high input
impedance made the design o-f a condenser microphone by Wente
CRe-f. 19] practical. The first calibration o-f Wente's
condenser microphone was accomplished using a thermophone o-f
his own construction CRe-f. 19]. It remained -for MacLean
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CRe-F. 43 and independently, Cook CRe-f. 53 to -First apply
Rayleigh's reciprocity theorem to the electroacoustic system
in a manner such that absolute acoustic reciprocity
calibrations o-F the receiving (and transmitting) sensitivity
o-F a microphone were obtained.
6.5.K. Mong and T.F.M. Embleton CRe-F. 123, have
predicted the best accuracies -For a condenser microphone
calibration to date using the pressure coupler reciprocity
calibration method, with the uncertainty o-^ the absolute
open circuit sensitivity level expected to be less than .005
dB re IV/ubar. This dissertation will theoretically and
experimentally explain the calibration o-F the open circuit
receiving sensitivity obtained with the method o-F plane wave








In the photograph above, a W.E.640AA one inch laboratory
standard condenser microphone is shown on the le-Ft, in the
center is a Knowles type BT 1751 subminiature transducer,
and on the right is a General radio type 1434 condenser
microphone. Both the W.E.640AA and the GR 1434 condenser
microphones have locally made electrical connectors -for BNC
connectors partially visable in this photo.
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C. A GENERAL THEORY OF ACOUSTICAL RECIPROCITY
Prior to discussing acoustical reciprocity, the
Following symbols are de-fined:
(pj.~ velocity potential due source "A"
(Pq - velocity potential due source "B"
>fD. - acoustic pressure field due source "A"
"Pq
- acoustic pressure -field due source "B"
^A ~ acoustic particle velocity due source "A"
Vg - acoustic particle velocity due source "B"
Li^ - volume velocity o-f source "A"
Lift - volume velocity o-f source "B"
f^ - equilibrium density o-f acoustic medium
^ - angular -frequency o-f either mono-frequency source
£ - open circuit receiving voltage
L - short circuit transmitting current
£ - general term for impedance [acoustic or electrical J
'Mo - open circuit receiving sensitivity
Ot ~ transmitting sensitivity (current)
\j — reciprocity factor (acoustic transfer admittance)
9 — ratio of specific heats' for the acoustic medium
Jg - ratio of specific heats for medium corrected for
non-adi abat 1 c boundary conditions and for
the effects of relative humidity.
Op - equilibrium (ambient) pressure
Vo ~ cavity volume used in reciprocity scheme
A - acoustic wavelength
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^•Cr - acoustic phase speed in unbounded medium
V£/j - time averaged energy density
Qil - quality factor o-f the Nth resonance
^C» ~ energy dissipated per cycle
L^ - length o-f cylindrical plane wave resonator
A - end cross sectional area o-f cylindrical plane wave
resonator
fi — the mode number o-f the longitudinal resonance
Xi - -fundamental -frequency of longitudinal resonances
4- — frequency <H2>
aK. " wavenumber , equal to <2*pi )/ (wavelength)
y^u - modal wavenumber <for rigid boundary conditions in
the ends of the cylindrical resonant cavity, equal
to (mode number*pi ) / (1 ength of tube)
>
A theory of passive linear el ectroacoustic transducers
was developed by L.L. Foldy and H. Primakoff in a two part
paper published in 1945 CRef. 20] and in 1947 CRef. 21]. In
their theory, the pressure and normal velocity at each point
on a transducer's surface and the voltage and current at a
transducer's electrical terminals were shown to be related
by a set of linear integral equations. Solving the wave
equation using Green's functions for the medium in which the
transducer was immersed and using the equations defining the
electrical termination of the transducer, they showed that
the behavior of a transducer could be completely
characterized in terms of four parameters. These four
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parameters were shown to be: the voltage across the
electrical terminals o-f a transducer, the current -flowing
into these terminals, the acoustic pressure at any point on
the sur-face o-f the transducer, and the normal velocity o-f
the sur-face at every point on the -face o-f the transducer
CRe-f. 20D. In part II o-f the paper, L.L. Foldy and H.
Primako-f-f developed the conditions necessary for the
validity o-f the electroacousti c reciprocity theorem in a
wide variety o-f physical systems. They -found, that,
"transducers possessing: electrostatic
coupling only, or electromagnetic coupling only,
obey the 'reciprocity relations' providing that
the polarizabi 1 i ty , the susceptibility, the
Hooke's law, and the conductivity tensors are
symmetric; on the other hand, transducers
possessing piezoelectric coupling only, or
magnetostricti ve coupling only, demand in addition
(-for the sati s-f action o-f the 'reciprocity
relations'), the equality o-f the direct and
inverse piezoelectric and magnetostricti ve
coupling tensors. The symmetry and equality o-f
the tensors under discussion is always satis-fied
at su-f -f iciently low -frequencies; whether or not it
holds in general depends on the detailed physical
mechanism of the medium and of its electroacoustic
coupling, in particular, on whether or not
dissipative phenomena of the 'relaxation' type are
present. .. "CRef. 21
D
The four parameter transducer description of L.L. Foldy and
H. Primakoff is used for a condenser microphone in this
paper
.
To demonstrate resonant reciprocity in a cavity,
consider the volume shown in figure 1.1. The walls are rigid
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and there are two reciprocal transducers flush mounted in
the walls. In the ensuing discussion each transducer will
be used alternately as a sound source and as a sound
receiver.




MIC "A" LENGTH - L
MIC "B'"
Figure 1.1 Q^^Lt^_wi_th_r i.9id_wa]^1^5_i_nto_whi_ch_sound_i_s
Qrgjected^
When the sound -fields witnin the cavity s.r e
i rrotat 1 onal , the acoustic particle velocity is given by the
gradient o-f the velocity potential. Following Kinsler,
Frey, Coppens, and Sanders CRe-f. 11: p. 16511, we apply a
vector identity to the two velocity potentials associated
with the two sources to obtain,
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7-(A708) = 7<A'7^B + i^^'P8 Equat 1 on 1.1
When the vector identity is again applied, a-fter reversing
the order o-f the velocity potentials, we obtain.
7-i0M) = V(I>^-v<I)a - <f>8^% Equat i on 1
.
These two equations are now subtracted and the result is
integrated over the volume shown in -figure 1.1. This yields
the integral equation,
J
V ( ivi^,^w^ dv --/(We -i^\ ) ^V Equat 1 on 1 .
3
Vol.
I -f the divergence theorem is applied to the left side t^e
obtain Green's Theorem,
c i Yoi




where N is the unit vector normal to the sur-face. Nom, if
ne operate both sources at the same frequency.
v\ = - -K"" (t*/ Equation 1.5
and,
vV, ---aV6 Equation 1.6









The acoustic particle velocity and the acoustic velocity
potential are related by.
ot^ V<f^ Equation 1.9
and -from the linearized Euler equation in a medium with
constant density, Me have.
Equation 1. 10
NoM, prior to substituting equations 1.9 and 1.10 into
Equation 1.8, i-f Me consider the integral in equation 1.8 to
consist o-F one portion over the rigid Malls and the other
portion over the sur-faces o-f each simple source exposed to






Since the normal component of the particle velocity is zero
at the rigid walls, the integral over the sur-face o-f the
walls is zero and we are left with the integral over the
exposed faces of the transducers. For harmonic velocity
potentials, equations 1.9 and 1.10 are substituted into
equation 1.8 where we obtain,
(f^'^e.-fe^AyN-^^^ o Equati on 1.12
Source
With the definition of the following parameters,
Pab(r) = pressure at "A" when "B" is transmitting as a function
of position, r, on A's surface.
Pba(r') = pressure at "B" when "A" is transmitting as a f unction
of position, r', on B's surface.
ua(r) = velocity of the "face" of source "A" as a function
of posi ti on , r
.
ub(r'} = velocity of the "face" of source "B" as a function
of posi t i on , r ' .
And provided the acoustic pressure over the face of the
transducer acting as a receiver is uniform, we a.re able to




1'a 7.^.K J " ^ Equation l.i:
When only simple sources are involved and each integral of
the normal component o-f the velocity over the face of the




Equat 1 on 1.14
This IS analogous to Rayleigh's statement:
"....the vibration excited at A will produce
at B the same relative amplitude and phase as i+
the places were exchanged ." CRef . 13J
The principle of acoustic reciprocity will now be applied tc
el ectroacoust 1 c transducers so that we can obtain what is
termed a reciprocity calibration of the microphone open
circuit receiving sensitivity.
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D. ACOUSTIC RECIPROCITY CALIBRATIONS OF MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY
1 . General Acoyiti^ B§£iEC9c i ty Cal i_brat i on of
El.ectrgacoustic_Transducers
Mhen mb describe the general properties o-f a simple
source it is o-f ten correct to consider the simple source as
a linear two port electroacoustic network CRef. 20D,
Figure 1.2 El^ectrg-Acgusti_c_Twg_Pgrt_Netwgrk^
From Foldy and Primako-f-f CRe-fs. 20, 213, the equations
describing the relationship between the open circuit
receiving voltage, e, the pressure at the receiver sur-face,
p(r), the transmit current, i, and the transmitter normal




The reciprocity relations that are required o-f any
transducer used in a reciprocity calibration are CRe-f. 213:
f£jj»\ -?uKic^ \6h
Equations 1. 16
The variables used above are de-fined by L.L. Foldy and H.
Primako-f-f to be CRef. 213:
Zb = the blocked electrical impedance o-F
the transducer
h(r) = the speaker transfer impedance
h ' (r ' ) = the microphone transfer impedance
Z<r,r') = the generalized open circuit normal
acoustic impedance of the transducer
surface.
The first equation simply states that the speaker transfer
impedance and the microphone transfer impedance are equal in
magnitude and the phase angle between them is the same at
all points of the transducer surface.
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When equations 1.15 are recast in matrix -Form, h<r) and
h'(r') arm equal to Z21 and Z12 respectively, the
generalized acoustic impedance is constant over the
transducer's surface and is replaced with Z22, the integrals
o-f the normal velocity over the transducer sur-Face are




In particular, Mith the vol tage—pressure and current-volume
velocity -Formulation shown above, if Z12 equals ( + ,-)Z21
then the transducer is said to be a reciprocal <-*-) or an
antireciprocal (-) transducer CRef. 223. The impedances are
now described by:
Zll = open circuit voltage / short circuit current
Z12 = open circuit voltage / volume velocity
Z21 = received acoustic pressure / short circuit current
Z22 = received acoustic pressure / volume velocity
Mhen two such transducers are connected by an acoustic
medium, a four port network will represent the system.
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Figure 1.3 E9y!l_E9Ct_El.§£;t!I9Z^£°y§tl£_t!®ty9!lil
I-f we choose all the receiving sensitivities to be the open
circuit voltage receiving sensitivities and all the
transmitting sensitivities to be the current transmitting
sensitivities, we have the following definitions:
n*-- 'Vpa Equat 1 on 1.18
s,= ^Va Equat 1 on 1.19
6)
= ^Vfi
tquat 1 en 1 . 20
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l4- Equat 1 on 1.21
Dividing equation 1.18 by 1.19 Me obtain,
t^A _ el !!_
Equation 1.22




Equat i on 1 . 23
Where we define:
el = open circuit voltage at port(l) when transducer "S"
IS transmitting.
il = input current at port(l) when transducer "A"
is transmitting.
P2 = acoustic pressure at port (2) when transducer "B"
IS transmitting.
P3 = acoustic pressure at port (3) when transducer "A"
is transmitting.
e4 = open circuit voltage at portiv4) when transducer "A"
IS transmitting.
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14 = input current at port (4) when transducer "B"
IS transmitting.
Now, if both of the transducer s STid the medium are
"reciprocal" , meaning that Z12=Z21, Z23=Z32, and Z34=Z43,













By de-finition, el and il do not coexist in time. Similarly,




1= [21)34 + [2w]Q^] Equation 1.25
and when 1 transmits and 4 receives,
e* = N['i] ^&;^' Equation 1.26
I-f the network described by equation 1.22 is reciprocal or




Ti Equat 1 on 1 . 2'
This IS the electrical analog ot Rayleigh's statement of
acoustical reciprocity CRe+. 14J. Substituting this into
equations 1.22 and 1.23 we obtain,
,,
&i- 14- _ TH
Equat 1 on 1 . 2i
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Following L.L. Beranek CRef. 91 and R.J. Bobber CRe-f. 10] we







^ ^ Equation 1.29
s,
Provided that the medium and both transducers ars
reciprocal, and if both transducers are ideal, we have shown
that the reciprocity factor "J" depends only upon the medium
(including its boundaries) and is independent of the
transducers used.
To obtain a comparison between the two transducer's
receiving sensitivities, a separate sound source is used ta
generate the same acoustic pressure that in turn is sampled
at the same position by each of the receiving microphones.
The ratio of the received voltages yields the desired
comparison.
f //-A V ~ » « Equation 1 . 3u
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Vck and Vb are the open circuit receiving voltages of
transducers "A" and "B" respectively when the third separate
sound source is transmitting. Equations 1.29 and 1.30 yield
two expressions -for Ma which we multiply together to obtain
the square o-f the open circuit receiving sensitivity -for
transducer A.
W'= I^^tM'-''^ Equation 1.31
Applying the de-finitions o-f Sa and Mb found in equations
1.19 and 1.20, we obtain the solution -For the open circuit
receiving sensitivity -for microphone "A".
M.-- ^A \J^ j Equation 1.32
Using a similar procedure for transducer "B" we obtain,
ei Ve -^^ '^
Me> = r^ ^
^yA / Equation 1
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I-f the voltages and currents in equations 1.32 and 1.33 can
be measured, the only parameter remaining to be calculated
in order to obtain a complete solution -For the receiving
sensitivities Ma and Mb is the reciprocity factor, "J". The
physical meaning o-f the reciprocity factor "J" will be
explained in the next section.
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2. GenBral__Determi.nati.gn_gf_The_ReciBrgcitY_Factgri_"^
Mhen the dimensions o-f the reciprocity -factor, "J" are
considered, we find that it can be interpreted as having
dimensions o-f volume velocity over pressure. This is an
acoustic admittance. A-fter Rudnick CRe-f. IJ, we proceed to
determine the solution for the reciprocity factor by
considering as our reversible transducer one that is small
compared to a wavelength, and is so noncompliant that its
introduction at a point in the sound field never alters the
sound pressure at that point. By the same token, when used
as a speaker its volume velocity is independent of the
acoustic load. Let both transducers be identical and of
this type. The restriction that they be identical can be
lifted trivially by the introduction of a third receiver as
was done previously in the development of equation 1.30. For
"A" transmitting and "B" receiving we obtain, using
equations 1.17 for transducer "A",
O
-, V 1 7 C\Z\ Equations 1.34
The second equation has a zero on the left because there is
no impressed pressure and the ideal transducer does not feel



















Substituting the result -for il into equation 1.37 and
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manipulating the terms, we obtain equation 1.39 and thereby




- p -i P3^ Equation 1.39
Since the acoustic transfer admittance depends upon the
medium through which the acoustic signal moves, and on the
boundaries o-f this medium, the solutions obtained -for the
microphone voltage receiving sensitivities will only be
valid 1 -F the medium and its boundaries are unchanged over
the duration o-f the experimental measurements.
When setting out to calculate an analytical -form for the
reciprocity factor, different geometries of the medium
between the two transducers will result, in apparent
differences in the forms found for "J". However, as
mentioned earlier, it is important to note that (to within a
multiplicative constant) all of these so lut ion s for "J" t^ill
have the same form; The product of a volume and a frequency
divided by the ad i abat i c bulk modulus of elasticity for the
med ium . To show this, three different "volumes" as shown in
figure 1.1 will be utilized. For a gas medium, the
adiabatic bulk modulus is expressed as the product of the
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barometric pressure and the ratio o-f specific heats. Short
descriptions o-f the dimensions involved in these di-f-ferent
physical environments follow:
Volume 1: All dimensions are much smaller than
the acoustic wavelength CRefs. 3, 9, 121.
Volume 2: Free -field CRe-fs. 4, 5, 7,8, 9, 10,
in.
Volume 3: One dimension is greater than or
equal to hal-f an acoustic wavelength with the
other two dimensions smaller than an acoustic
wavelength (cylindrical cavity) CRe-fs. 1,2D.
The solutions to be obtained for "J" in the next section
will allow the equations for Ma and Mb to be defined in
terms of basic electrical and physical measurements.
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a. The Calculation o-f "J" for a Pressure Coupler
Reciprocity Calibration
For all dimensions much smaller than an acoustical
wavelength, "volume 1" in the previous section, the
magnitude and phase o-F the pressure Mill be essentially the
same everywhere within the cavity. Using the adiabatic -Form
o-F the ideal gas law,
Equation 1.40
we take the natural log o-F both sides and di-Ff erentiate.
-O \/ Equation 1.41
I-F the acoustic pressure is harmonic then it can be written
as.
a^ = f = To e Equation 1.42
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then considering the change in acoust ic pr ensure witn |
respect to time,
3—L r ; UJ f Equation 1.43
at
Recognizing that the volume velocity may be expressed as the
time rate o-f change o-F the volume we can write the time




03 _ - j^^°_
?3- ^ ^o
Equati on 1 . 45
This IS the reciprocity -factor for a "small" cavity.
Without any manipulation it i= seen to foliow the general
form given earlier -for "J",
)
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b. The Calculation o-f "J" -for a Free Field Reciprocity
Calibration
For the free -field we make use of equation 1.14 Mhich
shows that the ratio of the acoustic pressure at the face of
a transducer acting as a receiver to the volume velocity of
that transducer acting as a source is the same for any
simple source. We are therefore able to choose a simple
sphere to represent the source. It can be shown CRef. 11:
p. 1643, that for an oscillating sphere of radius "a",
where "a" is much less than a wavelength, we have,
-f('-A)=JeoCU.(7)(^^') e Equation 1.46
The volume velocity for the simple spherical source will be.
Equation 1.47
Combining equations 1.46 and 1.47 to obtain a form of the
acoustic transfer admittance, we have.
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LI
_. 4-TT r e
-o Equation 1.48 a\
substituting.
Equation 1.49






When the numerator is multiplied by the wavelength, and the
denominator is multiplied by the phase speed divided by the






This also is the general -form given earlier -for "J", where
the e-f-Fective volume is a rectangular solid with length and
Midth equal to a wavelength and a height of 2r.
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c. Th» Calculation o-f "J" -for The Plane Wave Resonant
Reciprocity Calibration
To illustrate the -final case where the acoustic
wavelength is much larger than tno dimensions and equal to
or smaller than twice the third dimension of the cavity, a
plane wave cylindrical resonator is used. For this case,
the reciprocal transducers are mounted in the ends.








Solutions of the wave equation within such a cavity predict
three kinds of resonance modes; radial, azimuthal, and
longitudinal. Mhen the dimensions of the cylinder are
chosen so that the lowest azimuthal and radial resonance
modes occur at frequencies higher than the highest
longitudinal resonance in the frequency range of interest,
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then beloM this -frequency, only longitudinal (or plane wave)
resonances can occur. For a cavity with rigid walls and
ends, the pressure field within the resonant cavity is given
by,
I ^ ^ ^ Equation 1.52
Here, JmO re-fers to a cylindrical Bessel -Function and not
to the reciprocity factor.
From Morse CRef. 22: p.398D, the ratio of the
fundamental azimuthal mode to the fundamental longitudinal
mode is found to be .586 times the length to radius ratio of
the cylindrical cavity. The ratio of the fundamental radial
mode to the fundamental longitudinal mode is found to be
1.22 times the length to radius ratio of the cylindrical
cavity. A photograph of the cylindrical plane wave resonant
cavity used to experimentally observe the different resonant
modes is shown next. All three different modes are then
seen in figure 1.6, as a relative plot of the microphone
voltage output vs frequency. A Knowles Type BT-1751
subminiature transducer acted as the microphone and was
mounted on the curved wall of the 23.3 cm long cylindrical
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cavity shown in the photograph. The source Mas a W.E.640AA













FREQUENCY IN KHZ m
Figure 1.^ M9dal^_resgnances_i^n_a_23^3_cmj^_ai^r_f i.l.l.ed_brass
£i.Be_gf_2^5_cm_diameter_at_rggm_temgerature£22_deg_C2
Following G.W. Swift, A. Migliori, S.L. Garrett, and J.C.
Wheatley CRe-f. 2D, the calculation o-f acoustical trans-fer
admittance is as -follows:
The dot product o-f the acoustic particle velocity with
both sides o-f the linearized Euler equation o-f motion
yields,
= u (-VP) Equati on 1 . 53
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INext, the equation o-f continuity o-f mass, written to -first
order in the acoustic density, is multiplied on both sides
by the acoustic pressure.
f(u)% -n--- Equation 1.54
adding equations 1.53 and 1.54 we have,
^-t. P'i>l\ 4 ^^ 4l - 'M-l-Vf) -h pf-V-U) Equation 1.55
this equation can be rewritten as,
£:] =-7-ff^~^
>eot^
Equat 1 on 1 . ~;o
This is an equation o-f continuity -for energy density. The
terms in the le-ftmost bracket a.re the kinetic energy censity
and the potential energy density respectively. The prodLiCt
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o-f acoustic pressure and acoustic particle velocity is the
acoustic intensity. . This equation is integrated over the
volume within the resonant cavity to obtain,
Jl(^f»"'^4z>-^^'^^^'^^'
^jQl^ Equation 1.57
Applying the divergence theorem to the right
.
hand side o-f
this equation and reversing the order o-f integration and
di-f-ferentiation on the le-ft hand side, the equation becomes,
iL(E^..O = --j> -f^-""i^ Equation 1.58
For plane waves at a longitudinal resonance, the acoustic
pressure amplitude is uniform over each end o-f the
cylindrical cavity. Additionally, with the ideal receiving
microphone (the mechanical impedance is in-finite), the
integral o-f the normal component o-f the particle velocity
over the rigid wall o-f the cavity volume is zero everywhere
except on the sur-face o-f the source microphone.
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i Te^^J = -^^
^ . j — ~ "-"" J Equation 1.59.-n>Tftu» - •^^Jt>
SOHdCF
Taking th« average over one cycle yields,
T
"
-r } a^ ' io ^
Equation 1.60
Here we have obtained the incremental change per cycle o-f
the plane wave energy within the cavity due to the work per





5 (^^^u...) ^^ Equation 1.61
d
Mithin the cavity, the energy dissipated per cycle equals
the work done per cycle to drive the source when a steady
state longitudinal resonance is maintained. Thus, the
change in the total plane wave energy available above as a
result o-f the average work done by the source over one cycle
must be the energy input per cycle required to sustain the
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plane wave resonance. Here the energy dissipated per cycle
is expressed in terms o-f the source pressure, the source
volume velocity and the sound -frequency.
If the velocity o-F the driving -face is considered to be
harmonic and i-f the acoustical system being driven is at a
longitudinal resonance, then the acoustic impedance at the
source is purely resistive and the particle velocity and
acoustic pressure are in phase at the -face o-f the driving
transducer. In this case we have.
9 = ?o d^sHi)
Equation 1.62
NoM the energy per cycle required to sustain the resonance
can be written as.
^^ ^ ;l4 ' '^ Equation 1.63
The terms -for energy density -found in equation 1.56 can
now be used to calculate the total acoustical energy -found
within the cavity. Consider a di-f -f erenti al volume o-f length
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dx and cross sectional area equal to that of the cylinder
located at position "x" within the tube.
differential volume
under consideration
Figure 1.7 Differential^_volunie_under_consi deration
For rigid ends, the pressure standing waves due to
longitudinal resonances within the cavity are given by,
p(-x,-+) ^ ?o ^^i (h^sx) e.
J vuiX
Equation 1.64







Taking minus the gradient o-f equation 1.64 we obtain,
) U)ut
Equation 1.66
Substituting into equation 1.65 and solving -for the
derivative o-f the particle speed with respect to time,
<5t r.
j wJm,\
Equation 1 . 67
Integrating, we obtain the acoustic particle speed.
J ^N Co
)^.\
Equat 1 on 1 . t)3






From equation 1.64 the real part of the complex acoustic
pressure is,
prx^i) = fo (^oiik^x) tosC^^i) Equation 1 . 70
The total mechanical energy within the differential
volume shown is the sum of the differential kinetic energy
and the differential potential energy contained within.
^ Er = ^ ^Ke -^ d f?e Equati on 1.71
The differential kinetic energy from equation 1.56 is given
by,
^r = iL^'/^ohivc "^ A. Equation 1.72
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Combining equations 1.69, 1.70, 1.72 and 1.73, the
di -f -f erent 1 al o-f the total mechanical energy of the standing
waves within the small slice o-f volume is obtained,
clE.- U AoA1 +




Integrating over the cavity volume we obtain the iritegral





For rigid ends within the plane wave cavity, the modal wave
number is,
Equation 1 . 76




Equati on 1 . 77
Using the root mean square value -for the acoustic pressure,
^ ~ i
'••' ' Equation 1. 7B
Where "Q" is the quality factor o-f the plane wave
longitudinal resonance we have CRef. Ill,
^6/ \ ^"^ Equation 1.79
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~ /p« \*\ r, . \ Equation 1.80
-? rs»
From the ideal gas equation o-F state, we have.
U-- C^^ Equation 1.81
Since at a longitudinal resonance in a plane wave resonant
cavity with rigid ends, the pressures at each end are equal
in magnitude, we can write -For the magnitude o-F the
acoustical transfer admittance o-F the plane wave resonator,
U3 _ -YT Vo -f- _ ^^^^,^ ,.32
?a. i^o i ^^
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Inasmuch as the quality -Factor -for the Nth resonance is
dimensionless and is computed -from a set o-f basic electrical
measurements at -frequencies in the vicinity o-f resonance, we
have once again the general form given earlier for "J".
The complete representation of the reciprocity equations
Mhich may be considered for experimental implementation in
all three different geometries Mill next be summarized.
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3 • 8_Syn!!D§!I^_ol_I!2S_ItlC®?_RS^i_Brgcit^ Methods Q9{D£§C§d
Thi_s_ExBeri_fnent
a. Plane Wave Resonant Reciprocity Calibration
For the case o-f the plane wave resonant cavity




li Ve. PoV Qt.
Equation 1.83
This is the initial -form o-f the solution -for the open
circuit voltage receiving sensitivity -found using the plane
wave resonant reciprocity method of microphone calibration.
In chapter II, the di-f-f iculties associated with
experimentally obtaining the required measurements o-f the
basic electrical and physical parameters used in the above
equation will be addressed.
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b. Free Field Reciprocity Calibration
For the case o-f the free field reciprocity calibration,





This is the solution for reciprocity calibration that was
initially obtained by W.R. MacLean CRef. 43 and
independently by R.K. Cook CRef. 53 in 1940.
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c. Pressure Coupler Reciprocity Calibration
Finally, -for the case o-f the pressure coupler
reciprocity calibration, combining equations 1.32 and 1.45
Me obtain,
I U Y& ^J
X
Equation 1.85
Mith these pedagogical solutions -For the open circuit
receiving sensitivity complete. Me are noM able to consider
the form o-f the solution shoMn in equation 1.83 Mith regard
to the experimental methods used to obtain the basic
electrical and physical measurements Mhich, Mhen substituted
into equation 1.83, ultimately yield Ma.
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II- i^PE^IMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR A
RESONANT RECiPRQClTY CALIBRATION
A. INTRODUCTION
The form of the equations derived in Chapter I -for the
microphone open circuit voltage receiving sensitivity -found
using the method o-F plane wave resonant reciprocity was not







^ V l^ Vfr ^oV a-'
To reduce the amount o-f experimental errci'^ introduced by '.he
method o-f the experiment, it is use-ful to consider the?
impact o-f practical considerations upon tt-ie analytical -tor-m
o-f equations 2.1. There-fore, the -following quest.iGn5 will be
addressed in this chapter;
1. How can the ratio Va/Vb best be measured to re(duce
experimental error?
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2. How can a self consistency check on the experimental
results be incorporated into the experiment?
3. Is it possible to reduce the number o-f basic electrical
measurements experimentally made?
4. What is the correction required in the experimentally
obtained value -for the open circuit voltage receiving
sensitivity as a result o-f the non—ideal character of
the compliant microphones used in the experiment?
Additionally, the experimental measurement of the quality
factor of the nth resonance can be very difficult to obtain
with any accuracy. Only with the experi ment" under computer
control using a technique such as that developed by D.V.
Conte and S.L. Garrett CRef. 233 or by J.B. Mehl CRef. 24]
is this source of error reduced.
With these considerations in mind, we will proceed in
the development of the equations required to experimentally
measure the open circuit voltage receiving sensitivity of a
microphone using the method of absolute plane wave
reciprocity calibration.
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B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PLANE WAVE RECIPROCITY
EQUATIONS USING CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY
1 " i>lES!!ll!DSQt§l_Q9Qli^er§t i_gns
Mhen the method to be used in measuring the ratio Va/Vb
is considered, two basic approaches are possible. In the
first, the voltage ratio is measured as an experimental
event unique unto itself. The final result is the ratio
Va/Vb. The difficulties associated with this experimental
approach are primarily related to the difficulty to be found
in the precise repositioning of the microphones on one end
of the resonant cavity to obtain the same reference pressure
generated by a source at the other end. It is preferable to
design a "hands-off" experiment that will eliminate the
introduction of any such re-positioning error and will allow
computer control of all the experimental measurements
including those used to determine the quality factor, Q.
When the reference source is mounted at a third port in the
wall of the resonant cavity, the "hands-off" experiment is
possible. However, there already exist two such sources of
sound within the resonant cavity in the form of the
reciprocal transducers mounted at each end. An
experimentally productive alternative is to mount instead, a
receiving microphone as a reference in the third port. It
will be shown that by mounting a reference microphone in the
wall of the resonant cavity, not only will we be able to
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measure the ratio Va/Vb , but we can also also obtain a
comparison calibration o-f the re-ference microphone and a six
way round-robin sel-F consistency check o-f the experimental
precision o-F the calibration -for each mode. The
calibrations o-f microphone receiving sensitivities so
obtained will be as -followss
Ma - based upon absolute plane wave reciprocity.
Mb - based upon absolute plane wave reciprocity.
Mca - A comparison calibration o-f the re-ference
microphone based upon the absolute reciprocity
calibration o-f microphone A.
Mcb - A comparison calibration o-f the re-ference
microphone based upon the absolute reciprocity
calibration o-f microphone B.
Mab - A comparison calibration o-f microphone A based
upon the absolute reciprocity calibration o-f
microphone B.
Mba - A comparison calibration o-f microphone B based upon
the absolute reciprocity calibration o-f microphone A..
The modi -fi cations required -for equations 2.1 which yield
an analytical solution -for resonant plane wave reciprocity
sensitivity calibrations and which use a re-ference receiver
mounted in the wall o-f the resonant cavity will now be
derived.
When the development o-f the -four port acoustical
reciprocity network is expanded to include the comparison




modifications to the analytical development -for the solution









Figure 2.1 Mgdi_f i_ed_f our_B9Ct_DBtwgrki
The relationships between the receiving and transmitting
sensitivities for the two reciprocal microphones mounted on
the ends can still be represented as before.
Mb - S^^
Equations 2.2
To obtain a comparison between transducer "A" and transducer
"B" with the geometry shown above, it is necessary to relate
the pressure at the face of microphone "C" to the pressure
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and when "B" is transmitting,
N\c--
Vca
Equat 1 on 2.
4
At a longitudinal plane wave resonance, the rrns acoustic
pressure at the right end o-f the cavity c^n be related to
the rms pressure "felt" by the comparison microphone, wi tn a
pressure? standing wave correction factor, Gl (n)
,
wnich
depends upon the frequency of the plane wave resonance, ^nd
the position of the comparison microphone in the tuoe.
K, = L?i3 L^ii^^-)] Equation 2.
The pressure standing wave correction factor, bi'n' is
obtained oy spatially averaging tne longitudinal v.^riations
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in acoustic pressure at a plane wave resonance over the face
of the reference microphone assuming the microphone
sensitivity is independent of position over the face.
It is Morth noting that even though the comparison
calibration of the microphone "C" sensitivity obtained with
the previous assumption may be in error, this assumption has
no effect upon the measurement of the absolute sensitivity







(of plane wave resonator)
Figure 2.2 Geometr^_gf_the_gf f set_micrgghgne_used_i^n
the calculation of 61 (n).
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In the figure above, the curvature of the sides is not
involved since the spatial variation of the acoustic
pressure occurs only in the longitudinal direction at a
plane Mave resonance.
Photograph 2.1 in_thi_s_BhgtggraBhi_the_^Eorts^_f or
t!2®_£9{DE§Ci§9Q_!Dl£!I9Etl9Q®_§C®_(D9yQ^§^_9Q_ttlS_§id§_y§H_9f-tb®
c^jl^iQder
The side Mall mounts in the "long" tube were unused in
the final experimental measurements since there was room to
mount the Knowles subminiature transducers in the ends
alongside the one inch condenser microphones. The side wall
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mounts in the above photograph are entirely -functional and
were used in preliminary experiments using electret and
dynamic microphones. In the "short" tube, the side wall
mounts were necessary when a 1/2 inch microphone was used as
the comparison microphone.
To evaluate the relationship between the pressures at
the two ends of the resonant cavity consider the general
solution -for standing plane waves in a cylinder driven at
the le-ft end at X=0 by transducer "A", with mechanical
impedance Zma, and terminated at the right end at X=L by
transducer "B", with mechanical impedance Zmb. The acoustic
pressure in the cylindrical cavity can be represented as the
superposition of a left going wave and a right going wave
and will then be of the form,
P(x,i) = Ae + B e










Referring to -figure 2.3 above, when microphone "A" is useo
as the source, the ratio o-f the pressure at X=<j, ;P2 ' ) to
the pressure at X=L, (P3) , will be,
pa
f3 A e.
t quat 1 on 2 .
3
Since the -force on the termination is pressure times the
cross sectional area and the particle speed -for a plane
acoustic wave is given by,
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[ ^-Z At
p ^ £) y Equaticn 2.9
We can use the de-finition -for mechanical impedance to solve
for the ratio o-f A/B in equation 2.8. For the microphone













which upon substitution of equations 2.7 and 2.9 into
equation 2.10 at X = L, becomes,
2r.s= f.^^« ( "^J f^ j Equation 2.11
Where Ab is the cross sectional area of micrcp^iar.s 8,
Solving -for the ratio A/B we obtain.
— ^ • Equation 2.12
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Where P2 ' is the pressure at X=0, and P3 is the pressure at
>; =L when transducer "A" is transmitting. With a similar but
symmetrical development with transducer "B" transmitting we
obtain,
P3
z (i.os(A>-) -t-j ^iMil^i^^Ckt')
.*aK
Equat 1 on 2.14
Where P3 ' is the pressure at the right end and PI is tne
pressure at the left end when transducer 'B" is
transmitting. Considering the previous sketch o-f the cwo
di-f-ferent situations, the open circuit receiving sensitivity




cquat 1 on 2.13
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Mhen the standing wave scale -factor is used to express the
pressure at the o-f-fset comparison microphone as a function
o-f the pressure at the end -for both values o-f Mc , we have,
V Equation 2.16
f3 an ps'^^iH





fcosCM + o MiiSiwM,
This pressure ratio will allow the ratio Ma/Mb to be
expressed in terms of voltage ratios alone, provided the
term in the brackets in equation 2.17 is equal to unity. If
KL is equal to some multiple of pi, as it is with perfectly-
rigid ends, then this assertion is correct. Experimentally,
the deviation of the value of KL from an exact multiple of
pi is determined at a plane wave resonance by examining the
harmonicity of the modal resonances in the plane wave
resonant cavity. CSee Appendix A. 3 If they are multiples of
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the -fundamental then KL will be a multiple o-f pi with
sin(KL)=0 and cos (KL) = <-•-) 1 . From the theory shown in
Appendix A., the values o-f KL at resonance are exact
multiples o-f pi only in the case o-f a perfectly rigid
boundary or in the limit when the -frequency goes to
in-finity. When the -fundamental o-f the highest plane wave
resonant -frequency measured was calculated and compared to
the lowest plane wave resonant -frequency, the ratio so -found
was an estimate of how close the worst case KL came to being
an •M«ct multiple of pi. As shown in Appendix A., the worst
case occurred as expected at the lowest plane wave
resonance. In this worst case, the value of KL was measured
as .9927»pi, to four significant figures. Since the voltage
ratio used in equation 2.18 comes in under the square root
in the calculation for microphone sensitivity, the value of
unity for cos(KL) will introduce an approximate .001 db re 1
V/ubar worst case error. Since other experimental
uncertainties will be shown to be larger than this value by
at least one order of magnitude, equation 2.17 will be used









Now the ratio o-f Ma/Mb becomes,
Equation 2.19








When the definitions -for Sa and Mb are substituted into















By using the reciprocity relationship; e4i4 = elil, we can
eliminate the requirement to experimentally measure i4,
M6 = tnm' % Equation 2.23
Having considered the practical consequences and
experimental advantages of the method chosen to measure
Va/Vb, the consequences o-f a compliant microphone with
regard to the calculation o-f the voltage ratio representing
Ma/Mb, and having just reduced the number of basic
electrical measurements required by one, consideration must
now be given to the experimental determination of the
reciprocity factor, "J". Consider the form of the acoustic
transfer admittance derived in Chapter 1.
T--
TT Vo -t.
^0 V Q N» ^
Equat 1 on 2. 24
The temperature, pressure and density of the medium within
the resonant cavity were found to vary o\/&r the duration of
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the experiment. Since the reciprocity -factor "J" represents
the acoustical transfer admittance o-f the medium within the
resonant cavity during the measurement of par ameter s used to
calculate a plane wave resonance reciprocity calibration,
some modi -f ication in the value used for "J" must be made to
properly account for medium changes. When "A" is
transmitting this becomes,
Equation 2.25
Where the subscripts "ATBR" stand for "A transmitting and B
receiving". When "B" is transmitting we obtain,




Equat 1 on 2 . 26
Where the subscripts "BTAR" stand for "B transmitting and A
receiving". Now Equations 2.21 and 2.25 are used to obtain





Similarly, equations 2.23 and 1.2.^ are used to obtain the
open circuit receiving sensitivity -for transducer "B".
Me>--
e^v ef Vcp, TT Vt. -^N
ei Li Va» ^0 ^ 6)6ta(»>
%
Equation 2.28
Equations 1.11 and 1,13 are the solutions we set out to
obtain -for a plane wave reciprocity calibration whi'ch uses a
re-ference microphone mounted in a third port in the resonant
cavity.
It 15 experimentally significant that the solutions for
Ma and Mb using the method of plane wave reciprocity appear
to be independent of the position used for the utt^unting <if
the reference micr<^phone mi thin the resonant ca\yity inhen m
fact they are not. This is because it is possible to select
a location for the reference microphone in the wall of the
plane wave resonant cavity that will cause large
experimental errors to occur in the solutions for Ma and Mb.
Additionally, the error in the absolute calibration will
cause any comparison calibration made m situ and based upon
the absolute reciprocity calibration to be in error as
well. These sources of potential error and the solutions
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devised to avoid them will be discussed in the next
section.
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The need -for a six way round-robin in situ experimental
check on the precision o-f each modal calibration requires
care-Ful consideration o-f the experimental methods and
calculations used to obtain any calibrations o-f the
re-ference microphone. From an analytical point o-f view, two
comparison calibrations o-f the re-ference microphone can be
obtained that are based upon the absolute reciprocity
solutions -for Ma and Mb. Combining the reciprocity
calibration obtained ^or Ma, the de-finition o-f Mc , and the
pressure standing wave correction -factor, we obtain Mc as a
function o-f Ma and refer to this calibration as Mca.
r\t,= Equation 2.29
Similarly, using the reciprocity calibration for Mb we
obtain,
I ^^ - \^j[ (^iC^)) Equation 2.30
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The difference in these two values for Mc is a measure of
the experimental precision obtained.
With regard to the reference microphone, two different
sizes and positions were used at different times. The first
reference microphone was a B&K type 4134 condenser
microphone which had a 1/2 inch diameter while the second
was a Knowles subminiature transducer type BT-1751 with an
outside diameter of. 055 inches. In separate configurations,
both were used initially in the side of the cylindrical
resonant cavity. The final configuration used the type
BT-1751 mounted adjacent to the one inch ME640AA. This
position was used in the larger cavity where the cavity
inner diameter was sufficiently large to accomodate both
microphones in the end cap. Experimental considerations
yield two pragmatic reasons for selecting the end mounting
in preference to the side mounting. Mhen the cylindrical
plane wave resonant cavity is driven at a longitudinal
resonance, the standing waves within such a cavity, (when
the ends are '^ rigid) will vary as cos(Kx), where x gives
the longitudinal position, K equals n«pi/L, n is the mode
number, and L is the length of the cylindrical cavity. At
the fundamental mode, there will exist an acoustic standing
wave pressure node at x = L/2. When higher modal resonances
occur, there will be "n" nodes found along the longitudinal
axis of the tube. If the location of the reference
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microphone is at one of these pressure nodes, then no
compar ison voltages representing Ma/Mb can be obtained for
that frequency. Additionally, if the microphone is mounted
in the end, Gl(n) becomes identically one, otherwise, there
is a -Finite error associated with the calculation o-f Gl(n)
-for any re-Ference microphone position. While the end
mounting removes the problem of finding a node at the
reference microphone's position and the inaccuracies
associated with computing Gl (n) , an additional but removable
problem arises. The placement of the refererce microphone
in the end of the cavity next to one of the reciprocal
microphones will cause a decrease in the acoustical
impedance at that end. For a given source strength, this
will result in a decrease in the signal amplitude for the
larger microphone. This situation will appear to yield a
lower sensitivity calibration for the reciprocal microphone
than that obtained in the absence of the immediate presence
of the reference microphone. If the reciprocity calibration
on which the comparison calibration is based is taken from
the microphone mounted separately, this potential error is
avoided.
An estimate of the magnitude of this effect can be made
by comparing the volume velocity in this problem to the
analogous current in an electrical circuit. Because the
transverse dimensions in the end are much less than a
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wavelength, the lumped parameter analogy to the electrical
circuit is possible. Mhen the reciprocal microphone is
alone in one end, mounted in the rigid supporting wall, then
the volume velocity through the plane o-f this end occurs
only as a result o-f the motion of the diaphragm o-f this
microphone. This is analogous to a current source providing
all its output to a single impedance placed across its
output terminals. When the additional re-ference microphone
"C" is introduced adjacent to the reciprocal 'microphone "B",
the situation is analogous to the electrical current source
' having a second impedance placed in parallel across the
-first. When this is done, by current division, the
magnitude o-f the current through the -first impedance is
reduced. Re-f erring to equation 1.3S, it is seen that the
open circuit signal voltage is directly proportional to the
volume velocity of the microphone. Since the magnitude of
the signal voltage is one of the measured electrical
parameters used in the calculation of Mb, the value so
obtained for Mb is lower than that obtained when only
microphone "B" is mounted in the end. Since the change in
the calculated microphone sensitivity is found to be
proportional to the change in the acoustical impedance in
the end of the cavity, the relative change in acoustic
impedance is used to approximate the relative change in the
calculated microphone sensitivity.
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Ai 2^a - 26 +^^
^B
Equation 2.31
If the assumption o-f rigid walls is correct and if there are
no leaks in the mountings used for the microphones, and if
the transverse dimensions of the microphones are much less
than a wavelength, then the solution above is valid. To
obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the relative change
in sensitivity, consider the following:- Since both
transducers are operating well below their respective
mechanical resonances, they are both operating in the
stiffness control region. The stiffness of the volume of
the Knowles subminiature transducer is modeled as that of a
small Helmholtz resonator CRef. 11: p. 2263, and the
stiffness of a W.E.640AA condenser microphone is well known
in published literature CRef. 3: p. 323. When the
mechanical impedance found using the stiffness is divided by
the square of the cross sectional areas, the resulting





Since the volume within the Knowles submini ature microphone
has roughly the same dimensions as the neck of the Knowles
subminiature type BT-1751 transducer which is cylindrical in
shape with a neck diameter o-f 1.4mm and a neck length o-f
1.57mm, and the acoustic impedance of a W.E.640AA condenser
microphone is '^1.64E+12 NM^-5 (the stiffness of the 640AA)
divided by the angular f requency , CRef . 3: p. 32]
substitution into equation 2.32 using a density of 1.21
kg/M'^S and a sound speed of 343 m/s yields,
^ ^ O. O dC^ Equation 2.33
lA
This corresponds to an expected decrease of 0.24 db re
Iv/ubar in the calculated microphone "B" sensitivity when
microphone "C" is mounted alongside. Experimentally, a
decrease of 0.22 (+-)0.10 db re Iv/ubar was obtained by
comparing the first ten plane wave reciprocity modal
calibrations for W.E. 640AA serial#815 with and without the
Knowles type BT-1751 subminiature reference transducer
mounted alongside. With this observed change, care must be
made in the comparison calculations for Mc , to use only the
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reciprocity calibrations obtained where the reciprocal
microphone is mounted alone. The next two photographs show









Photograph 2.2 Ill>e_rel^ati^ve_si^zes_of _the_Knowl^e5
§ybmi^ni^ature_tr^Q5ducer_mounted_al^ongsi^de_the_one_i^n
mi_crgghonf^
In the photograph above, the relative position o-f the
small Knowles subminiature transducer is approximately at
the "three o'clock" position relative to the one inch
WE640AA condenser microphone. The end mount shown here was
intended -for use only in the larger C^IO cm) plane wave
resonant cavity. The inner diameter o-f the smaller (~23 cm)
plane wave cavity did not allow suf-ficient room -for both to
be mounted in the same end. As previously described, the
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acoustic impedance in the end o-F the resonant cavity is
slightly changed when the subminiature transducer is





In this photograph, the previous end mounting is removed
and the microphone casings and diaphragms are vi sable. The
subminiature transducer's FET preamplifier (inherent to the
"type BT-1751"as obtained from the manufacturer) is in the
extended case behind the neck and opening leading to the
diaphragm. It is this portion that was previously modeled
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as a small Helmholtz resonator to estimate the change in
acoustic impedance at the end.
To complete the data required -for a six way round robin
check on the experimental precision -For each modal
calibration, we will next consider the comparison
calibration o-F each reciprocal microphone based upon the
absolute reciprocity calibrations already obtained -For Ma
and Mb.
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In order to complete the six May round robin comparison
check on the experimental precision, comparison calibrations
o-f the reciprocal microphones based upon each other are
needed for each modal calibration. Re-fer to Equation 2.18,
Mhich gives the ratio Ma/Mb. Solving in turn -For each open
circuit receiving sensitivity we obtain.
I Us "^ ' ^^ \<2J^j[ V^e. J Equation 2.34
and.
\eA "" ' ^'^ \(S1 J \ V'cA J Equation 2.35
The apparent change in sensitivity -for microphone "B"
resulting -From the change in acoustical impedance at the end
containing both microphones as described in the previous
section, will not adversely e-F-Fect the round robin precision
o-F an individual modal calibration. The values o-F Mba and
Mab shown above are still based upon e4, the measured signal
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vol tags o-F microphone "B". As such, the value for Mba will
still be the "same" as that -found -for Mb. Similarly, Mab
Mill be the "same" as Ma since while the apparent value o-f
Mb goes down as a result o-f the change in the acoustical
impedance, the ratio o-f el/e4 will go up a proportionate
amount. The relative precision o-f the experiment is
determined by computing either (Ma-Mab) / (Ma-i-Mab)
,
(Mb-Mba)/(Mb+Mba) , or (Mca-Mcb) / (Mca+Mcb) . All three
computations result in the same value o-f the experimental
precision.
While the equations developed -for Ma, Mb, Mca, Mcb, Mab
and Mba will allow a six way round robin consistency check
o-f the experimental precision -for each modal plane wave
resonance, there remains one simpli-fying assumption upon
which these equations are based, that remains to be
discussed. This is the assumption, necessary -for the
solution for "J" given in Chapter I, that the microphones
used "feel no impressed pressure" . When the solution for
"J" is modified to account for a microphone with a finite
mechanical impedance, a correction to the solutions for Ma
and Mb is required. This is the subject of the next
section.
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C. THE IMPRESSED PRESSURE CORRECTION
When the acoustic trans-fer admittance that is used in
the reciprocity calibration was derived in chapter 1, the
derivation was unique to a microphone that felt no impressed
pr essur e , The assumption o-f "zero pressure sensitivity" was
then incorporated in equations 1.34. This was the same as
saying that the mechanical impedance o-f the microphone was
in-finite. However, real microphones have a finite
mechanical impedance and the e-f-fect o-f this -finite impedance
upon the reciprocity calibration must be considered. Re-fer
to -figure 2.4 -for an illustration of two different but
reciprocal condenser microphones mounted in the ends of a




Referring to Equations 1.17, with interpretation of the
coe-f -f icients as shown by Beranek CRef . 9: p . 1 17] for the
general case of both acoust ical and electrical exc i tat ion
^
we can write -for each reciprocal microphone,
ons 2.36
^^
,. /, \/,-i-,\ ( A Soart.cE
Where: Z12 = Z21 = b, the transduction coefficient.
VI = voltage across the transducer's electrical
terminals when the transducer is used as a
speaker
.
II = current flowing in the transducer when it is
used as a speaker.
P2 ' = pressure at the speaker end of the resonant
cavity when the driving frequency is at a
longitudinal resonance,
el = open circuit receiving voltage.
P2 = acoustic pressure at face of receiving
mi crophone.
U2 = volume velocity of speaker.
U2' = volume velocity of microphone.
Zll = blocked electrical impedance plus the electrical
load (or generator) impedance.
Z22 = the open circuit acoustical impedance plus
acoustic radiation impedance as seen at acoustic
port #2.
Dividing the third and fourth equations, we oDtain for Ma,
Ka= ^.U^ Ecu.t.on
- U2 -




Substituting this value for il into the definition for Sa we
obtain,
Equation 2. 39
We now define the previously derived transfer admittance for







Where "n" is the mode number of the longitudinal resonance.
Since, J equals Ma/Sa and at resonance within the plane wave
resonant cavity, P2 ' and P3 ars equal in magnitude, equation
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The -first part o-f the above equation for the reciprocity
factor "J", is the trans-fer impedance as derived in chapter
one. Note however, that the assumption of a "rigid" laeai
microphone is the same as stating that Z22 is infinite. In
this ideal case, the correction term goes to zero without
the assumption that P2' is necessarily zero. In fact, in a
plane wave resonant cavity, as previous!/ shown in equation
2.13, this IS not the case. With a finite impedance, it
remains to be shown that the correction term multiplying
m(-U2/P3) is small. To do so requires the determination or
the value of Z22 as shown in the canonical equations i^hen
the re cipr ileal micr<yphor)e is terminated i-j i t h an a ecus tic
plarie wai'e resiiriator. '"'"
The normal acoustic impedance (Z22) is shown Dy Beranek
CRef . 9: p. 1 17D for the general case of simultaneous electric
and acoustic excitation, as being equal to the sum of the
open circuit normal acoustic impedance and the acoustic
radiation impedance. In the case of pl<^ne wa\.e r-esonant
reciprocity, the resonant acoustic canity can be snown to be
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"loading" the -faces of the microphones mounted at each end.
This impedance load -for the transducer attached to a plane
wave tube is given by CRe-f. 11: p. 201]:
2mo foC^r Equation 2.42
where
,
zmo = mechanical impedance o-f the tube seen at X=0
in the plane wave resonant cavity,
zml = mechanical impedance at the X=L termination.
^ = gas density
c = sound speed
k = wavenumber Cw/cD
k^ = complex wavenumber Ck - ja3
a = absorption coef -f i ci ent
L = length along the longitudinal axis ot the
resonator
.
At = cross sectional arsa of tube i< diaphragm.
If the cavity is a multiple of a half wavelength and is
made to resonate longitudinally, the value of kL has been
shown (appendix A.) to be an integral multiple ot oi
.
Additionally, if there is a low loss '.high Q) acoustic
system so that hyperbolic sine and cosine are well
represented by the first term in a series expansion, then
the mechanical impedance looking into the resonant tube is









When this load impedance is added to the open circuit
mechanical impedance o-f the microphone and then expressed in
terms of acoustical impedances, we have for Z22:
2^5-- i^lK-o^ + Ia i^--"-) Equation 2.44
When this interpretation of Z22 is combined with the results
shown in equation 2.13, equation 2.41 is reduced to:
y= Jo i -
\
Z9a.Tc Equati on 2. 45
The quantity " CI / ( Z22*Jo ) J " is the ratio of the normal
acoust I c adm 1 tt'ance of the m icr ophone at acoust ic port #2 t<.)
the acoustic transfer admittance of the medium' When
equation 2.40 is compared with equation 2.4(j, we see that
the finite acoustic impedance of the transducer results in a
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change in microphone sensitivity as compared to that
expected for a perfectly rigid termination. If "Mao" is
used to identify the magnitude of the open circuit receiving







It is important to consider the acoustic system as a
whole when the value of Z22 is determined. The following
considerations s.r^ in addition to those previously presented
where the diaphragm Ar&A is equal to the tube area.
When equations 2.36 were employed to determine the
impressed pressure correction, the four port network used as
the system model, required Z22 (or J22) to be associated
with acoust ic port #2. This means that the influence on Z22
of the difference in the cross section area of the tube and
the Ar&A of the microphone diaphragm must also be
considered. This difference in areas will act as an
acoustic transformer and will serve to increase the acoustic
impedance of that port over that which would occur if the
tube and diaphragm areas were the same CRef . 9: p . 1 253 . The
multiplicative correction to Zmic that accounts ^ or tnis
increase in acoustic impedance at the end is the ratio of
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the tube arsa to the diaphragm area. Consider the sequence
of acoustic terminations shown in the next figure:
Figure 2.5 Di^f ferent _ter mi_nat i_ans_for _the_gi_ane
wave_tubes^
In the first tube, the area oi the tube matches the area
of the diaphragm. The acoustic impedance at the end of tnis
tube IS simply the acoustic impedance of tne microphone. In
the bottom tube, the majority of the end is a rigid wall.
In this case, the limit of the acoustic i.apedance tends to
infinity as the area of the large tube becomes much greater
than the area of the diaphragm. While an e.iper.ment wi tn
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either the -first or last situation is possible, it is the
termination shown in' tube #2 that is o-f practical interest
in the plane wave resonant cavities used in this
experiment. To illustrate the in-fluence of the di-f-ferent
terminations, the de-finition o-f mechanical impedance is
applied to the acoustic port at the end o-f the tube,
^(e-<i) =
OL
Equat 1 on 2. 47
where: zm = mechanical impedance o-f the acousric
port at the end o-f the tube.
Pend = acoustic pressure at the end o-f the tube,
u = the resulting speed.
At = cross section a.r&a at the end of the tube,
Since the only resulting speed at port #2 is that o-f the
microphone diaphragm, and rewriting equation 2.47 in terms
o-f the acoustic i mped an ce of the microphone, we have:
''






where, Ad = cross section ar&a o-f the diaphragm,
Za = acoustic impedance.
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When the e-f-fects ot the acoustic trans-former action due to
the di-F-ferent areas (Beranek CRef . 9: p . 125] and equation
2.48) and the loading due to longitudinal resonance
(equation 2.43) are included in the value o-f Z22; and




Equati on 2. 49
It is this form o-f the value o-f Z22 that must be used in the
computed correction to Mao. To illustrate the magnitude of
this correction, assume -for simplicity that both microphones
are identical and that the cross section area o-f the tube is
equal to the diaphragm area. With these simpli-fying
assumptions,
?ax = ^ «.
\»H\, - A>\1
V>J Equati on 2. 5(
Where the subscript "a" re-fers to the lumped acoustical
parameters associated with the microphone being considered.
T -f the acoustical impedance o-f a microphone is known -for the
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frequency range o-f interest, J22 = 1/Z22 can be calculated
and the value o-f J22/Jo can be determined.
When the various reciprocity -factors representing the
di-fferent experimental geometries are examined, it is
apparent that the magnitude o-f the impressed pressure
correction will be dif-ferent. Re-fer to equations 2.51
beloM.
9\ft».e. \ /lTVo\ / -^
^E^^UJ = 1-Q; ) I <?' ^^ ' E...tion. 2.51
The parameter values to be used -for a rough numerical
comparison are given below:
Ra = 3.27E+7 NSecM'"^-5 (acoustic resistance, CRe-f.3: p. 32]
W.E.640AA)
Ma = 4.77E+2 KgM-^-4 (acoustic mass CRe-f.3: p. 32] )
Ka = 1.64E+12 NM-^-5 (average acoustic sti-f-fness [same re-f j )
Po = 101330 pa (^atmospheric pressure)
f(s = 1.39 (ratio of speci-fic heatsCRe-f 253)
fn = 2450 Hz (10th modal resonance in long tube)
c = 343 M/sec (phase speed in unbounded medium)
r = .20 - .40 M (separation distances for -free field)
Qn ~ 165 (quality factor for 7«j cm plane wave
resonant cavity)
Vo "^ 6.498E-4 M-'-Z. (volume of plane wave resonani: cavity)
Vo "^ 4.6E-7 M-" 3 (volume of pressure coupler CRef . 3:
p. 121)
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The case o-f the pressure coupler is similar to that of the
plane wave resonant cavity. In the -first case, due to the
small dimensions o-f the cavity, KL'^0, whereas in the plane
wave resonant cavity KL "^ N*pi . In the case of the -free
-field calibration, the correction must use a dif-ferent value




J , ,„\ Equations 2.52
As expected, these quantitatively different results si.Tipiy
reflect the fact that the effect of the compliance of t'-ie
acoustic system is the greatest in the small pressure
coupler cavity, least in the free field geometry, and
somewhere in between in the larger plane wave resonacit
cavity geometry. These fractional compliance corrections,
if ignored, correspond to microphone sensitivity chancjes of
^
-.45, '^ -.10, and ^ -.uOOl db re IV/ubar respectively.
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Since the parameter values used to obtain this
comparison are only approximate, a different method of
computing "J22/Jo" will now be used in the case of a plane
wave resonant cavity to obtain a further comparison.
Consider the analytical form of the transduction
coefficient found in the literature for an condenser
microphone when the open circuit mechanical impedance of the
microphone is so much greater than the radiation impedance




Where: Co = microphone capacitance.
Eo = condenser microphone bias voltage,
fn = modal frequency of resonance.
^o = permittivity of -free space.
Ae = the effective backplate area of the
condenser microphone,
and Ad = the diaphragm area of the microphone.
If we can include the influence of the acoustic load due to
the plane wave resonant cavity in the above solution for the
electroacoustic transduction coefficient, we can use the
previous equation determined for "Jo" to obtain an
analytical form for the ratio "l/Z22*Jo".
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With constant environmental conditions (atmospheric
pressure, temperature, humidity, and density) the absolute
pressure sensitivity under open circuit eJectr ical
conditions is a property of the microphone CRe-fs. 3 and 293.
Under the -free field conditions that result in the value -for
"b" shown above, the value o-f Z22 used in equation 2.37 is
the open circuit acoustic impedance of the microphone. For
identical microphones at each end of the plane wave resonant
cavity, the invariance of Ma requires a C2*At/AdD
multiplicative correction to equation 2.53 to cancel a
similar increase to the open circuit acoustic impedance as
shown in equation 2.49. Mhen this is done, the value of Ma
calculated in equation 2.37 remains the same. The magnitude
of the ratio "l/Z22*Jo" becomes:
^
_ r\A (Po ^H 6o Ae M Q.
Za.. Jo A- ^° ^» V.
Equation 2.54
Since the quantities involved in equation 2.54 are known or
can be experimentally measured, an estimate of the magnitude
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Given: Ae ~ 1.296 E-4 M^2 (e-f-Fective backplate area for a
W.E.640AA obtained from engineering drawings)
(See the above -figure.)
Ad ~ 2.693 E-4 M"^2
Po '^ 101330 Pa.
Co " 52e-12 F.
Eo "^ 200 V.D.C. bias voltage.
^o ~ 8.85E-12 F/M (permittivity o-f -free space)
Oe ~ 1.39 (ratio o-f speci-fic heatsCRe-f. 253)
Ma ~ .0355 V/Pa (-49 db re 1 v/ubar 1 khz)
Vo ~ 6.498E-4 M^3 (volume o-f long tube)
Qn ~ 165 in the "long" cylinder (-freq o-f 2450 hz.)
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When the ratio "J22/Jo" is now calculated -for the long
tube and substituted into Equation 2.46, we obtain
essentially the same result as calculated previously C^ 1 X
relative change).
Ka S O.'iQ, P\ArieWAV£ Ecuatlon 2.55
h Ao Res ojjfrTo a /4^L= loTj)
These dif-ferent impressed pressure corrections may be
significant if calibration accuracies to within <+-) ~ 0.5
db re IV/ubar or better are desired. A more careful
comparison between experimental results obtained using
different cyl indr ical diwensions for the plane utave
resonator will be discussed in the chapter on experimental
corrections. In these discussions the ratio of areas given




The experimental procedures and equipment required for
two di-f-ferent methods o-f absolute reciprocity calibration o-f
microphones are presented in this chapter. The method o-f
primary interest was the plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibration. The secondary -free field comparison
calibration, when corrected for diffraction CRef. 3: p. 31],
was used as a low frequency consistency check for the
results of the primary method.
The separate apparatus built for these two methods ar&
described first. The resonant reciprocity part of the
experiment used two different right circular cylindrical
cavities to obtain a self consistency check on the
associated plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations.
The free field calibration used a microphone translator that
operated under computer control . Both methods used
commercial electronics equipment which will be described in
the appropriate section.
Following the description of the apparatus, the
procedures and signalflow are presented for both calibration
methods. Both a plarie wai/e resonant reciprocity calibration
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o-f a laboratory standard type W.E.640AA condenser microphone
and a standard free field reciprocity cal i br at ion -for an
el ectrodynami c microphone are described. The -free -field
reciprocity calibration o-f the el ectrodynami c microphone in
turn yielded a compar i son cal ibrat ion o-f the previously
calibrated W.E.640AA condenser microphone.
The basic experimental parameters obtained -from
measurements which occur in the experiment are^ voltage,
current, resistance, frequency, capacitance, temperature,
length, barometric pressure, and relative humidity. The
uncertainties in experimentally measured electrical and
physical parameters are presented in an error analysis of
these -fundamental measurements. The propagation o-f error in
the computed microphone open circuit voltage receiving
sensitivity is then made resulting in an estimate of
probable error. In addition, the experimental methods used
to determine the system linearity, voltage transfer
function(s), and the stability of difrerent vcitaye
amplifiers will be explained. E;,per i ,-nental procedures v^hicn
result in a reduction of systematic error will be discussed
whenever applicable. The final results for probable error
will be summarised in the last section of this chapter.
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B. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Two differently dimensioned plane wave resonant cavities
were built to measure the self consistency in the mifthod of
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration. Since the
calibrations occurred at frequencies corresponding to
longitudinal resonances, the first cavity was made one third
the length of the second. Thus, the frequency of every
third longitudinal resonance in the "long" tube matched the
frequency of a longitudinal resonance in the "short" tube.
For each plane wave resonant calibration, three
microphones were required. In the final calibration
configuration, only two different size microphones were
used, although each right circular cylindrical cavity was
made of brass with ports constructed for the mounting of
three different sizes of microphones. Two, one inch
diameter reciprocal M.E.640AA condenser microphones were
mounted in the opposite ends of the cavity while a one
eighteenth inch (1.41 mm) diameter comparison microphone was
mounted in one end (for the long tube) or in the side of the
cylinder wall (for the short tube). The comparison
microphone was a Knowles type BT-1751 submi nature transducer
which had a small preamplifier built into the transducer
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case. These brass tubes and the mounting ports -for the |
various microphones are shown in the -following photographs.
Photograph 3. 1 Ihe_70il^2_cm_brass_tube_used_as_a
In this photograph, the le-ft mount -for the WE640AA
microphone is dismantled and is shown in -front o-f the tube.
The tube itsel-f is placed upon two wooden supports used for
stability on the lab table. The rubber 0-ring seal is
easily seen in the dismantled mount and was provided -for
eventual calibrations in di-f-ferent gas media. The small
pipe inlet in the center o-f the tube is intended -for the
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introduction o-f these di-f-ferent gases into the cavity.
Since this capability was not employed in this experiment,
the small hole intended as a gasport at the base o-f the
center inlet pipe (radius ~ .0004 meters) served only to
increase the acoustic losses during resonance measurements.
The large ports -for the 1/2 inch comparison microphones are
easily seen towards each end o-f the tube and are shown




Here, one o-F the plexiglass mounts for the WE640AA 1 inch
condenser microphone is shown dismantled. The port -for the
1/2 inch comparison microphone is also shown in a dismantled
state. The nuts and bolts used to -fasten the mount and
WE640AA to the end are nonconducti ve nylon. The O-ring seal
and grove are easily seen. The markings shown inside the
O-ring grove were used as re-ference marks for diameter
measurements made using a calipers. In the -Final
calibration con-figuration, the 1/2 inch microphone ports
were sealed with the plug snown in the lower right
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foreground of photograph 3.2 and a Knowles type BT-1751
subminiature transducer was mounted in the end, alongside
the WE640AA condenser microphone.
Photograph 3.3 Ihe_^short^_tubei
Here is an end view of the short plane wave resonant
cavity. Both the 1 inch plexiglass mount and the 1/2 inch
microphone mounts are removed. A gasport is placed in the
center of the tube as it was with the long tube. During the
final calibrations, the 1/2 inch microphone port was again
plugged and the Knowles type BT-1751 subminiature transducer
was mounted in the wall of the cylinder. Slightly out of
focus, the Knowles subminiature can be seen at the far end
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o-f the above photograph. The markings on the near end were
used as re-ferences when the major and minor axes o-f each end
were measured with a calipers.
Photograph 3.4 A_cl^gseug_of_the_comgari.son
mi^croehone_mounted_i^n_the_wal^l^_of_the_short_tube^
H&r& the Knowles subminiature transducer is shown mounted in
the wall o-f the short tube. Most o-f the casing shown houses
the preampl i-f ier that is an integral part o-f this type
BT-1751 subminiature transducer. The microphone is held in
place only by the tape holding down the signal and power




Photograph 3.5 lhe_fnicroghgne_Bgrt_i^n_the_wal l^_gf
the_short_tube^
This hole in the wall o-f the cylinder was machined so as to
just allow the microphone opening to be -flush with the inner
wall o-f the cylinder with the casing o-f the preampl i -f i er
providing contact support. This is illustrated in the
previous photograph. Notice that each microphone had its
own plastic mount, the one shown in the photograph being
designated "1082" which is for the WE640AA microphone o-f
this serial number.
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,s.-.^i.^a .^ - — m^M H. ^ M
Photograph 3.6 A_cgmBarisgn_ghgtggragh_shgwing_the
9hysi^cal^_differences_in_the_end_n)icrgBhgne_mgunts_betwe i
Here the end views are shown -for both the short and the long
tubes. In the long tube, su-fficient room at the end o-f the
cavity remained -for the Knowles type BT-1751 subminiature
transducer to be mounted alongside the 1 inch WE640AA
whereas in the short tube, no such room existed and the
Knowles was mounted in the wall o-f the cylinder.
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2. Ihe_Mi^croghone_Transl^ator_£gr_Free_Fi_el_d_Cal_i_br§ti_gn5
Two experimental di -f -f icul ti es are hidden in the theory
developed -for the -free -field reciprocity calibration derived
in chapter one. First, the -free -field theory requires that
the source transducer appear as a point source in the -far
field o-f the receiving microphone. This does not appear to
require more than one measurement o-f separation distance
between source and receiver CRe-fer to equation 1.84].
Secondly, it is assumed that the reciprocal microphone will
have su-f-ficient strength to project sound at an adequate
signal to noise level in the -far -field. These experimental
facts are related as outlined below.
In the -first case, -free -field reciprocity theory
requires a point source so that the acoustic pressure
amplitude falls off as 1/R where R is the "distance" between
the source and the receiver. Experimentally, after anechoic
conditions are obtained in the laboratory, the measured
separation distance between the source face and the receiver
diaphragm does not normally vary as 1/R! For a given
operating frequency, a small difference is found between the
physical separation distance and what is called the
"acoustical separation distance" ,R ' . The received pressure
amplitude does fall off as 1/R'. Experimentally, this
requires a correction to the measured physical separation
distance that is unique to a source/receiver pair and varies
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as a -function o-f -Frequency. The theoretical and
experimental necessity o-f obtaining this 1/R' dependence
requires the measurement o-f several received signals at
di-f-ferent distances. A least squares error -fit to the
measured signal voltage versus the measured separation
distance will yield the correction to the measured
separation so that the acoustical separation distance may be
calculated. The computer controlled microphone translator
was constructed to increase the precision in the
experimental measurement o-f the acoustical separation
distance.
Photograph 3.7 The_mi^crD£hDne_transl^atori
Notice the meter stick on the table next to the translator.
The total length o-f the translator was just over three
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Figure 3.1 Q2!l2.^lL§!L_i£i[IIl!15i 2l_i.!2S:_0:lZC9Etl2Q§
Here, the HF-85 computer controls the drive voltage to the
screw mctDr which turns the threaded translator sha-ft. The
total angle through which the sna-ft 15 turned during arv,-
drive ir.rer.Ai 1= (rsn: trred via tr,e opt;cai sha+t encoue- .
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This device provides an electronic pulse to the HP-5613
counter -for each burst o-f light -from an LED source that
shines through a disk containing 1000 slits or "spokes".
This provides a "count" measuring the total angular rotation
between successive calibration measurements where each
"count" represents 1/1000 o-f a revolution. Measurement o-f
the initial and -final positions during any series of
calibration stops allows each position to be precisely
located a-fter the -fact. While the drive motor and the
optical sha-ft encoder are shown in the schematic to be on
opposite ends, they were actually both located on the same





The drive motor had a screw drive and is shown (on the
bottom) mounted orthogonal to the threaded (13 threads/inch,
60 degree pitch, 1/2 inch diameter, 10 feet long) translator
sha-ft. The gear box used to couple the screw motor to the
sha-Ft can just be seen through its housing. The Hewlett
Packard HEDS-6000 incremental optical sha-ft encoder appears
as a small black disc with a lead o-f computer ribbon cable
looped over the top. The center sha-ft is the threaded
translator sha-ft with precision ground stainless steel upper
and lower sha-fts used to guide and support the moving
microphone mounted on a precision ball carriage. The
equipment rack with the equipment used in the previous





The mobile rack was used to conveniently transport the
equipment between the anechoic chamber and the resonant
reciprocity laboratory. Missing in this photograph is the
VHF switch used in resonant reciprocity to digitally switch
equipments allowing the previous reciprocal source to become
the receiver and vice versa. From top to bottom, the
equipments shown are:
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Cblank space where HP-98307A VHP switch was normally located J
HP-85 computer
HP-7470A graphics plotter
Inter-face wiring for the HP-3497A Ctwo panels]
HP-3497A data acquisition and control unit
On the floor to the right of the rack are two HP-467 power
amplifiers used to amplify the HP-3325A signal for the Altec
el ectrodynami c source.
The correction to the measured separation distance in
free field reciprocity is illustrated in figure 3.31 where
the measured separation distances and the acoustical
separation distances are both plotted for the 490 Hz
microphone calibration measurement. This necessity to /ary
the range between source and receiver to determine the
acoustic separation distance is the indirect cause of the
second experimental problem.
When the received microphone signal voltage is ^-neasurec
at increasing ranges, the low source leve^ of the WEd.4('.AA
condenser microphone results in a very low signal to noise
ratio in this far field. This low signal to ncise ie/el cat.
introduce significant measurement errors in the calibration
procedure. The use of a different reciprocal sound source
With an increased acoustic output solves the problem cf a
low signal to noise ratio in the received signal. In tnis
e>;periment an Altec 688 el ectrodynami c micrcphcne .*/a =
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Iselected as the reciprocal source since its acoustic cutput
is si gni -F 1 cant 1 y greater than that obtained for the
condenser microphone. The schematic diagram of the setup
within the anechoic chamber used to obtain the comparison





























Figure 3.2 The_comgar i_son_cai_i_br a t i_on_Det ween_the
Al^tec_and_WE64(2AA_mi^crg£hones_^
The e;:per 1 ment ai results obtained with che above setup i^tiii
be d . scussed later in the &rrar analysis or the rrf^\a t i e 1 c
uompari^on calibration.
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C. SISNALFLOW AND COMPUTER CONTROL WITH PLANE WAVE
RESONANT RECIPROCITY
The schematic diagram shown below illustrates the signal
paths used for computer control o-f data acquisition. The
basic data so acquired was then used to compute a plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibration o-f the microphone open




































Figure 3.3. Schematic_diagran}_gf_the_signal^_f l^gw_for
the_pl^ane_wave_resgnant_reci^Broci_t^_cal^ibrati^on
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The controlling computer so-ftware was written to make
the experiment entirely automated after the initial data is
given to the computer. The -following is a discussion o-f
this procedure:
The computer program (see appendix B) , written to
control the plane wave reciprocity experiment, per-Forms the
following steps beginning sequentially with the highest mode
o-f interest and ending with the lowest mode o-f interest.
Each o-f these steps (except -for the initial input) are
performed at each mode.
The initial input is obtained by operator responses to
program questions. The program asks -for the -following data:
- the relative length o-f tube used (short or long tube)
- the starting relative humidity (assumed to remain constant)
- the highest mode o-f interest
- the lowest mode o-f interest
- the initial -frequency band to search. This will be
around the highest mode.
- the time constant -for the PAR 5204 lock in analyzer.
- the voltage scale -for the PAR 5204 lock in analyzer.
After this initial input, the computer begins the
following sequence of equipment configuration and data
acquisition subroutines:
Step 1. Set all equipment to the proper drive voltage and
frequency. Then switch microphone "A" to transmit and
microphone "B" to receive.
Step 2. Perform a preliminary selection of the drive
voltage amplitude so that the mid frequency range initial
amplitude is approximately twenty percent of the lock in
analyzer's full scale deflection.
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step 3. Sample 26 data points over the initial input
frequency band. This band must bracket the center
frequency o-f the mode o-f interest. Store the frequency and
amplitude data and then analyze the data -for the resonant
frequency, F9 , the peak amplitude, PI, and the quality factor of
the resonance, Ql. These preliminary values are used as initial
inputs to the least square error "Ravine" fit to a Rayleigh line
shape. (Most initial values were found to be within approx-
imately one or two percent of the final value.)
Step 4. Computing the "bandwidth" as the initial value for
the resonant frequency divided by the initial value of the
quality factor, adjust the frequency band of interest to include
only plus or minus one "bandwidth" around the initial resonant
frequency. Adjust the drive voltage so that the lock in analyzer
is operating at ninety percent of max scale at the modal
resonance. Again sample 26 data points and store the data both
in a memory array and on magnetic tape. Store both the average
temperature and average atmospheric pressure found during the
26 point sample.
Step 5. Select microphone "B" to transmit and microphone
"A" to receive. Perform steps 2, 3, and 4 for this
conf i gurat i on
.
Step 6. Perform a ravine search CRef 26: p. 20711, to find
the least square error optimum values for F9, PI, and Ql for both
sets of data. Store these values on magnetic tape and in a
memory array.
Step 7, Select microphone "A" to transmit using the
previously obtained value for resonant frequency and the drive
voltage selected when "A" transmittad earlier. Seleit
microphone "C" to receive. Measure the comparison voltage Vca
^..'id store it.
^tep 3. Select microphone "B" to transmit using the ravined
value previously obtained for resonant frequency and the drive
voltage selected when "B" transmitted earlier. Leave micrcpnone
"C" in receive and measure the comparison voltage Vcb and store
it.
Step 9. Using the equations developed for the six way round
robin self consT^tency check, compute the si;-; different open
circuit receiving sensitivities. Store these values on magnetic
tape and print these values for operator viewing.
Step 10. Compute the frequencies of interest for the next
lower mode and begin anew at step 1 until all the modes of
interest have been sampled.
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When these logical routines are completed, the computer
automatically switches all experimental equipment into tne
standby mode and awaits the next "initial" input o-f the
operator. I-f the operator elects to stop data acquisition
at this point, printouts o-f the experimental measurements
and computations just completed are immediately available.
The magnetic tape data base is available for -future analysis
and/or comparison when such a need develops.
The magnitude o-f the improvement in experimental
precision using computer control as compared to manual
measurements is illustrated in the table shown on the next
page. Using measurements obtained -for the 735 Hz. resonance
(as a comparison sample) , the percent relative change in thf?
source amplitude, resonant -frequency, and computed quality
factor were computed -from one run to the next. The time
required for the manual measurements (per resonance)
averaged 25 minutes. The time required for the compute.-




from one run to the next
in measured data.
//////////////////////
parameter used manual computer / ratio o-F manual to/
to measure the measurement measurement / computer results /
relative change / /
/ /
Csource amplitude3 .037 .004 / 9.25 /
/ /
[measured resonant .275 .022 / 12.5 /
frequency (mode 3)3 / /
/ /





It is apparent that a rough improi/ement in precision of
from one to ttno orders of magnitude occurred due to the
computer control o^f measurements. This was the typical
result of using computer control o-f data acquisition.
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D. THE CALCULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL ERROR
When equation 2.27 -for a plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibration -for the open circuit receiving sensitivity is
examined, seven experimental variables exist and need to be
measured. The method of their measurement and their place
in the analytical -formulae will determine their individual
e-f-fect upon the total experimental error. Using the
equation developed as the plane wave resonant reciprocity
solution for Ma as an illustration,
Ma =
ei VcA "TT Vo -f^i
11 Vc^ ^o t't a.
V:
Equati on 3.1
straightforward error analysis CRef. 262, yields for the
relative error,
_




7_ ^ . Equation 3.2
The variables ars^
el/i 1 - The ratio of the received signal voltage found
across microphone "A" when it is used as a receiver
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to the current driving microphone "A" when it is
used as a source.
Vca/Vcb - The ratio of the received comparison voltages
seen by comparison microphone "C".
Vo - The product o-f the effective cross-sectional
area of cylindrical cavity times its length.
Po - Atmospheric pressure within the cavity.
JE - gamma, the effective ratio of specific heats for the
gas within the cavity, (accounting for the relative
humidity and the non-adiabatic conditions at the
boundary of the resonant cavity.)
Qn - The quality factor of the Nth resonance.
Fn - The frequency of the Nth resonance.
These values and their individual probable errors must
be determined and included in the calculation of the
probable error for Ma.
The necessity of obtaining absolute measurements of el
and il prior to computing their ratio was avoided by using
the lock-in detector to measure both el and (indirectly)
,
il. Experimentally, the ratio el/il was calculated as
el/ (2*pi*f *C*vl) . The variable C is the capacitance of the
condenser microphone, vl is the voltage drop measured across
the condenser microphone when it is acting as a source, and
el is the voltage across the condenser microphone when it is
acting as a receiver. In this chapter, th*e term "condenser
microphone" is used in the sense that includes the BNC
electrical connection between the microphone cartridge and
the external electronics. The frequency transfer
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characteristics of the lock-in analyzer will cancel out in
the ratio o-F the measured voltages. Any error involved will
result from nonlinearity in the lock-in analyzer and the
inability to exactly measure capacitance and frequency.
The methods used in measuring these parameters and the
determination of their individual contribution to the
overall experimental error is presented next. A summary of
the individual contributions to the probable error in the
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration is shown later
in this chapter (in section D, part 5).
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2- de§suring_the_Rati_g_el./il^
a. The Electrical Circuit
Figure 3.4 illustrates the signal floM involved in the
d«t»rmin«tion o^ •!, And figure 3.5 is the schematic o-F the
























Here we see the signal path -from the received signal to





Microphone Bias box Signal preamplifier
Figure 3.5 5S^§lYlQ9_3ignal__XQByt_Ci_rcui^t
The circuit elements (with appro;cimate values^ and the
parameters at interest found in this circuit are:
el - Signal voltage desired.
Vout - Output voltage of the Signal Preamp i i f i er
.
Rb - Current limiting resistor in the bias Voltage
Supply. (^iC'megohm;
Cc - D.C. Bloct-ing capacitor in the Bias Voltage
Supply. ("-.Oluf)
Cb - Battery bypass for battery noise. x^.Oluf
)
CI i - Connecting cable capacitance. ( ^Atj pf )
CI
o
- Connecting cable capacitance. C^SO pf
)
Ci - Preamplifier input capacitance. ( '20 pf)
El - Bias voltage ("^116 volts)
Ri - Pr pam.pi 1 f : er input resistance. ('"{0 Megohm)
Vin - IrpLit voltage to the preamplifier.
G - Gain of the preamplifier. f^lO)
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Figure 3.5 is an abstr act electrical model o-f the real
physical system used to process the electrical signal
generated by the condenser microphone. It represents a
compromise between conflicting, -factors of simplicity and
accuracy that must be addressed from both the experimental
and the theoretical standpoint. Numerically, using
available computer software, it is possible to determine the
"transfer function" of such a lumped parameter circuit with
relative ease. The difficulty arises when accur ate modeling
is attempted and every stray capacitance, resistance, and
inductance is measured and included in the model.
Experimentally, such an approach is difficult to apply and
is not necessary in every case.
The circuit analysis is simplified when the relatively
small drop in signal voltage across the blocking capacitor,
Cc , in figure 3.5, is accounted for by a one time correction
to the final microphone sensitivity. To see how thi^ i -a
done, refer to figure 3.5 and consider the signal voltage
that would be measured on each side of the D.C. blockir-.g
capacitor, Cc. The effect of the blockiing capacitor
impedance on the magnitude of "Vin" depends upon the
magnitude of the input impedance of the signal preamplifier
formed by the parallel combination of "Clo", "Ci", and "P\".
By simple voltage division, using the lumped parameter
values given for these devices under figure "^-5, t^:e ratio
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of Vs/Vin remains constant to within "^.01 dB c^er the
frequency range used in this experiment. The dB signal loss
across the blocking capacitor Cc is calculated in Appendix E
and shows an approximate ~ .03 dB loss across the entire
frequency range used. This means that the blocking
capacitor Cc may be ignored in the circuit analysis if a one
time correction to the open circuit voltage receiving
sensitivity of +.03 dB is made at the end. Thus, by
measuring the bias box input capacitance (when it is
disconnected from the circuit), the cable capacitances, anc
the input cap<?.citance of the signal preamplifier, the




© ztzce ^ Rb Ci "^^Ri
vout
Microphone Bias box s,gnai preamplifier
Figure 3.6 Si^m2ii£ied_i^nQut_C2^rcui^t_fgr_acoust i_c_si_gnal_
Here^ the measur ed capacitances o-f the connecting
cables, the bias box, and the input of the siginal
preamplifier can be combined. The capacitances o-f the
connecting cables and the bias boxes were measured directly
with a General Radio Type 1615A capacitance bridge in tarn
calibrated with reference to a General Radio type 1404
reference standard capacitor serial #2507. This reference
capacitor had a specification of 10 pi cot ar ads (to 20 ppm)
for IKhz at 23(-t--l.' deg C. In addition, the zero bias
voltage capacitance values for the different W.£.64'.'AA
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laboratory standard microphones were measured with a Hewlert
Packard 4192A LF Impedance analyzer calibrated to the same




Bias box "A" plus the cable
capacitance <BTAR Ct ) 151.900 p-f .028 (n=6)
Bias box "B" plus the cable
capacitance (ATBR Ct ) 150.070 p-f .012 (n=5)
W.E.640AA Serial #1248 52.160 p-f .002 (n=l3)
(with the "#1248" BNC connector)
W.E.640AA Serial #1082 51.974 p-f .002 (n = l3;
(with the "#1082" BNC connector)
W.E.640AA Serial #0815 49.964 p^ .003 m=l3)
(with the "#0815" BNC connector)
Table 3.2 [;]ea5ured_cagac i_t ances_of _b i_a5_box es_ard
mi_croghones^
Since the input capacitance of the signal pr eainp 1 i -^ ; er
will vary -from ampli-fier to ampli-fier, the tci lowing r.e'h^G
was used to calculate the input capacitance ^ or each
preampl 1 -f i er used in the experiment.
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b. Measuring The Input Capacitance o-f Preamplifiers
The specifications of the preamplifiers used in this
experiment gave the input capacitance as a nominal 20 to 30
picofarads. Since the capacitance of the M.E.640AA
condenser microphone Mas approximately 50 picofarads, any
error in the determination of the preamplifier input
capacitance on the order of 1/10 picofarad Mas significant
and the rough value given in the equipment specifications





Straightf orMard voltage division Mill yield a solution for
Vo. Mhen this solution is combined Mith the gain,







Zv is the impedance o-F the variable capacitor in the input (
l/CjwCv3 ), and Zi is the input impedance o-F the cable and
preamplifier combination ( Ri/Cl + Ri » jw»<;Ci +C1 3- 3 ). Typical
circuit parameters used -for this circuit were:
frequency = 1000 Hz.
CI ^ 4 p-f
Ci ~ 25 p-f
G ^10
Cv ~ 4 - 60 pf Csee table 3.3]
Vg ~ variable '
Vs ~ variable, on the order o-f 10 millivolts.
Ri ~ 10 megohm, uncertainty estimated at 17..
This IS the -form of the equation for a straight line,
Y=aX+b. If individual values of 1/Vg and 1/Cv are fit by the
least squares error method to a straight line, the values of
"a" and "b" can be calculated. The resultant absolute value
of the ratio of a/b equals the magnitude o-f 1/CjwZiJ.
Individual "boxes" with different values of Cv were
constructed and calibrated so that as large a range of
values as possible would be available for the least square
error analysis. The following table lists the capacitance
values measured for these individual boxes using the same
General Radio Type 1615A capacitance bridge previously used




































The capacitors listed above were selected -for their
thermal stability and were observed to remain stable to
within the precision obtained above -for the laboratory
temperature range o-f 19-22 degrees centigrade.
When the values for "a" and "b" are obtained via least
square error analysis, the solution -for the total input









The uncertainty in the result obtained for Ct is given by





The results obtained with the least square error linear fit
using the method described above are given in the tables
below. The ultimate uncertainties in Ct are due largely to
the 17m estimated uncertainty in Ri.
The following data have
'^ 3 significant figures
and are in picofarads.
Ithaco 1201 Ser. #63594
(XIO setting, Ri^lOO Mohms)
Chan "A"
Chan "B"
Ithaco 1201 Ser. #61783




Type 465A Lab Serial # 95
(lab B side XIO setting)
Hewlett Packard
Type 46SA Lab Serial # 93





















Table 3.4 Measured ratios for Ca/bD
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With the experimentally determined values -for Ca/bD, the
value o-f the preamplifier input capacitance, Ci can be
determined.
Signal Preampli-Fier/Ci (p-f) /si gma(p-F ) /"standard sigma'VP.E. (ppm)
values o-f Ci have "^ 3 significant -figures
Ithaco 1201 Ser. #63594
(XIO setting)
Chan A 20.946
Chan B 11. hl^





Type 465A Lab Serial #95
(lab B side XIO setting) 23.067 .148 20 ppm "^ 6416
Hewlett Packard
Type 465A Lab Serial #93
(lab A side XIO setting) 22.338 .145 20 ppm ~ 6491
.088 20 ppm -^ 4201
.088 20 ppm " 3880
.088 20 ppm ~ 4038
.088 20 ppm ~ 3660
Average probable error -for the input capacitance "• 4780 ppm
Table 3.5 Calcul^ated_inBut_caeaci_tances_for_signal
BreamBl^i^fi^ers_used_i^n_exger lament ^
Mhen the signal preampl i-f ier input capacitances so
determined are included in the circuit analysis, the circuit
can be -further simpli-fied as shown in the following
section.
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c. The Calculation of el
Referring back to -figure 3.6, the total input resistance
and the total input capacitance can be combined in a complex





The values for Rt and Ct are given by.
RwR^
C--- C^ '^i\\r ~ n O ^ ~ "" ^ ^ Equation 3.7
NoM the circuit becomes,
I
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Figure 3.S Si^m2l^i_£i_ed_ci_rcuj^t_£or_measur i^ng_the
acgustl^c_si^gnal^
The solution -for the ratio o-f Vin/el is given b-
ei \f^\.\ + j [I'^l^tMNftd^j]
Equat i on J.
3
The real part is given by,
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[fteftu-J = i + ^ r<\
I
Equat i on 3.
9




Equat i on 3.10 I
(O
^ r ViN Equat i on 3.11
Nominal values -for the parameters in this equation i^ere;
Ct '" 170 p-f.
Cm ~ 50 p-f.
Ri ~ 10 Megohms.
Re-fer ahead to -figure 3.9 to relate the signal amplifier
input to the final "voltage" sent via the "Hewlett Packard
Inter-face Bus" (HPIB) to the HP-35 computer. The output of
the signal amplifier is equal to the input multiplied by tne
amplifier gain. This same amplifier output voltage, Vout
,
IS then the analog input voltage to the 'SZC'A 1 oc ^ in
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analyzer where it is scaled by the gain setting of the PAR
5204 lock-in analyzer, "B", and sent to the data acquisition
system. Due to the design o-f the lock-in analyzer, the gain
setting o-f "B" is selected so that the acquisition input has
a range o-f values o-f -from to 1.15 volts. This data
acquisition system is HPIB compatible and is in turn sampled
to provide the digitized output, Vdata, to the HP-85






















Figure 3.9 Anal_og_to_di_gi_tal__si_gnal^_£l^ow_char t^
The inverse of this path gain is computed to determine
the value of Vin when Vdata is known. Thus, the analog
voltage "G*Vin" is obtained by multiplying "Vdata" by the
gain setti ng , "B"
.
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CC.][V,.]= [B][H Equation 3.1:
Solving for Vin and substituting into equation 3.11 we





\jJ (IjC^ j Equation 3.13
Prior to computing the ratio el/il, we must next discuss
the calculation o-f the transmitting current, il.
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d. The Calculation o-F i 1
Ths drive current for the source microphone is estimated
-from a knowledge o-F the microphone capacitance, the bias
voltage, and the drive voltage seen across the source
terminals.
^- " ^ Equation 3. 14
Using a constant value o-f capacitance to model the
microphone neglects the e-F-Fect o-F the motional impedance on
the ratio o-F Cel/ilD -For the condenser microphone. (A-Fter
the -Fact, it was determined that the value of il should have
been exper imental ly measured and not calculated. However,
the -Following explains what was actually done.)
The drive voltage across the source microphone's
terminals that is used -For the computation o-F il is not the
drive voltage that the computer program "asks" -For but
rather is a resultant o-F the "asked" -for voltage and the
signal path transfer function between the signal function
generator and the microphone. This discrepancy is corrected
by using an experimentally determined least squares fit to
"ask" vs "get" data. The circuit shown below is the circuit
































Figure 3.10 Ci^r cui_t _used_to_measur e_voi_t age_acro55
cofnguter_control^^
Using the data experimentally measured in this -fashion,
we have a series o-f estimates o-f "Vget" that use acceptable
straight line appr o;; i mat i ons to the transfer -function -for
short segments o-f frequency.
Equation form: Vget = C K(f) ]*Vask
O h2<f< 520 hz Vget = [.9278 +4. 979E-5-«-f 3 Vask
Lprobable error "' 450 ppmy
520 hz<-f<1020 hz Vget = C.9516 +4. 1 63E-6»f 3 ^Vask
i-probable error "^ 310 ppm3
1020 h::<:-f :1510 hz Vget = C.9541 + 1 . 7 1 4E-6*-f ] *Vask
Cprobable error ^ 410 ppm3 Equation*
1510 hz<f::2500 hz Vget = [.'^-558 +6 . 1 22E-7-»-f 1 *Vask
CproDable error "' 386 ppm?.
2500 hz';f<?999 hz Vget = C . 9568 -t-2. 224E-7*+ J «-Vask
xprooable error "^ 269 ppm]
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i
The next correction we must include in order to
accurately calculate the drive current is the observed
increase in capacitance of the source microphone wnich
occurs with an increase in bias voltage-
While the capacitance o-f the source microphone is
primarily a -function o-f its dimensions, the electrostatic
force between the backplate and the diaphragm of the
condenser microphone as a result of the applied bias
voltage, will cause a displacement of the microphone
diaphragm away from the unbiased equilibrium position. This
change in the separation between the diaphragm and the
backplate will cause a slight increase in microphone
capacitance relative to the "no bias" capacitance. This
slight change ("^.3*/.) is easily measured and is tabulated
below. The data were obtained using the internal bias
supply voltage and the standard functions available an the
Hewlett Packsra HP-4192A LF impedance analyzer.
Approximate solutions for Mo are obtained for the
W.E.640AA microphones using the change in capacitance vs
bias voltage data. The theory and results of such a
calculation are shown in Appendi;; F.
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For W.E.640AA TYPE "L" laboratory standard microphones.
Measured values are uncorrected HP-4192A readings.
Bias • Measured C/delta C Bi as^2
(volts D.C.) (all values in Pi.) wolts-2.
W.E.640AA Serial #'s
#1082 #1248 #0815
-35 56. 790/. 030 56. 990/. 045 54. 842/. 072 1225
-30 56. 785/. 025 56. 980/. 035 54. 820/. 050 900
-25 56. 780/. 020 56. 970/. 025 54. 805/. 035 625
-20 56. 770/. 010 56. 960/. 015 54. 790/. 020 400
-15 56. 765/. 005 56. 955/. 010 54. 785/. 015 225
-10 56. 763/. 003 56. 950/. 005 54. 7 75/. 005 100
56. 760/. 000 56. 945/. 000 54. 770/. 000
+10 56. 763/. 003 56. 950/. 005 54. 775/. 005 100
+15 56. 765/. 005 56. 955/. 010 54. 788/. 018 225
+20 56. 770/. 010 56. 958/. 013 54. 793/. 023 40'.'
+25 56. 775/. 015 56. 970/. 025 54. 303/. 038 625
+30 56 . 780/ . 020 56 . 980/ . 035 54 . 823/ . 053 900
+35 56. 790/. 030 56. 990/. 045 54. 842/. 075 122^
correction +or mounting fcracl e*- - -4.~'<^4(p-;- >
corrp.-'^ I :: r. nr .:: r.l : br^. t ; on a? HP-4192A = +0.008(pf.'
Tcital correction required - -4.736(p+)
Table 3.6 Clea5ured_ch§Q3e_i_n_caQaci_tance_due_to
^E£liE§ti2Q_9t_^_^l^§_^9lt^3e_to_a_condenser_mi_croghGne
Due to the possibility at damaging the HP-4 1.92A L^
impedance anal/zer, it was impractical to measure the char.rj.r
in capacitance due to the applied bias when t-.he W . E . 64<'H'f4
microphones were biased at their experimental h;as '.:; ? 1 1 ri
volts. A linear least squares t- -. t to the data shown aDc-e
was used to extrapolate an estimate of the ciange ii
microphone capacitance which resulted +rum the applied bias
voltage. The equations so obtained hiad the for.Ti,
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ACi^ =- 0^ [VaifJ| Equation 3.16
Individual correlation coe-f -f icients o-f .995, .996, and .999
were obtained -for the bias voltage capacitance correction
equations given below -for M.E.640AA microphones with serial
numbers #1082, #1248, and #0815 respectively. The
uncertainties in the slopes and intercepts so obtained are







C2.4731 E-5:*V'^2 + 3.1668 E-4 (p-f)
delta "a" '^ 1.2E-6, delta "b" ~ 8.03E-4
C3.6615 E-5]*V-"2 + 1.0404 E-3
delta "a" "^ 1.6E-6, delta "b"
C5.9254 E-5:*V^2 •- 2.3190 E-4





At a nominal bias voltage o-f ~ 117 volts, the
capacitance corrections expected due to the bias voltage are
on the order o-f one percent and are signi-ficant to the
overall calibration.
Thus, we can calculate the value o-f il as,
Ll = (^LTT^f
K{^)VASK C Oiv^ u w\ Equation 3. 18




Equat 1 on 3.19
The probable error in the ratio el/il may now be calculated
provided the probable errors associated with the
preampl i -f i er gain, G, the measured resonant -frequency, -fn,
and the non-linearity in el/vl due to the lock-in analyzer
are available. An analysis of these probabl e" error s will be
included in the next -four sections.
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e. Measuring The Signal Preamplifier Gain, G
Two di-fferent signal preamplifiers Mere available for
use in this experiment. These were the Hewlett Packard type
465A amplifier and the Ithaco model 1201 low noise
preamplifier. Both amplifiers were used at a nominal gain
of "10" but were experimentally observed to have different
gain stability characteristics. Since the duration of a
typical experimental "run" averaged eight hours, it was of
paramount importance that the drift in the signal gain be
minimized over this time period. Both amplifiers had
experimental advantages; the HP-465A had the lowest drift
rate and was selected for use in the plane wave resonant
reciprocity experiment. The Ithaco 1201 had an internal
battery power supply which greatly reduced cross talk and 60
cycle hum during the later free field reciprocity
calibrations. The circuit used to measure the gain





















In the above circuit, after establishing a constant rms
voltage output, the function generator was directed by
computer to step through tne frequency range of interest
(200-6000HZ) at intervals of 100 Hz. At each frequency the
output voltage was measured by the locl-^-in anal yz er /data
acquisition and control unit and stored in a computer
a.rray. Next, the amplifier was included in the circuit and
the procedure was repeated. The entire procedure was
repeated several times to obtain an estimate of precision
for the array data. The gain of HP-465A amplifiers was
calculated by comparing the two arrays and the results are
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Figure 3.13 Measured_3ai_n_for_HP-465A_serial__#93
Since the drift of measured values over a single day is
roughly 1/5 the drift observed over an eight month period,
the latter is used as the worst case estimate of uncertainty
in G, while the former is used as the best case estimate.
Thus, the range of precision in this data is from '^260ppm to
~1300 ppm. Since the computer controlled circuit measures
the relative gain, the systematic error included in any one
measurement is cancelled out and the precision of the data
IS used as the estimate for probable error in this
parameter. The gain analysis for the Ithaco amplifiers will
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be included later when the free -field reciprocity e;:periment
is discussed.
Next, the non-linearities associated with the lock-in
detector signal path will be discussed.
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f. Measuring Non-Linearity in The Lock-in Detector
The non-linearity in the lock-in detector was measured






















Experimental determination of the linearity o-F the lock-in
detector -found that the -fractional error varied as a
function o-f what portion o-f the scale was used to measure
the data. Since the computer program dynamically sought to
run the source until the receiver was at ~ 90 % o-f full
scale, the linearity at that scale position was measured and
used in the error calculations. Two different ratio
transformers were used to determine the linearity of the
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system and the measured results are shown in the -Following
tables.
All data was obtained at 1000 hz , so that the limits o-F the
ratio trans-Formers would not be exceeded.
Trans-Former serial* 304
transformer ratio voltage ratio fractional error (ppm)
.1 .097117 - 29700
-2 .206257 + 30300
.3 .307339 + 23900
.4 .398773 - 3080
.5 .497208 - 5620
.6 .597665 - 3910
.7 .698417 - 2270
.8 .800050 + 063
.9 .900181 + 201
Table 3.7 Linear i.t^_data_gbtained_using_rat i_g
As shown on the next page, a different ratio transformer was
used to obtain a comparison.
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All data was obtained at a -frequency of 1000 hz so
that the limits o-F the ratio transformer would not
be exceeded. .
Transformer serial# 572
transformer ratio voltage ratio fractional error (ppm)
.1 .096869 - 32300
.2 .199362 - 3200
.3 .300154 + 3000
.4 .399208 - 1980
.5 .499039 - 1926
.6 .598614 - 2315
.7 .700138 + 197
.8 .798215 - 2236
.9 .898320 - 1870
(
Table 3.8 L.iO§§!li.tY_data_obtai_ned_us]^ng_rat i_o
t
Since the linearity of these ratio transformers f
nominally is on the order of IC) ppm, the fractional error
due to nonlinearity in the signal flow through the loci-.-in
detector is from "^2(1)0 to '^18C)0 ppm depending upon ^hich
ratio transformer is accurate. An estimate of 1 4il." J p'pm wi I i
be used for the probable error i rt the linecvrity or ti
s/stem near full scale and "^ 3700 ppm near half scale.
lie
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g. Computation of The Probable Error in el/il
For the purpose of error analysis, the effect of the
Cw-»Rt*Cm3 term in equation 3.19 is relatively small since
the neglected term is at worst one order of magnitude
smaller and normally two orders of magnitude smaller than
the CI + Ct/Cm3 term. As a result, its contribution to the
overall error will also be smaller. Equation 3.19 is
therefore rewritten for the purpose of error analysis as:








^c^- ^ c^ c^-^]
When it is noted that the contribution to the error due to
the resonant frequency will not apply to the total error in
the open circuit receiving voltage sensitivity. Mo, due to a
cancellation from the resonant frequency in the numerator of
Jo, we can exclude the relative error due to the resonant
frequency, note that the scale factor B is a constant, and
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The error in the voltage ratio will come from two sources;
the uncertainty in Vget , as a result of the inexactness of
K(f)*Vask, and the uncertainty due to the nonlinearity in
the voltage ratio resulting from the non-1 i near i ty in the
lock-in analyzer. Using the results from the previous
section and the experimental determination of the
inexactness found for K(f)*Vask (shown in equations 3.15),
te have,
V7
"" P- J L- -» / Equation 3.23
The uncertainties due the capacitance terms are computed
next. Let the result, W, be defined as:
\\J = Crw
^ C,T Cw^ Equat 1 on
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straightforward error analysis yields,















Substitution o-f equations 3.26 and 3.27 into equation 3. 2^5
and subsequent division by equation 3.24, the fractional






Equat 1 on 3. 23
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With nominal values o-f Ci
,
Cm, delta Ci and delta Cm ta^ en
•from the combination o-f o-f data within tables 3.2 and 3.4 we I
obtain
,
CT ~ 178 p-f (total o-f Clo, CI i
,
and Cm re-f . figure 3.5)
Cm -v cr'-5 P^
delta CT -^ .15 p-f
delta Cm ^ .002 p-f
Upon substitution into the equation -for the relative
uncertainty due to the capacitance terms, these -figures
yield:
= L(^o fpfA
Equat i on 3. 29
Calculating the uncertainty in el/il due to uncertainty
in capacitance, uncertainty in the voltage ratio and










Re-fer to the comparison voltage signal -flowpath shown in








































Since the signal path -for the measurement o-F both "Vca" and
"Vcb" is identical , only the ratio of these measured
voltages is important. As such, the non-linearity of the
lock in analyzer will determine the error contributed by
this ratio. When the non-linearities measured using the
Gertsch ratio transformers are examined in table 3.7 and
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table 3.8, the average non-linearity is much worse than that
obtained at a scale reading o-f 0.9. The previous use o-f the
non-linearity associated with a 0.9 scale reading -for the
ratio o-f Vdata/Vget in the calculation o-f el/il was possible
only because the controlling program dynamically adjusted
the transmitting sources until the receiving microphone gave
an output in this scale region. No such dynamic adjustment
was achieved -for the comparison voltages Vca or Vcb and they
typically were at hal-f scale. Since the probable error due
to non-linearity in the system at half scale is "^ 3770 ppm,
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^
Re-Fer to equation 2.40 which is reproduced immediately
beloM.
i?. Va O. Equation 2.40
Experimental calculation o-f the reciprocity -factor, Jo,
required the measurement o-f -five experimental parameters.
These are the atmospheric pressure, the resonant -frequency,
the quality -factor o-f each modal resonance, the ratio o-f
speci-fic heats -for the gas within the cavity, and the cavity
volume. Two other experimental parameters varied over the
course o-f the experiment and required measurement in real
time. These parameters were the temperature and the
relative humidity. The relative humidity and temperature
will cause a change in the ratio o-f speci-fic heats CRe-f.25D,
and any temperature change a-f-fects the speed o-f sound and
hence the resonant -frequency obtained. A discussion o-f the
means used to measure all o-f these parameters will be
presented next.
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a. Measuring Atmospheric Pressure
Changes in the ambient pressure were monitored using a
high precisian MKS Baratron pressure head sensor, model 270
with a HS6-1500 purifying di-F-fusion pump, type 162 all o-f
which then was calibrated by comparison to the ambient
pressure at the experimental altitude. The absolute
re-ference was provided as data determined by the
Meteorological Department at the Naval Postgraduate School.
The data was available at 15 minute intervals and was
compared over roughly one weeks time. The' correction so
determined was applied to the output o-f the Baratron 's
associated electronics signal as measured by the Hewlett
Packard 3456A digital voltmeter. Refer to figure 3.15 below
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The data used to obtain the calibration -for the output
o-f the baratron pressure head is plotted in figure 3.16 and
15 a plot o-f the output o-f the Baratron system over
approximately one weeks time. The output of the MKS
baratron pressure head is scaled to indicate mmHg (Tarr) so
that the correction calibration of -f-5.68 mbar becomes -»-4.26
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Figure 3.16 P!l§§§yC§_sensgr_v5^ £C§§§y!l®
reference
1028
The precision o-f this pressure reading is observed as
deviations from the least square fit to a straight line.
The deviations range from "^ .1 mbar to ^ 1.2 mbar and trie
average value is "" .25 mbar. If the systematic error is
taken as the claimed accuracy of the Naval Postgraduate
School reference, i'^.2 mbar} the probable error in pressure
IS ~ 317 ppm.
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b. Uncertainty in Resonant Frequency and Quality Factor
Plane wave longitudinal resonances in the "short"
cylindrical cavity were sampled and analyzed using the least
square error ravine process re-f erred to in step 6 o-f part C
in this chapter. The inaccuracies -found in measuring the
quality -factor generally increase with the sharpness o-f the
resonance. Since the short tube had higher Q's for its
modal resonances, it was selected -for this experimental
determination o-f the precision o-f Fn and Qn. As such, the
-fractional error in Qn -found using the short tube will be
the upper bound on the determination o-f the fractional error
in Qn for the experimental calibration. There is no
experimental reason to expect any difference in the
precision found for Fn determined in the long tube compared
with that determined in the short tube. It must be noted,
however, that the fractional error in the determination of
resonant frequency does not enter into the calculation for
the open circuit receiving voltage sensitivity shown in
equation 3.1 since the resonant frequency in the denominator
of the ratio found for el/il is cancelled by the resonant
frequency found in the numerator of the reciprocity factor,
J. The analysis that follows for the probable error in Fn is
included only for completeness. The transducers used as
source and receiver for these measurements were type
M.E.640AA condenser microphones mounted in the ends of the
plane wave resonant cavity.
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Normally, the computer program that controlled the
experiment caused first one condenser microphone to act as a
source and the other as a receiver and then switched the
roles o-f source and receiver so that reciprocity data could
be obtained. To determine the precision o-f the numerical
algorithm that obtained a least mean square error fit to a
Rayleigh line shape, two such sets of data were still
obtained but the program was not allowed to switch roles
between source and receiver after the first data set was
sampled. See figure 3.17 below for an illustration of how














Figure 3.17 Data_samBl^e_gf _a_modal^_resgnance_f rgm
whi^ch_a_ravi^ne_Fni_Qnj^_and_af5Bl^i^tude_arB_obtai^nBdi
With no change in the source or receiver, two such data
sets were obtained one after the other. After both data
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sets were ravined, an immediate comparison in resonant
•frequency and quality factor -for the mode under inspection
was made. Mhen several modes were sampled many times,
sufficient data was available to determine the precision of
the ravine technique by direct comparison. Since the
reiatii/e humidity varied within the laboratory on a time
scale of hours while the temperature within the laboratory
changed noticeably every few minutes, only the change in
average temperature as measured by the thermistor shown in
figure 3.3, was important for comparison purposes as the
mean time between data set 1 and data set 2 was
approximately 45 seconds. The fact that the speed of sound
in an ideal gas is proportional to the square root of the
absolute temperature was used to normalize all the ravined
resonant frequencies to a common temperature of 20 degrees
Celsius for comparison purposes. These normalized resonant
frequencies and the associated quality factors for three
selected modes are given in table 3.9 below.
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Data set 1 Data set 2
Fnl (Hz) Qnl Fn2 (hr) Qn2
Mode 6 .
4418.3168 136.0039 4418.3753 136. 0080
4418.3466 135.9561 4418.3059 135.9890
4418.2921 135.9326 4418.2692 135. 9356
4418.2725 135.8651 4418.2363 135.3540
4413.2727 135.9193 4418.2463 135.9010
4418.2624 135.9017 4418.2475 135.8697
Mode 10
7371. 1629 127.7876 7371.3382 127.7575
7371.4691 127.7841 7371.4724 127.7953
7371.5582 127.8270 /0>/l . 5^^5 127.8268
7371.5865 127.8205 737 1 . 5533 127.8211
7371.6375 127.8591 7371.6006 127.3483
7371.6222 127.8077 7371.5953 127.8442
7371.6297 127.8777 7371.5867 127.3813
7371.6051 127.8772 7371.5731 127. 8663
7371.6250 127.9132 7371 .5900 127.9086
7371.6005 127.8899 7371.5709 127.9129
7371.6039 127.8869 7371.5771 127.3824
7371.6055 127.9279 '7371.5650 127.9199
7371.6589 127.8962 7371.6269 127.7822
7371 .6643 127.7=?a7 7371.6503 127.3922
7371.6837 127.9431 7371.6636 127.9464
Mode 22
16164.2490 184.3521 16164.621 I
16165. 1969 134. 2745 134, 2566
16165. 47-.r; 134.2353 16165.4553 1^ O 4 '-> /. O ;•-;
1616,_(. o3>jci 184.6545 16165.6152 134.7035
16165.7553 185.2799 < -^ C- -T -^ 4 .-,
16165.3517 135.9562 '.6165-3137 136.00'^0
' f i TTT / : rr r\ 136.3S43 16165.6702 136.4246
16165.8549 186.9020 16165.7344 186.9396
16165.9372 187.4353 16165..bS2l i 37 . 5 1 b
1
16165.9394 137.9696 lMb5.S735 1 88. 021 1
(
Table 3.9 Temper ature_ngrfT!al_^£ed_rescnanc3
lC§9y?Q9i§5_§Qd_th5_a550c i_ated_gual_ i_t/_£ a ct_or 5_£or_tNrs^^
di-fferent modes.
In the foil owl r.g t^^c graphs o-F the -^ractiDnal error
found between data set 1 and data set 2, the . -Br 1 1 .: c^ 1 r^x i s
is in parts per .rallicn pp.Ti) fractional e:rrr:,r and the
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horizontal axis is taken -from gaussian probability paper
CRe-f. 28: p. 673 and is plotted as the percent o-f readings at
or below the value -found on the vertical scale. Such a plot
illustrates the distribution o-f a data set with a gaussian
distribution as a straight line. By calculating the
correlation coe-fficient o-f the plotted data as a -function of
an arbitrary linear horizontal scale, the correlation to a
straight line is determined.
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c. Calculating The Ef-fect o-f The Non-adiabatic Boundary
Conditions Upon The Stiffness of The Gas Within The Resonant
Cavity
In chapter one, two methods of calculating the bulk
modulus of elasticity of the gas within the plane wave
resonant cavity are shown in equation 1.81. The starting
point of this analysis is the adiabatic form of the bulk
modulus of elasticity given as the product of the
atmospheric pressure and the ratio of specific heats of the
gas within the cavity. It will be shown that the effective
ratio of specific heats of the gas Mithin the plane Mave
resonant cavity will be determined by the gas content, the
thermal properties of the physical boundaries, and the ratio
of volume to surface area for the physical cavity.
The temperature and relative humidity change the ratio
of specific heats in an empirical equation determined by
Wong and Embleton CRef.25D. Their result is given below.
The relative humidity (the mole fraction of water vapor in
humid air divided by the mole fraction of water vapor in
saturated humid air) is given by "h" and the temperature in
degrees centigrade is given by "t".
A - S.3LX10 + i^iot Y'jS^\o\ A^S^\Q±
-^
, d s.,,7^i .-rr-.,^"^^^ , LLr.,nV Equation 3.31
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This equation will provide the value -For gamma (the ratio o-f
specific heats, cp/cv) -For -free -Field reciprocity
calculations.
In order to consider the e-F-Fect o-F the non-adi abatic
conditions along the boundary of the plane wave resonant
cavity, the influence of the thin layer of air in contact
with the wall upon the stiffness of the gas within the
cavity must be examined. Since the wall of the cavity is
made of brass, with a thermal conductivity four orders of
magnitude greater than air, and the heat capacity of the
brass tube is four orders of magnitude greater than the heat
capacity of the air contained within, the condition along
the thin layer of air next to the wall is approximately
isothermal. The stiffness of this small layer is therefore
slightly less than that of the remainder of the air volume
within the cavity. The overall bulk modulus must therefore
be reduced slightly to account for this effect.
Since the ratio of specific heats given by Wong and
Embleton is valid many thermal layer depths away from the
wall and the ratio of specific heats for the isothermal case
is equal to one, the effective gamma is first approximated
by volume weighting the thermal layer with a gamma of one
and the remaining air column with the value of gamma given
in equation 3.31. To first order in thermal layer depth,
this yields an effective gamma as shown below.
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r,-r Y«-^W"-i)'t Equation 3.3:
Here, the thermal layer depth is given by CRef. 27: pp.
225-6:,
csT" 1 ^ »^ "^P 1 Equation 3.33
Where,
K = thermal conductivity C J/5ec*ri*degK3
^ = air density CKg/M-^S]
sjCq = specific heat at constant pressure CJ/Kg*degK]
VjO = 2*pi *f requency Crad/secil
thus,
^T ~ (2.5E-3) /5qr{-f > Cmeters:
<"o = 1.256E-2 MCshort tubey , 1.718E-2 MClong tube>
I-f the end e-f-fects are not neglected, equation 3.32 must be
modi-fied as shown below where "L" is the length of the
cavity. v
y,s t,M^.-^)iTri)*i^)
r ^ L ^r << L Equation 3.34
\
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When the ends are accounted -for to -first order in thermal-
layer depth, the relative change in the corrected value of
gamma over that which is calculated when the ends are
neglected is .003 percent and .01 percent for the long and
short tubes respectively. Since the simple model used to
obtain equation 3.32 yields an approximate correction to
gamma on the order of 0.5 percent, the ends are neglected in
the following analysis.
To verify that the preceding analysis is correct to
first order in thermal layer depth, a more precise analysis
is required. When the change from adiabatic to isothermal
is modeled as an exponential change following the known
thermal characteristics within the right circular cylinder
CRef. 28], and when the boundary value for gamma is matched
both at the wall of the cylinder and within the volume, then
the volume weighting of the adiabatic bulk modulus is





And to second order in thermal layer depth, the solution i=,
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4=v»-^M7. *^ ('«*( ^.^^ Equat 1 on 3. 36
This solution agrees with that of equation 3.32 to -first
order in thermal layer depth. This correction is shown








correction to the ratio
of specific heats due to
non-adiabatic boundary
conditions
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This correction, applied to the value o-f gamma and used
with ambient pressure to calculate the adiabatic bulk
modulus
,
provides the correction to the adiabatic bulk
modulus of elasticity due to the non-adi abatic boundary
conditions within a speci-fic (the "long" tube) right
circular plane wave resonant cavity.
When the restrictions given for equation 3.34 apply, the
effective ratio of specific heats, valid to first order in








In general, the independent parameter used to plot the
magnitude of this correction to the open circuit voltage






Eqtiat 1 on 3. 33
The correction described by equation 3.37 in terms of "B" is
shown in the figure below.
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Figure 3.21 Ihe_correct i_on_tg_Mo_due_to_the_change
in_st i_f £ness_gf_the_gas_wi^thi_n_the_cavity_caused_by_the
Q9QZ§di^abat i^c_boundary_condit i^gns^
The correction shown above does riot correct for heat
conduction losses at the boundary o-f the tube. Heat
conduction losses, as well as any acoust ical loss, will be
determined in the exper inental measure of Qn which is then
directly employed in the calculation o-f the acoustical
trans-fer admittance, Jo.
Since the paper o-f Wong and Embleton was not available
when the computer program controlling the experiment wa^
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written, a correction to the preliminary experimental
results is needed. The experimental data that was obtained
using the program in appendix B, used a less accurate
correction to the ratio o-f speci-fic heats to account for the
e-f-fects o-f changes in temperature, humidity, and the ef-fect
o-f the non-adi abatic boundary layer (See appendix B, lines
3770-3S10) . This approximate solution for the ratio of
specific heats must be corrected to that obtained by Wong
and Embleton and the associated correction to the open
circuit receiving sensitivity must also be made.
Analytically, when the range of experimental temperatures is
varied from 19 to 21 degrees centj.grade and the range of
experimental relative humidities is varied from 40'^ to 65'/.,
the exper imen t al result for the absolute value of the operi
circuit voltage receiving sensitivity , Mo ^ must be corrected
by i^.OOJdB thr oughout the frequency range used as a result
of using the ratio of specific heats in equation 3.31. When
this correction is used, the experimental uncertainty in the
ratio of specific heats is that obtained by Wong and
Embleton and is given as 400ppm [Ref. 25].
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id. Volume Measurements in The Plane Mave Resonant
Cavities
Two different right cylindrical cavity resonators were
used in the plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations.
The lengths were selected so that the resonant fundamental
in the long tube was one third the resonant fundamental in
the short tube. This allowed direct comparison of
experimental results obtained with two different resonant
cavities at every third modal resonance of the long tube.
The actual experimental volume was measured in a
straightforward way with a slight negative correction
necessary due to the small protrusion of the M.E.640AA type
microphones into the cavity. The microphones were adjusted
in position so that the longitudinal equilibrium positions
of the diaphragms were flush with the plane of the physical
end of the cylinder. Since there were three different
microphone pairs each with their own volumetric protrusion
into the main volume, three different experimental
corrections were measured and applied to the basic volume
found for each resonant cavity. The results obtained using
two different gauge calipers £one Peacock caliper and one
Kanon caliper> are shown below in table 3.10.
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Long Cylindrical Cavity vs. Short Cylindrical Cavity
End area shape "^ Circular ~ Elliptical
average eccentricity e < . 033 e "" .094
The "following data have four significant digits:
End area 9.2758E-4 M-^2 4.9577E-4 M"2
Length 7.0120E-1 M 2.3372E-1 M
Basic volumes 6.5042E-4 t^^Z 1.1587E-4 M"3
Individual microphone volumetric protrusions.




Serial pair Long tube volume Short tube volume
W.E.640AA's corrected value corrected value
1248 - 1082 6.4977E-4 M'^ 3 1.1522E-4 M-^3
1248 - 0815 6.4974E-4 M-'3 1.1519E-4 M"3
1082 - 0815 6.4977E-4 f^^Z 1.1523E-4 M-3
Table 3.10 ^9l!:i!l!§_0}§^§i:iC§G]§Qt§_9btai_ned_£or_the
£lsiQ§_i:^§Y§_9^;:£ltY_re5onator 5
When the relative error in each of these volumes is
calculated, the values obtained depend essentially upon
which resonant cavity is being used. Since the thermal
expansion coefficient for brass is '^1.9E-5/deg C and the
temperature range in the laboratory was from 1^ to 22
degrees centigrade, the fractional error in length due to
thermal effects was "^ ZO ppm. Since the uncertainties in
•
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measuring the length o-f the long tube at least one order of
magnitude greater, the thermal e-f-fects were neglected -for
calculations of volume.




The uncertainties in the individual measurements were found
to be,
The average length of long tube = 7.012 E-1 M
The standard deviation in length = 2.08E-4 M, based
on three measurements made with a Kanon vernier calipers
ser.#5K014 from the USNPGS Mechanical Engineering Dept.
The average diameter of long tube = 3.437E-2 M
The standard deviation in diameter = 2.S5E-5 M, based
on eight measurements made with a Peacock vernier
calipers from the USNPGS Physics Dept.
Next, use IS made of the fact that with a random
distribution of error in the measurements, the standard
deviation divided by the square root of the number of
samples is the standard deviation in the estimate of the
sample mean. With these considerations and including the
systematic error involved in neglecting the effects of
thermal expansion, the uncertainty in the voluiTie measured
for the large tube was found to be '^ 612 pptn.
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When careful measurements o-F the dimensions o-f the small
cavity were made, the model used to calculate the end area
had to be that o-f an ellipse since definite major and minor
axis Mere measured at each end of the tube. Using equation
3.40, the uncertainty in the volume Mas calculated. The







The data used to calculate the experimental uncertainty in
the volume of the small tube Mas measured exclusively with
the Peacock gauge calipers and is shown below.
The average length of the small tube = 2.337 E-1 M
The standard deviation in length = 5.63 E-5 M, based upon
twelve measurements made using the Peacock calipers.
The average semi -major axis of the end = 1.259 E-2 M,
based upon tMelve measurements made using the Peacock
calipers.
The standard deviation in the semi-major axis = 4.85 E-5 M
The average semi -mi nor axis of the end = 1.254 E-2 M,
based upon fourteen measurements made using the Peacock
calipers.
The standard deviation in the semi -minor axis = 5.1SE-5M,
based upon fourteen measurements made using the Peacock
cal ipers.
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Using the above values, the uncertainty -found -For the
small tube is calculated using equation 3.40. As expected,
the relative error was greater with the smaller volume and
the uncertainty in the volume measured -For the small tube
(including the systematic error involved in ignoring thermal
expansion) Mas calculated as "^ 1569 ppm.
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4
e. Measuring Temperature and Relative Humidity
Since both the temperature and the relative humidity
•found within the lab directly a-f-fected the ratio o-F specific
heats as shown by equation 3.31 and the temperature change
a-ffected the thermal expansion of the brass cylinder, these
experimental parameters were also measured.
The measure of temperature occurred under program
control before and after each basic 26 point data set was
obtained. The two values were averaged and this value was
stored with the acoustic data. Since the two temperature
samples were obtained symmetric in time around the sample
obtained for the center frequency of the modal resonance,
the average value obtained is the estimate of temperature
associated with that modal resonance. The equipment used to
automate this measurement of temperature was a HP-3456A
digital voltmeter sampling the output of HP0a37-1064
thermistor as directed by the HP-85 computer. The equipment
could easily track relative temperature changes on the order
of .001 degree centigrade. The useful temperature range for
this setup was -80 to 130 degrees centigrade, well beyond
the normal range of 19 to 22 degrees centigrade found in the
laboratory. The thermistor was sealed and placed into a
bath of icewater where its output was observed to be -•-.20
degrees centigrade which was then calibrated to the triple
point of water (.01 degrees centigrade at 1 atmosphere) by
subtracting . 19 degrees. Thus, the fractional error in
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absolute temperature sampled by the system is estimated to
be (+-).01 degrees absolute or ~ 34 ppm for a standard
laboratory absolute temperature o-f 293 degrees.
The percent relative humidity was sampled onl/ at tha
beginning o-f each program run and was assumed to be constant
for the duration o-f each run. A Durotherm relative huinidit^
gauge built by Sussp Co. of West Germany was used to observe
the value of relative humidit/ to ~ 1'/.. This observed value
was then manually input to the computer where it was used
for all the calculations. During the course of several
months, the range of relative humidities within the
laboratory was observed to vary from 40 to 65 percent
relative humidity. An average daily variation o-f "^ (+-; 5 '/.
occurred during those portions of the day that experimental
data was normally obtained. Over the course of any one
program run, the largest change in relative humidxt/
observed was 4 '/. , with an average change of 17.. When the
largest cnange is considered using equation 3.3l, the
fractional error introduced into the open circuit receiviri>j
sensitivity by considering the relative humidit/ to oe c\
known but constant value for the duration of tne experiment
was 28 ppm.
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5 • 6_Syn»Q»ar^ of E><Ee!li(D§D^al._yncer t ai^n tY_Fgr_The_Pl^ane
Wave_Resgnant_Recigrgcity_E><Beri.ment
In addition to the sources of error previously
discussed, two more sources were considered. First, the
open circuit receiving sensitivity is directly proportional
to the bias voltage used to bias the condenser microphones.
The battery power supplies built to bias the condenser
microphones provided an approximate D.C. voltage o-f "^ 120
volts. Since the battery voltage depended greatly upon the
temperature, real time sampling o-f the bias voltage was done
with each basic 26 point data set using the HP-3456A digital
voltmeter. The specifications o-f the digital voltmeter
claim a measurement accuracy o-f 40 ppm traceable to the
National Bureau o-f Standards and this is the probable error
used -for the bias voltage.
Second, since the -frequency o-f longitudinal resonance
will vary linearly with the square root o-f absolute
temperature, slight di-f -f erences in the calibration -frequency
of the "Nth" mode were observed due to temperature
variations within the laboratory from one day to the next.
The range of temperatures in the lab was from "^19 to '^22
degrees centigrade which results in an potential 0.57,
maximum shift in the calibration frequency associated with a
particular mode. The average slope of the open circuit
voltage receiving sensitivity versus frequency for the
highest 10 modes was ~ -.00024 dB/Hz. For comparison
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purposes, this corresponds to roughly a .007 dB dit-ference
in sensitivity over a 28 Hz maximum -Frequency shi-ft at the
23rd mode. This temperature dependent systematic error is
neglected during measurements o-f experimental precision
since this pass ible shi-ft is roughly an order of magnitude
smaller than other observed uncertainties,
A summary of the probable error found in experimental
parameters is shown below in table 3.11. Equation 3.2 has
been modified by deleting Fn and adding the uncertainty
caused by the bias voltage to calculate the overall probable
error. The result shows the relative uncertainty in the




Equat 1 on 3.41
3
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parameter probable error (ppm) 1
expected vs. range
1. ratio Vca/Vcb {seal e"^. 53- 3800 (1900-5600)
{non-1 i near 1 ty>
2. ratio el/il 1800 (900-2500)
a. ratio {Vdata/Vget> ; 1450 ppm
b. system capacitance; 660 ppm
c. preampl 1 -f 1 er gain; 780 ppm
3. atmospheric pressure 320 (220-1200)
4. quality -factor, Qn 180 (80-310)
5. resonant -frequency, -fn 7 (5-9)
6. ratio o-f specific heats 400 N.A.
7. cavity volume, long tube " 1200 (610-1700)
a. cavity volume, small tube 3600 (1600-5700)
9. bias voltage 60 (40-SO)
^
Table 3.11 SufnmarY_g£_£rgbabl_e_err9C._i.Q
With these probable errors, the e\ pec ted yjncer t am t / in
the "long tube" plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration
is roughly 2200 ppm or ~ .02 dB re 1 V/ubar with a range of
up to 3300 ppm or ^ .03 dB re 1 V/ubar. In the short tuoe,
the expected uncertainty in the plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibration is roughly 2780 ppm or (rounding up)
'^
.03 dB re 1 V/ubar with a range of up to 4230 ppm or ^' ,04
db re 1 V/ubar. When the precision of the prt?liminar>
e;; per 1 mental results is presented and discussed in chapter
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IV, it will be seen that this expected experimental
uncertainty is o-f the same order o-f magnitude as the
precision observed in the experimental results.
The absolute accuracy o-f the -final calibration will
still require corrections to the raw program output to
account -for:
- the compliance o-f the microphones,
- the motional impedance o-f the microphones,
- the non-standard de-finition o-f the capacitance of the
WE640AA microphone which includes the capacitance of the BNC
electrical connector extending the microphone cartridge,
- the change of stiffness of the gas within the cavity due to
non—adi abat i c boundary conditions, and
- the corrections associated with accurate measurements of
capacitance for the cables, the bias circuits, and the
microphones (opposed to the approximate values used in the
computer program)
.
In the next section, the experimental procedure and




E. SIGNAL FLOW AND COMPUTER CONTROL FOR THE FREE FIELD
COMPARISON CALIBRATION
1 • iDtCodyctign
The intent o-f this portion o-f the experiment Mas to
obtain an accurate low frequency -free field calibration for
the W.E.640AA condenser microphone as a check on the
absolute accuracy of the resonant reciprocity calibration.
At very low frequencies, the diffraction correction goes to
zero CRef. 3: p. 33, Fig. A23 and the free field results are
useful for comparison with the plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibration and the standard pressure coupler
calibration. Since the W.E.640AA condenser microphone had
such a low acoustical output in the frequency range of
interest, a free field reciprocity calibration for this
microphone was not obtained. Instead, sufficient data was
obtained to compute a free field reciprocity calibration for
an Altec type 688 electrodynamic microphone which was then
used to compute a free field comparison calibration for the
W.E.640AA condenser microphone.
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2 - i^lBSCiiDSD^al. Considerat ions for a Free Elfl^
Q9!5E§Cisgn_Cali brat ion
The -free field reciprocity equations developed in
chapter one are di-f-ficult to use directly with a condenser
microphone when used as a speaker at low frequency due to
the low acoustic output of a condenser microphone. The
Altec type 688 electrodynamic microphone performs well in
this frequency range when used as a speaker. Using this
feature to advantage, a free field comparison calibration
for the M.E.640AA condenser microphone is more easily
obtained.




M» ~ 1 -^^ \ Equation 1.84
Let "Ma" re-fer to the Altec type 688 electrodynamic
microphone and "Mb" to the W.E.640AA condenser microphone-
Then, solving equation 1.30 for Mb and substituting the




Equat 1 on 3.42
When the standard relationship between density, atmospheric
pressure and temperature CRe-f. 9: p. 403 is substitutec into
equation 3.42, we e^re able to obtain the form of the
equation used in the experiment to obtain the tree tiela
comparison calibration for the W.E.640AA condenser
microphone. The equation used in the computer program in
appendix D ciffers only in the scale factor necessar> -for
the uni ts used.
^ -f ) i foT
'$TP
E quat 1 en 43
Here we have, in addition to the definitions Msed -^r-o.n
chapter 1
:
Tk = temperature? in degrees H.elvin.
To = standard temperature. (273 deg K)
P = atmospheric pressure.
Po = standard atmospheric pressure. 1 .-^ t mas; ^ 1 '' 1 350 Fa
P = density cf •? 1 r at standard pressi-'re and t emper ^ tL.^'
( 1 . 29305 ^. g/;1-' 3)
r = <=,eo ar -< ': 1 on :n meter -i b»^tw(ren source anc m i c•^op^" one.
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The above calibration was accomplished in two separate
steps. First, a separate acoustic source was used to
provide the same pressure -field within an anechoic chamber
for each of the frequencies of interest for the later
comparison calibration. The program that facilitated the
measurement of these ratios was called "VRATIQ" and is
listed in appendix C. These comparisons were stored in an
array used in a subsequent computer program called "N28"
that controlled the translation of the W.E.64r)AA condenser
microphone while the 686 el ectrodynami c microphone performed
as a stationary source. Program "N28" is listed in appendix
D. The second step then consisted of running program "N28"
at each frequency of interest. The ne;;t sections describe
the operation of these two programs.
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3 . Measurement_gf_The_Sens i^t i_vit^_Rat i_gj^_M_( 640R )_ / M_( 688R2.
The ratio o-F the W.E.640AA open circuit voltage
receiving sensitivity to the Altec type 6S8A open circuit
voltage receiving sensitivity <M (640R) /M<688R) > was measured
using the circuit shown in -figure 3.22 in the first part o-f
a two step experiment to obtain the comparison calibration
o-f the M.E.640AA condenser microphone. The figure shown






























Figure 3.22 Si^gnal__f l^ow_used_i^n_measuri.ng_Vb/Va
inside the anechoic chamber.
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The requirement that a free field calibration be earned out
in a space that is free from surfaces which cause
appreciable reflection of sound and free from background
noise which may obscure the received signal CRe-f 3: p. 193
was met by using the anechoic chamber located at the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. It was found to
satisfy the dimensional requirements CRef.3: p. 193 for a
measurement error of less than '^0.1 dB. As will later be
shown, a variation of calibration sensitivity due to
suspected reflections from apparatus in the anechoic chamber
were observed to be on the order of ~0.03 dB.
Each receiving microphone was hung at the same spatial
location "with a three wire support referenced to the front
face of the microphones about five meters from the sound
source. This was roughly three and one half wavelengths
separation at the lowest frequency of interest. The ner^ra = t
surface within the anechoic chamber was roughly two meters
sway from the three wire mounting point.
Program "VRATIO" worked as fellows:
Step 1. The first microphone was mounted in position in the
anechoic chamber and all visable motion was allowed to subside.
Step 2. Program "VRATIQ" ;^as set into operation. A separate
speaker sotirce is turned on by the computer program. The progr c.i:
samples the received signal and averages twenty t i ve aata O'-iint^
per frequency of interest. These average /alues ^r ^ stared i 'i
9.n array labeled A^1,M).
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step 3. When the program has completed sampling the -t-irst i
microphone, it pauses and asks the operator to mount the second "
microphone. When the -first microphone is removed and the seccna
mounted, and all swaying stops, the operator indicates tnat the
microphone exchange is complete by pressing CONT.
Step 4. The program samples and averages twenty five data
points per frequency of interest and stores the average values in
the Array A (2,M)
.
Step 5. The program calculates and prints the ratio
A ( 1 ,M) /A (2,M) and stores the result in array R(i). The standard
deviation for each ratio is printed as "SQR(S)" and the program
run IS complete.



















results obtained in on cnechoic
chamber using a speaker source
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1600 3200 4800 6400 8000
Frequency (hz)
i-igure 3.23 lhe_sensi_t i_v i_t^j/_r at^o_ob tai_ned_f_c)r
640R/6aaR.
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To check the above results, consider the known sensitivity
levels -for type W.E.640AA and Altec type 688A microphones,
shown below.
ut pi r>4 <9 to o
in





tQOO 4 6 7 8 6 1toooo
Figure 3.24 Mo_ior_the_W^Ei64gAA_serial_»ls_1248_&
^Q?_ltgBl_and the_Al.tec_tiiEe_^8SA_lbgttgm2.i
When the response o-f the 688 electrodynamic microphone is
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Idivided point by point into the response o-f the 640
condenser microphone, quantitative agreement with the
experimentally determined ratios shown in -figure 3.23 is
obtained. The values so obtained did result in the expected
response -for the condenser microphone. The actual -free
-Field calibrations obtained -for the M.E.640AA serial#1248
condenser microphone are shown as the larger circles in the
W.E.640AA sensitivity plot)
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4 . Free_Fiel^d_Rec i^groc i ty_Measurement
s
A sketch o-f the experimental equipment used to make the





































A description o-f the operation o-f this final step in the
free field comparison calibration is given beloM in the
description of the operation of the controlling program.
The third computer program given in appendix D, was
written to control the second half of the -free field
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comparison calibration based upon a reciprocity I
calibration. A-fter the initial operator inputs are made,
the data is sampled, analyzed and stored on magnetic tape.
Separate computer runs are required for each -frequency o-f
interest. The operator must remain present during each data
run to respond to interactive computer inputs. !
The initial operator inputs aret
- insert comparison ratios -for each -Frequency o-f interest
into the program. (See Appendix C -for the program used
to obtain these ratios.)
- input the plane wave tube modal number of the resonance
frequency desired. This will allow later comparison with
the plane wave pressure calibration results after the
diffraction effects of the -free field calibration are
subtracted out.
- input the driving voltage to be used by the synthesizer/ i
function generator. i
- input the 5204 lock in analyzer's sensitivity scale.
- input the 5204 lock in analyzer's time constant.
- measure and enter the starting separation distance (cm)
between the source and the receiver.
- measure and enter the 4 - wire current limiting resistor
used in the driving circuit, (ohms)
The computer program will then perform the following steps;
Step 1. The function generator/synthesizer is set to the proper
drive voltage and frequency. The source is turned on and the
receiver output is monitored.
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(
step 2. The program samples the peripheral equipment -for
atmospheric pressure, ambient temperature, and the receiver bias
voltage. These are temporarily stored in computer memory.
Step 3. The counters for the optical revolution counter are
initialized. (The resolution is 1000 "counts" per 1 complete
turn. One complete turn o-f the threaded drive shaft moves
the receiving microphone about 1/8 of a centimeter.)
Step 4. The driving voltage for the main drive motor is turned
on for exactly six seconds and then removed.
Step 5. The system waits fifteen seconds for all transverse
motion to damp out. Then the program then takes thirty sequential
samples (at intervals of three electronic time constants) of
the received voltage. After averaging, the data is temporarily
stored.
Step 6. When the eighth drive interval is complete, and the
sequential sampling is complete for that interval, the program
asks the operator to enter the anechoic chamber and measure
and input to the program the separation between source and
receiver. This will allow a spot check on the relative error
of the measuring technique used by the operator.
Step 7. Return to step 4 and continue until twenty separation
distances have been sampled. At the end of twenty intervals, the
source is turned off, the bias voltage, ambient temperature, and
atmospheric pressure are sampled and averages are obtained with
the data obtained in step 2. These averages are then stored on
magnetic tape.
Step 8. The program asks the operator to enter the anechoic
chamber and measure the final separation and enter it into the
computer.
Step 9. The initial and final operator entered distances allow
the program to scale the counter registers. Arrays containing
scaled values of received voltages and scaled values of the
related separation distances are displayed to the operator and
stored on magnetic tape.
Step 10. The program then performs a least squares fit of the
received data to i V(r) = EO/Cr + a3 > r is the computer
measured distance corresponding to V(r), and "a" is correction to
the separation distance needed to obtain spherical spreading.
Step 11. The values for EO and "a" obtained by the least squares
fit are printed for operator use and stored on magnetic tape.
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Istep 12. The program prints a plot o-f V(r) vs r -for operator W
vieMing. '
Step 13. The program prints a plot o-f logCV<r)] vs logCr]
-for
operator viewing. Here a straight line indicates the region in
the data array where Zl/rl spherical spreading occurred.
Step 14. The program calculates, prints and stores on magnetic
tape the receiving sensitivity -for this particular -frequency as s
function o-f range.
Step 15. The program shuts down awaiting a new set o-f initial
operator inputs to go to the next -frequency o-f interest.
The -following three -figures illustrate the output available
to the operator as the above program is run. The data shown
below was obtained -for the 735 hz comparison calibration for
W.E.640AA serial #1248. The 4-wire resistance measurement
obtained previously for the calculation of the source
current, il, is output Just before the raw data is printed.
The parameters, "VO" , "a", and the correlation coefficient,
"R" refer to the least squares fit to VO/ <r+a) for this data
used by the program. "N" is the number associated with a
particular distance; "RUN" refers to the distance in cm.
travelled since the last measurement; "R(CM)" refers to the
separation distance in cm. between source and receiver for
a particular measurement; and "VOLTS" refers to output
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N = nu(Tiber of run
RUN = dist in cm for interval
since last measurement
R(CM) - total separation in
cm.







Results of least S(-.|u are error
analysis for V(r) - Vo/lr+a]
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Eighth interval "spot" check
on total separation.
percent -fractional error
for measured separ"ation vs.
calculated separation at
the eighth interval. .
5204 sens - scale selected on
the PAR 5204 loc^;:-in analyzer
717 MV0LT3 = driving voltage
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At this point a log/-log plot
IS shown of the data. If
the far field is a straight
line with slope equal to +1,
then the data is OK.
That IS to say, the spreading
loss goes as Cl./rJ (spherical
spreading) . If the line
varies about a "straight" line,
then standing v^aves or some other-
difficulty IS being encountered
and further experimental
adjustment in the apparatus is
required prior to taking data.
I
Figure 3.27 Qual^i^t^_cantrgl__gut£ut_f rgm_2N282
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Here the last nine
calibration measurement'
^.re shown with:
di sti^nce (ctn) -sen si 1 1 vi ty
(at '" 116 V bi as)
and sensitivity level in




il - the measured t r /\nsmi 1 1 1 ng
current
^''1' = least square error
reference voltage c;.termined
ear 1 i er
.






At each -frequency there were tMenty measured values o-f Mo ij
corresponding to the twenty di-f-Ferent measurement
distances. The statistics shown at the end were computed
using all twenty data points although the last -Figure only
shows the last nine calibrations.
Be-Fore the -Final results can be plotted and interpreted,
error analysis and potential corrections need to be
considered. This will be done next.
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F. EXPERIMENTAL ERROR FOR THE FREE FIELD COMPARISON CALIBRATION
1 • lD^!I9^yct i on
The equation used for the receiving sensitivity based
upon a -Free field reciprocity calibration is derived in the
previous section and is given in equation 3.43 which is
reproduced beloM.
ii V, ^ ^ e.T. J
The source current, il, is not directly measured but is
determined from the voltage drop across a resistor in the
speaker circuit and a four Mire measurement of the
resistance of this resistor. When the ratio V(drop)/R4 is
substituted for il, we have,
]ri -^ 1 ^4.303) e4 R^ Vb )k v^
\ / \ / v-^ n I Equation 3.44
The expected probable error based upon this equation will be
somewhat different than the probable error found for plane
wave reciprocity.
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. i f (^A rw;)M|)V-T <
^ m^ ("r*
on 3.45
The variables xn equation 3.45 Are de-fined as:
e4 - the received voltage measured with the PAR 5204
lock-in analyzer.
Vdrop - the voltage drop across the current limiting resistor
-found in the driving circuit. Used to measure the
driving current. This was measured with an HP-343aA
digital multimeter.
R4 - The current limiting resistor used in the speaker circuj
This was measured with a 4-wire resistance measurement
using the HP-3456A digital voltmeter.
i
Vb/Va - Comparison voltage ratio measured by the program
"VRATIO" described previously. Both o-f these voltages
were measured on the PAR 5204 lock-in analyzer.
T - Temperature in degrees centigrade. The HP-3456A dig:ta.
voltmeter was used in conjLinction with a thermistor
(accessory No. 44414A) to sample temperature.
r - The measured separation distance corre<zted tor accL!3'^:c
c.e•.'^ ter 5
.
PO - Atnospheric pressure (mmHG) inor.i tared and ave-._-ig>^d
during the data run. This parameter was .obtained uai g
the same experimental setup as was used and described
in the previous section tor plane wave resonant
reel proci ty
.
f - The -frequency (hz) of the source signal. These
frequencies were selected as multiples o-f 245 Hz -t-or
ease of comparison with the plane wave resonant
reciprocity cai i or at i ons
.




These parameters and their calculated probable &rr'3rs
must be measured and included in the calculation tor "Mb".
The error analysis -for the value of the atmospheric
pressure, the temperature, and the frequency are the same as
previously done in the case o-f the plane wave resonant
calibration. The experimental methods used to measure the
remainder o-f these parameters is presented next.
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2 • M?§§y!liD9_lb§_QE§Q_Qi!I£yit_BS£§i^lQ9_^9ii§9®A_®1
a. Analysis o-f The Electrical Circuit Used to Measure
e4
The received microphone voltage was measured in the
manner shoMn in figure 3.25. The simplified circuit shown in
-figure 3.6 still applies to the analysis of the received
signal. However, due to the different cables and cable
capacitances involved, the values obtained for the transfer
function will be slightly different. Equation 3.11 is still
used to calculate magnitude of the received voltage. The
value "el" has been replaced with "e4" to conform to the
notation used in the free field experiment.
Equation 3.11
Since the Cw*R*Cm3 term in the calculation of e4 is
negligible for the purpose of error analysis, it will be
neglected. The error analysis for e4 is given below.
£e^











Since the -fractional uncertainty in the capacitance term
may be calculated -from previous uncertainty analysis (with
Ct'^255 Pf,), and speci-fi cations -for the PAR 5204 claim an
uncertainty in the B*Vin product to be "^IX (although
experimental measurement of consistency between attenuators
and amplifiers showed a 0.2'A accuracy), only the uncertainty
in the amplifier gain for the Ithaco 1201 preamplifier
remains to be be determined prior to calculating the total
fractional uncertainty in e4.
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b. Determination o-f Gain Uncertainty for The Ithaco
1201 Preampli-Fier
The Ithaco preamplifier was used in the anechoic chamber
because of its self contained battery power supply. In the
anechoic chamber, severe electrical noise was preventing
experimental progress until the Ithaco preamplifier was
employed. Acoustically, the anechoic chamber was quiet.
Electrically, it had 60 cycle interference. The following
is a plot of the gain characteristics obtained for the
Ithaco preamplifier when operated on AC power as compared to















^ Ithaco gain using battery
I I I I I r




When the battery was -fully charged, the g.^in appro;; i rr.a cej
that obtained using AC power. After sever-al aa./^ use, a
noticeable drop to the e;;ten- shown w^s oDser/ec. The
-fractional di-fference between aattery power and AC power iS
seen to be roughly 0.08"/.. This 800 ppm fractional change is




c. Computation of The Uncertainty in The Measure o-f e4
The following are a list of specifications/parameter
averages for use in equation 3.46 to estimate the probable
error in e4.
- typical value for e4 ~ 1.0 E-4 volts (obtained from figure
3.26)
- preamplifier gain, G **• 10
- uncertainty in gain, delta G "^ 800 ppm
- scale factor x volts in product, BVin ~ 6. 1 E-5 volts
- total capacitance, Ct "^ 235 pf
- microphone capacitance. Cm ~ 50 pf
- although the PAR 5204 specifications claim an uncertainty in
BVin product to be delta Bvin "^ 1% (if the magnitude option
is factory installed), experimental measurement of the
consistency found between attenuators and amplifiers shows
an accuracy of 0.2>C.
- uncertainty in Ct obtained from previous section', delta Ct
'^. 15 pf
- uncertainty in Cm obtained from the previous section, delta
Cm ~ .002 pf
When these values are used to calculate the components of




Thus, the total probable error in e4 is estimated to be
~ 2220 ppm.
Next, the analytical considerations for the experimental
determination of the measure of CVdropl will be discussed.
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3 . Anal.]£tic al Considerat i.gns for The Measuremen t of
Vdrgg
a. The Measure o-f Vdrop
The voltage drop across the current limiting resistor
was continuously monitored using a HP-3698 digital














The determination o-f this voltage drop was
straight-forward and was done -for each frequency of
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interest. Un-f ortunately , unacceptable cross talk occurred
Mhen any attempt Mas made to use the same equipment in both
sides of the system under computer control. As a result,
the lock in analyzer could not be used in the transmitting
circuit as it was already employed in the receiving
circuit. To avoid the cross-talk problem, the voltage drop
was calculated -from a linear least square error -fit to
experimental measurements o-f CVdrop = a*Vask + bD measured
at each -Frequency o-f interest. The values o-f "a" and "b" so
found are shown in appendix D in lines 4000 to 4070. The
uncertainty in the voltage measured as "Vdrop" was taken
from the equipment specifications as (0.29 plus 163/freq)/C




^nal yt i c al Consi derat i ons_Made iO_J!2?_y?^?l:^r?!!??!I!^_°"^
The current limiting resistor was specially chosen -For
its low temperature coefficient over the temperature range
expected within the anechoic chamber. It was mounted in a
shielded box with permanent electrical connections wired in
to -facilitate a -Four-wire resistance measurement. Based
upon the equipment specifications of measurement accuracy of
(.0045 + 4/resi stance) >i for the four wire resistance
measurement obtained using the HP-3658 digital voltmeter,
the probable error in R4 was calculated to be "^ 651 ppm.
The thermal instability of the resistor used over the
temperature range of 17 < T < 22 degrees centigrade was
experimentally measured and the data was fit using the
method of least square error. The result is given below
where T is measured in degrees centigrade.
'^'j
-V 4.C,^r8 \ <=^^^s
}\^ ^ ] J Equation 3.48
When the' range of temperature from 17 to 21 degrees
centigrade is used, the probable error due to the neglect of
temperature variation in the value of R4 ~ 160 ppm. Thus
the total probable error in R4 is "^ 670 ppm.
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S • y?§5y!llQ9_Itl®_^^cgust i^c^_SeBarat i^gn_Di^stan c e
a. Introduction
The distance between the faces of the microphones was
measured three times during each run of program "N28". The
starting distance between the faces of the microphones was
the first distance measured and manually input to the
computer. A steel tape measure was attached to the source
microphone support and could be rotated into position for
distance measurements. Mhen the acoustic data was being
sampled, the steel tape was positioned behind the source
microphone and did not significantly interfere with the
acoustic data by introducing additional scattering in the
system. The second distance was measured approximately
halfway through the computer controlled spatial translation
of the M.E.640AA microphone. The program stopped taking
acoustical data and requested the operator to enter the
anechoic chamber, rotate the steel tape into position,
measure the distance, stow the tape, and seal the anechoic
chamber. Mhen this distance was manually entered into the
computer, the program continued with the translation of the
M.E.640AA and the acoustic sampling. The final distance was
measured at the end of each translation run and manually
entered into the computer. The spot check of measured
distance as shown in figure 3.27 normally indicated a small
discrepancy between the computer calculated distance which
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was based upon the operator entered initial and final
distances, and the measured distance at that point. The
results usually Mere on the order o-f a -few tenths o-F one
percent relative error. An average value o-f this
discrepancy Mas "^0,57. . This value is used as the estimate
o-F the precision in the measurement o-F "acoustic
separation".
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b. Determination o-F Spherical Spreading
A direct plot o-f V(r) versus r does not yield the
desired Ll/rl spreading loss. Mhen a correction is added to
the measured separation distance, r, to obtain the
"acoustic" separation distance, r', a plot o-f this
"acoustic" separation versus V(r) yields a perfect Cl/r'J
plot. The correction, "a", to the measured separation
distance is obtained by a linear least square error -Fit
applied to the inverse o-f V (r ) =Vo/Cr-*-a3 . Here "r" is the
measured separation distance and Cr-i-a3 is the "acoustic"
separation distance. V(r) is the received open circuit
signal voltage. The slope o-f the least square error -fit to
a straight line equals Cl/VoD and the intercept equals
Ca/Vo]. The correction "a" is obtained by dividing the
"intercept" by the "slope". I-f this correction is not made,
the -fractional error in the -free -field calibration will be
signi-f icantly larger. A plot o-f V(r) versus both the
measured separation distance and the acoustic separation














The least square error
correction to the measured
microphone separation is
minus 1.19 cm.
A 490 hz data
The corrected slope is -1.00165
I I I I
2.7 2.9 3.1 3,5 3.5 3.7
log of mic separation in cm
Figure 3.31 A_Elot_shgwing_the_cgrrecti^gn_for
the_^acgustic^_seBarati^gn_di^stance_at_490_HZi
The uncertainty of the correction applied to the
measured distance was -found to vary approximately "^ 5.0'A
from one run to the next. With a correction magnitude o-f
about "^ 2 cm. , this yields an uncertainty in this correction
of "^ 0.1 cm. The resolution o-f the tape measure was
estimated to have a systematic error of ~ 0.05 cm. Finally,
for a typical distance of 30 cm. , the measured precision of
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the separation distance o-f "^O.^V, yields a calculated
uncertainty o-F ~ 0.15 cm.
The total probable error for the measure o-f the
separation between microphones is calculated to be the
square root o-f the sum o-f the squares of the uncertainty in
r, the uncertainty in the correction, and the estimate of
systematic error.
gr' \(^r\^^ (S^^".(^^>^^^--A']
V r" ' Equation 3.49
Thus, the total probable error in the measure of the
acoustical separation between microphones at a typical
separation of 30 cm. was estimated to be '^ 6240 ppm.
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6 . Cal cul ating_The_yncertai nt^_in_The_Rat i.g_yb /Va
The procedure used to measure this voltage ratio has
already been discussed in section C.2. As was seen, the
precision o-f the measure o-f this ratio varied from -frequency





















results obtained in on onechoic
channber using o speaker source
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Figure 3.32 The_sensi_ti_vi^t^_rati_g_gbtai^ned_f or
640R/688Ri
The precision o-f the di-f-ferent values measured -for CVb/Va3
is seen to vary with -frequency. When the average o-f the
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dif-ferent precisions is taken as an estimate o-F the probable I
error and the average fractional error is taken to represent
the experimental uncertainty, delta CVb/Va!l was calculated
as roughly ~ 6300 ppm.
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7 • ^_Sy(D(D§!I^_of
_i^BSCi!!!§Dt§i_i!I!IQC_f9C Id? E!l§§ E1®1^
Cqmg^arison_Qalibratiqn
The probable error for each measured parameter is












* These probable errors are explained in an earlier chapter
on error analysis -for plane wave resonant reciprocity.
Table 3.12 A_summar^_gf _grgbabl^e_error_fgr_the
free_f i^el^d_cgmBarisgn_cal^i^brati^gn
The total error in the -free -Field sensitivity
calibration is given by the equation shown below. Note that
the uncertainty in the bias voltage is included as it was in
the previous section -for the plane wave resonant reciprocity
cal ibration.
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The total calculated probable error in the -free -field
comparison calibration is taken as one hal-f the square root
o-f the sum of the squares o-f these individual probable
errors and is calculated to be approximately "^ 5,300 ppm.
This is on the order of ~0.05 dB re 1 volt/ubar Mhen applied
to the sensitivity calibration.
However, one additional experimental uncertainty was
observed when the free field sensitivities were plotted with












relative sensitivity nninus 48
(dB re 1 V/ubar)
A A
A A
17 23.2 29.4 35.6 41.8




The spatial variation observed in this plot is cyclic over
roughly "^ 18 cm. This is not explained by standing waves
between the source and receiver nor by re-flection -from any
reflecting surface located along the acoustic axis. This
suggests a more complex but unknown interference pattern as
the source of this variation. When this observed variation
of approximately "^.035 dB (roughly 4040 ppm) , is included
with the 5,300 ppm probable error previously obtained, the
overall uncertainty in the free field comparison calibration





Three di-fferent "experimental calibrations" o-f the same
microphone were examined to experimentally obtain the
precision associated with the plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibration provided by the output of the
computer program listed in appendix B.
First, the external electronics package normally
connected to the side "A" microphone was switched with the
external electronics package normally connected to the side
"B" microphone. The precision associated with this
electronics "swap" was then experimentally observed. This
















with the same signal path
Figure 4.1 An_i_l^l_ustr at i_on_ot _the_^el_ectrgn i_c5_swaD^
Second, two physically different right circular
cylindrical plane wave resonant, cavities were eacn used to
caiiDrate the same mi cropnones. Here tne precisicn
associated with the mechanical details of the consuruc 1 1 or
.
o-f the cavities and tne ph/sical remounting of t~:e
microphones was observed. A comparison between these two
plane wave resonant cavities is illustrated in the figure
below. Note that every third harmonic of the long cavity is




Fo = 245 hz
LONG PLANE WAVE
RESONANT CAVITY
length = 70.12 cm
inside diameter = 3.44 cm
material = brass
Fo = 735 hz
SHORT
CAVITY
length = 23.37 cm
inside diameter = 2.5 1 cm
material = brass
Figure 4.2 The_rel_at i_ye_si_ze5_o£_Ql_ane_wave
resonant_cayi^t j_es_used_i_n_com£aring_cal_i_br at i_ons
Third, the re-ference microphone i^as calibrated opposite,
reciprocal microphones o-f significantly di-f + erenr
sensiti /iries. In the case o-f the iAiE64i.')AA mi cr ophiines L.Sc^a
here, this difference in sensitivity level was rongnly 4 ciE
over the frequency range considered.
Finally, whatever the configuration, each time the plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibration was calcL>lated, a =• i ;
i^a. / round robin self consistency checl-- vsias obtained c^s
described in chapter two. In thi5 procedure, ti^a d; ; i-~-r(^nr:
calibrations we^e ob t a i "lecl fcr each of the ^'^ree :r(i ir nph -; ^ 5
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involved in every plane wave r-?sonant reciprocity
calibration. One calibration was based upon the absoluta-
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration of (Microphone A
and the other calibration was based upon the absolute plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibration o-f microphone B. The
entire "set" is listed below:
Ma - plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration o+
mic "A".
Mab - comparison calibration o-f mic "A" based upon the
reciprocity calibration o-f mic "B".
Mb - plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration ot
mic "B".
Mba - comparison calibration o-f mic "B" based upon the
reciprocity calibration o-f mic "A".
iica - comparison calibration o-f mic "C" based upon "-.he
reciprocity calibration o-f mic "A".
Mcb - comparison calibration o-f mic "C" based upcn the
reciprocity calibration o-f mic 'B".
Five different electromechanical configurations ^-^ere
necessary to observe the precision of these e. per : .iien ual
ca I 1 br at 1 or.s - A discussion uf tr.ese con r i gur at i or.s and tt^e-
resi.ilt-5 obtaii-ied will be given ne.:t.
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B. THE OBSERVATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PRECISION
The -five electromechanical con-figurations used to
determine the experimental precision are shown in the -figure
beloM;
lie A | :; Short tube |^ic b )
082B
Figure 4.3 Elect romechani^cal^_cgnfi^gur at i^gns_used
ln_the_glane_wave_resgnant_reclgrgci_ty_callbrati_ons^
The "A" or "B" subscript to the WE640AA condenser microphone
serial numbers re-fers to the external electronics
con-figuration o-f bias box and preampl i -f i er used -for that
microphone in a particular calibration run. Throughout the
calibrations obtained using the above con-figurations,
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microphone serial #1248 was the "re-ference" microphcne i^ncse
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations were ultimatel/
compared with a pressure coupler calibration obtained For
the same microphone at the National Bureau o-f Standards, In
row I. o-f -figure 4.3 above, the WE640AA microphone serial
#1248 was calibrated in the long tube using side "B"
electronics. In row II. o-f -figure 4.3, tne reference
microphone was calibrated using side "A" electronics. Jr.
row III, o-f figure 4.3, the reference microphone is paired
opposite WE640AA serial #1082 which is approximately four dB
less sensitive than the WE640AA serial #315 previously
used. In rows IV. ?< V. of figure 4.3, the short tube is
used to pair the reference microphone with the serial #S15
and serial #1082 microphones, respectively. A compilation
of the "raw calibration" program output for these different
configurations is tabulated below.
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(All calibration values are icr ImE640AA serial #1243 in cB re l'
vol t/ubar .
)
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. 74 -48.70 -48 . gS/ -48 . 6^ -.'''
. 04 . i
22. -48.75 -48.78 +.03 -48.857-48.79
. 05
23. -48.96 -48.95 -.01 -49.007-48.97
.03
note 1: The data -for mode #21 in column I is ignored in thy
statistics -for that row as bad data.
note 2: The various configurations of microphones and
preamplifier systems (I., II., etc,...) are found in figure 4.3
Table 4.1 WE640AA_ser i.al__#1243_ca]^i^bratign_data^
When the statistics of the above data are determined, the
Sigma of the average modal calibration level is ^.02 dB for
both the long and short tube data. Additionally, with the
exception of the data obtained ar mode #9 (2205 hz) , the
short tube calibrations averaged '^.05 dB greater sensitivity
level when compared to the long tube calibrations. This is
in the direction expected since the negative correction
necessary to account for the finite compliance o-f the
microphone ^s greater in magnitude (as sncwn ir -he ne:; t
chapter) when the microphone is mounted in the sirialier piane
wave resonant cavity.
Next, the round-robin precision associated with eacn
modal calibration is discussed.
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C. THE PRECISION FOUND FOR THE ROUND-ROBIN COMPARISON
For each of the configurations shown in figure 4.3, the 51;;
way round robin self consistency check was obtained by
comparing the two different calibrations obtained for any
one of the three microphones involved. The following taole
lists the results obtained for the relative error between
these two calibrations. The relative error obtained using
configurations II, III, and IV is presented below -i- : r
comparison. As shown in figure 4.3, configurations II and
III used the long tube while configuration IV used the short





Mode ^ F r equenc y ( hz ) 3cn f 1 gur a 1 1 z-r. /
"'. rel at 1 /e ^r -or
II. Ill
1 245 -. 040 i- . UO 1
490 •-.085 + . 006
3 735 + .019 + .013
4 ''80 + . 007 + . ''lO 1
5 1225 + . '•.) 1 1 + . v'l
6 1470 +- . 4 --.<.;34
7 1715 <-.u8S -. 108
8 l'?60 -t-. 0>j3 ^ . i: 1
5





10 2450 -.009 +.004
11 2695 -.144 -.000
12 2940 -.017 -.001 -.070
13 3185 -.006 -.001
14 3430 -.016 -.009
15 3675 -.006 +.004 -.023
16 3920 -.017 -.005
17 4165 -.003 +.055
IS 4410 -.011 -.001 -.022
19 4655 -.011 -.001
20 4900 +.060 +.058
21 5145 -.021 -.008 -.010
22 5390 -.012 -.009
23 5635 -.009 -.065
Table 4.2 R9ynd_robi^n_cgmgari^sgn_between_Ma_and
Mab_tg_gbtai^n_the_^mgdal^^_exBeri(T>ental__£reci^si^gn^
The worst comparison between Ma and liab was found for
configuration II at mode 11. For this tmorst case, the
fractional error was 0.144 '/.. This corresponds to a
calibration difference of "^.OIZ dB in the sensitivity levels
obtained for Ma and Mab. The average value of
(Ma—Mab) / (Ma+Mab ) was found to be 0.026 '/. which corresponds
to an average calibration difference in sensitivity levels
of '^.002 dB. Thus, the round-robin self consistency check
shows an average difference between Ha and Mab of '^.004 dB.
The next examination of experimental precision will deal
with that precision found when the external combination of




D. THE PRECISION ASSOCIATED WITH THE SWAP OF SIDE "A" AND SIDE
"B" EXTERNAL ELECTRONICS
In table 4.1, a comparison of the results found for
configurations I and II will yield an estimate of the
experimental uncertainty due to inaccuracies in the
electronics systems calibration. From the data so obtained,
it is impossible to determine if there was a significant
systematic error applied equally to the calibrations of both
electronic systems. Any such error will appear in the
absolute comparisons which will be given in chapter five.
The average difference between configurations I and II was
-.018 dB. The standard deviation of this quantity was .035
dB. This indicates that the experimental limit in the
temperature independent calibration of the electronics was
reached. Any systematic error introduced as a result of
calibration differences existing between the side "A" and
side "B" electronics was masked in the standard deviation of
Ma (1248) minus Mb (1248).
Next, the precision of the "A" side serial #1248
microphone calibration is determined as the microphone on
the "B" side is changed to one of significantly different
sensitivity.
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E. THE PRECISION OBTAINED BY REPLACING THE SIDE "B ' RECIPPOCA:_
MICROPHONE WITH ONE HAVING A SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT SENSITIVITY
(4 DB)
When the results obtained with configurations II and III
shown in table 4.1 are compared, the experimental
uncertainty due to exchanging the side "B" reciprocal
microphone is observed. The average difference here was
-.01 dB with a standard deviation in this difference ot .03
dB. Again the observable systematic error shown by rhe
average difference was less than the statistical uncertainty
in the procedure. This resul,t shows that there was no
statistical difference in the calibration of the reference
microphone as the sensitivity of the side "B" microphone wa^:
changed.
Next, the precision associated with replacing the Icng
tube with the snort tube is discussed.
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F. THE PRECISION ASSOCIATED WITH REPLACING THE LONG TUBE WITH
THE SHORT TUBE AS THE PLANE WAVE RESONANT CAVITY
When the results obtained with the long tube were
compared with the results obtained with the short tube, the
ai/erage absolute di-f-ference in calibration was .05 dB with a
standard deviation of .03 dB. In six o-f the seven
•frequencies used -for comparison o-f the calibration results
(con-figuration II data vs con-figuration IV data), the
sensitivity obtained using the long tube was less than that
obtained using the smaller tube. This relative di-f-ference
in raw sensitivities is expected as shown by the calculated
magnitudes of the impressed pressure correction which are
provided in chapter five.
In the following section, a summary of the experimental
precision found for the plane wave resonant reciprocity
method will be presented and the average uncertainty in the
experimental precision will be computed.
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G. A SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PRECISION FOUND FOR THE Pl_ANE
WAVE RESONANT RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION METHOD
The summary o-F experimental results is shown in thf?
table below. All calibrations values ar& in dB re
Ivolt/ubar and are -for W.E.640AA serial #1248.





Side "B" exchange o-f
reciprocal microphone
1248A re 815B minus
1248A re 1082B -.010 .029
Long tube vs. Short tube
124aA/815B re long minus
1248A/815B re short -.032 .038








abs ( ^Ma-Mab ) / (Ma+Mab)
)
. 002 .003
Table 4.3 A_5ummarY_of__£r eci_5i_on_i_n_gJ^ane_wave
re5onant_reci_groci^tY_cal^i_brat i_ons
From the data summarized in the above table, it is
obvious that the comparison between Ma and Mab in the se^t
consistency check for all the plane wave r^Eonant
calibrations is an order of magnitude smaller tnan tt.e ot;her
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observed uncertainties. This suggests that the
repositioning o-f microphones and equipments in the di-fferent
con-figurations may be a major source o-f the uncertainties.
Since systematic di -f -f erences are expected when comparing the
long vs short tube results, the sigma -for this di-f-ference is
not a part o-f the overall uncertainty. The square root o-f
the sum o-f the squares of the sigmas -for the electronics
swap and the exchange o-f side "B" microphones will be the
experimental estimate o-f the overall precision. This
estimate o-f the experimental precision -for the method o-f
plane wave resonant reciprocity is ~ .045 dB.
In the next chapter, corrections that are necessary -for
the absolute compar ison o-f the plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibration to the results o-f other calibration
techniques will be discussed. The microphone used -for all
these absolute comparisons will be the WE640AA serial #1248
condenser microphone.
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V . ABSgLyTE_ACCURACY_gF_EX PER I MENTAL_RESyLTS
A. INTRODUCTION
With the self consistency o-f the calibrations using
plane wave resonant reciprocity established in chapter -four,
several corrections to the raw computer output must be made
be-fore comparisons can be made between plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibrations and NBS pressure coupler comparison
calibrations. The raw computer output shown below was
obtained using experimental con-figurations I through V
listed in chapter -four, figure 4.3. These are plane wave













1600 3200-4800 6400 8000
Freq (hz)
Figure 5.1 R§w_data_f rom_bgth_t,he_l^ong_£star2_and
shgc^_£^ox2_C?sonant_tubes_£or_elane_wave_resonant_reci^groc
cal i brati ons.
To obtain the -final values -for the absolute plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibration, four corrections must be
made to the "raw" program calculation of Mo. The first two
are general corrections to the "ideal" resonant reciprocity
calculations incorporating equation 3.1 into the computer
program. The third results from the experimental procedure
employed. The forth has three parts and corrects for
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deliberate errors introduced into the program for
experimental convenience. All the corrections are
summarized below.
1. The_i^mg^i^essed_g^r^essur^e_coi^r^ecti^on. The
correction due to the -finite compliance o-f the
microphone. (~.001 to ~. 14 dB)
The correction to the bulk modulus o-f elasticity -for the
air volume within the cavity due to the non-adi abati
c
boundary conditions at the walls of the cylindrical bras;
cavity expressed as a change in the ratio of specific
heats. In this case, a correction of ~.007 dB is needed
at all frequencies to correct for the inaccurate





The driving point impedance correction for the Thevenih
equivalent circuit used to represent the condenser
microphone. <~ negligible)
4 Qor^[_§.£t.i.2U.i.—t.Q.—B.!L2.2!L^lt—£§.L£!AL§.t.L^U.L •
a. A standard electrical definition for the microphone
must be used prior to comparison with other
calibration results. It is therefore necessary to
subtract out the capacitance of the BNC electrical
connection used as part of the microphone during
this experiment. (~2.8pF) A correction to Mo due
to this change in microphone capacitance will
result. C^. 16 to '^.36 dB including the correction
described next in part 4b.)
b. For experimental convenience, the values of the
bias box and cable capacitances were fixed early
in the writing of the operational computer program
and are listed in lines 670-760 of the program in
appendix B. Subsequent, more accurate measurements
of these capacitances require a correction to Mo.
<~. 16 to ~.36 dB including the correction described
above in part 4a.)
c. The drop in signal voltage across the D.C. blocking
capacitor in the bias box of the microphone
preamplifier signal path was temporarily ignored in
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ye
chapter three. As shown in Appendix E, this loss is
approximately independent o-f -frequency over the rang
o-f -frequencies employed in this experiment. The
correction required for Mo to account -for this
"loss" in signal is roughly ^ + 0.03 dB.
The e-f-fect o-f the compliance o-f the microphone on the
plane wave resonant reciprocity open circuit voltage




B. CALCULATION OF THE IMPRESSED PRESSURE CORRECTION
Using the standard method of pressure coupler
reciprocity calibration CRe-f. 33, the equivalent volume
correction is required whenever the equivalent volume o-f the
pair o-f microphones within the cavity exceeds 0.4 percent o-f
the physical volume within the coupler CRe-f. 3: p.l5D. This
accounts -for the e-f-fect o-f the acoustic impedance o-f the
microphone on the pressure coupler microphone calibration.
This correction requires the accurate deteriaination of the
equivalent volume of the microphone under cal ibr at ion or the
functional equivalent , its acoustic impedance CRe-f. 3:
p. 83. The method of plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibration requires the determination of the acoustic
impedance for any microphone under calibration regardless of
the volume of the cavity.
In part C of chapter two, the correction required to
account for the finite mechanical impedance of a microphone
was derived. This impressed pressure correction
accomplishes the same task for plane wave resonant
reciprocity as the equivalent volume correction accomplishes
in pressure coupler reciprocity. A systematic error in the
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration of condenser
microphones on the order of '^ 0.001 to .14 dB re Iv/ubar may
result if the impressed pressure correction is ignored.
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The correction is shown in equation 2.46 and the
acoustic driving point impedance is given in equation 2.49.
Both equations are reproduced beloM.
z







Cr^uL f^ \Aa(MuW c^ic^^ \K\(^'^
Equation 2.49
The acoustic impedances, Za(mic A) and Za(mic B) , shown in
equation 2.49 must be exactly measured i -f the correction is
to be accurately determined. In the absence o-f an accurate
determination o-f these acoustic impedances, an average value
•for the acoustic impedance o-f a WE640AA laboratory standard
microphone was obtained -from the ANSI standard method -for
the calibration o-f microphones CRe-f. 33. This value was used
-for both Za(mic A) and Za<mic B) in the determination o-f the
magnitude o-f this correction at one -frequency when it was
illustrated in chapter two. While this will allow an
approximation to be made in calculating the impressed
pressure correction, no insight is obtained with regard to
the possible range o-f corrections that result -from extreme
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samples (due to dif-ferent values o-f Za) of the W.E.640AA
microphone population. The "equivalent volumes" o-f two
W.E.640AA microphones that represent such extremes and which
will provide such insight are provided below in table 5.1
CRef. 29]. The term "equivalent volume" is o-f ten used in
pressure coupler calibrations as a matter o-f convenience.
It is simply another way to express the acoustic impedance
o-f the microphone in a manner which simplifies pressure
coupler reciprocity calculations. As such, it will
generally have both a real and an imaginary part
representing the dissipative and reactive portions of the
microphone impedance. The exact relationship CRef. 3: p. S3
between the "equivalent volume" and "Za" must be used to
derive the final impressed pressure correction as it is
shown in equation 5.2.
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Equivalent volumes o-f two condenser microphones CRe-f. 292.
W.E.640AA Serial# 646 W.E.640AA Serial# 151
- all units MKS, M'^3 -
Frequency (Hz) Re. volume •- Im. volume Re. volume - Im. volume
{multiplied by> {E-7> {E-9> <:e-7> <:e-9>
50.0 1 . 2207 -.93636 .43979 -.24779
100.0 1 . 2207 -1.8728 .43976 -.49557
200.0 1.2203 -3.7458 . 43965 -.99101
300.0 1.2196 -5.6195 . 43946 -1.4862
400.0 1.2187 -7.4940 .43919 -1.9809
500.0 1.2176 -9.3697 . 43885 -2.4751
600.0 1.2162 -11.247 . 43843 -2.9687
700.0 1.2145 -13. 125 . 43794 -3.4614
800.0 1.2125 -15.006 . 43737 -3.9532
900.0 1.2103 -16.889 . 43673 -4.4439
1000.0 1 . 2078 -18.774 .43601 -4.9333
1500.0 1. 1909 -28.234 .43131 -7.3576
2000.0 1. 1660 -37.751 . 42477 -9.7314
2500.0 1. 1321 -47.284 .41646 -12.038
3000.0 1 . 0878 -56.746 . 40645 -14.262
4000.0 . 96365 -74.797 .38168 -18.400
5000.0 . 78900 -89.957 .35134 -22.034
6000.0 . 57288 -99.723 .31659 -25.073
7000.0 .34154 -102.28 . 27874 -27.454
8000.0 . 12923 -97.767 . 23925 -29. 148
9000.0 -.038557 -88.254 . 19954 -30. 166
10000.0 -. 15406 -76.476 . 16094 -30.550
11000.0 -.22358 -64.609 . 12456 -30.373
12000.0 -.25897 -53.866 .091201 -29.726
13000.0 -.27171 -44.698 .061398 -28.709
14000.0 -.27059 -37. 116 . 035386 -27.421
15000.0 -.26157 -30.940 .013165 -25.952
16000.0 -.24846 -25.938 -.0054385 -24.381
17000.0 -.23356 -21.866 -.020718 -22.770
18000.0 -.21825 -18.529 -.033032 -21. 167
19000.0 -.20327 -15.902 -.042759 -19.609
20000.0 -. 18903 -13.691 -.050276 -18. 119
* The above values have only ~ three significant digits. CRe-f . 291
Table 5.1 Egui_val^ent_vol_ume5_for_extreme_W^E^640AA
L§^gr at ory_st an d ar d_con den ser_mi^croghones
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In addition to these values, the measured acoustical
impedances -for -four particular W.E.640AA laboratory standard
type "L" microphones were obtained -from the literature CRe-f.
30D.
M.E.640AA Acoustic parameter
Serial* Stiffness Mass Resistance
(NM^-5) <kgM^-4) (NsecM-^-S)
1087 1.95E+12 584 3.80E+7
1121 1.88E+12 475 3.63E+7
1134 1.67E+12 473 3. 12E+7
0904 1.52E+12 434 3. 16E-t-7
*** design 1.2 E+12 420 2.63E+7
parameters
. CRef. 30D
Table 5.2 labul^ated_val^ues_gf _acgusti^c_i^mgedance
f gr_fgur_WiEi640AA_micr°E!2°Q®l
When equation 2.24 and equation 2.49 are combined, two
analytical forms of the impressed pressure correction for
plane wave resonant reciprocity may be computed. Choice
between the two equations shown below is strictly a matter
of convenience. The first expresses the correction using
the acoustic impedance, and the second uses the equivalent
volume of the microphone. In each case, it is assumed that
identical microphones are mounted in the ends of the plane
wave resonant cavity.
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todd = i -
Ai 6. Po h


















equivalent volume ; C igPoD/C jwZa]
ratio o-f specific heats
frequency o-f Nth modal resonance
acoustic driving-point impedance
o-f the microphone
quality -factor o-f Nth modal resonance
volume o-f plane wave resonant cavity
area o-f tube cross section
area o-f microphone diaphragm
Provided the resonant -frequencies and modal quality -factors
are available, the correction -factor can be calculated -for
the case o-f plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations.
Using equation 5.2, the range o-f the impressed pressure
corrections can be calculated using experimental data -for
the quality -factor o-f the modal resonance while the data
provided by the National Bureau o-f Standards is used -for the
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equivalent volumes o-f the two extreme samples o-f the
W.E.640AA population. The atmospheric pressure is also
provided to -facilitate use of equation 5.1.
All values MKS units; Vo<short) ~ 1.159E-4, Vo(long) ~ 6.504E-4,












735 100007 97.5 99843 42.4 1.21 -13.8 .438 -3.63
1470 100027 116.8 99838 76.0 1. 19 -27.7 .432 -7.21
2205 100081 153.0 99862 103.0 1. 15 -41.7 .421 -10.68
2940 100106 193.7 99872 115.1 1.09 -55.6 .408 -14.00
3675 100076 218.7 99886 117.0 1.00 -68.9 .390 -17.00
4410 100082 229.8 99898 116.1 .892 -81.0 .369 -19.89
5145 100039 239.5 99910 114.0 .758 -91.4 .346 -22.48
» 2 May dcskta tape, recorcjs 26-46 (see appendix G)


































































The above corrections are calculated using an average value
o-f la obtained -from table 5.2, and experimental data for the
other parameters in equation 5.1. When the same proceedure
is used -for corrections to Mo -found using the "small"
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The impressed pressure correction -for the short tube
(•figure 5.3) is larger than that obtained -for the long tube
(figure 5.2). The impact o-f this difference on the absolute
calibration results will be discussed in the next chapter.
The next section will discuss the correction to the bulk
modulus of elasticity for the air within the resonant cavity
due to the non-adi abatic boundary conditions.
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C. THE CORRECTION TO THE BULK MODULUS OF ELASTICITY WITHIN THE
PLANE WAVE RESONANT CAVltY DUE TO THE NON-ADI ABATIC BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
In chapter three, the form o-f the adiabatic bulk modulus
of elasticity -for the air within the resonant cavity Mas
given as the product o-f the atmospheric pressure and the
ratio o-f speci-fic heats. The general correction to account
for the change in sti-ffness of the volume of air within the
resonant cavity due to the non-adi abatic boundary conditions
was given in equation 3.37 as a correction to the ratio of
specific heats obtained under free field conditions of
temperature and humidity. A correction to the sensitivity
level that incorporated this correction was given in figure
3.21. In general, to account for effect of the change in
stiffness of the volume of air within the resonant cavity
due to non-adiabatic boundary conditions, the sensitivity
level must be corrected by adding:




When the solution for the effective value of gamma is first
obtained using the program solution, and next using equation
3.37, the program solution is found to be '^.007 dB too low
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across a percent relative humidity and temperature range o-f
40'/. < H < 657. and 19 deg C. < T < 21 deg C.
The raw sensitivity levels plotted in figure 5.1 must
there-fore be increased by ~.007 dB to correct the program
results for the fundamentally wrong, but only slightly
inaccurate solution for the effective gamma programmed in
lines 3770-3810 of the program shown in appendix B.
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D. THE ELECTRICAL DRIVING POINT IMPEDANCE CORRECTION
When the electrical model -for the W.E.640AA serial #1248
condenser microphone was chosen, the e-f-fect o-f the medium
upon the motion o-f the microphone diaphragm and consequently
upon the electrical driving point impedance was assumed to
be negligible. Thus, neglecting the electrical resistance
o-f the dielectric in the back volume of the microphone, the
electrical model chosen was that o-f a simple capacitance:
Zf»IC - ^^^ " JUJ CvvC^. equaticn 5.4
The validity o-f such an assumption rests upon two
conditions. First, that the length o-f the tube loading the
diaphragm at a plane wave resonance is a multiple o-f a half
wavelength. Second, that the termination at the opposite
end of the tube is for all practical measurements, rigid.
These conditions illustrate one method used to obtain the
blocked electrical impedance C^capaci ti ve) of a condenser
microphone. If the termination at the opposite end is
absolutely rigid and if the system has low dissipation (high
Q) , then the motion of the diaphragm is effectively blocked
Csee equation 2.43] and Zeb can be measured CRef. 291. Since
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the plane wave resonator was anticipated to operate under
these conditions, the assumption seemed reasonable.
However, even though the system used had low dissipation
(high Q) , the termination at the opposite end was a -finite
impedance resulting -from the combination of another
W.E.640AA and a semi-rigid plastic mount. The desired
blocked mechanical conditions provided by an absolutely
rigid end were not achieved.
A calculation o-f the motional impedance o-f the
microphone and an analysis o-f the required correction (i-f
any) is there-fore necessary to examine the validity o-f the
assumption that the experimental termination is essentially
rigid.
7, = Zee + "Z ^'vOT Equation 5.5
where.
Ze = electrical driving point impedance.
Zeb = blocked electrical impedance.
Zmot = motional impedance
When equation 2.21 was employed to calculate Ma, the
value o-f el was calculated using equation 3.13 which in turn
was based upon figure 3.8 and the simple electrical model
given in equation 5.4. Using figure 3.8,
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gain o-f signal preamplifier
total input impedance at the preamplifier,
blocked electrical impedance (1/jwC).








If the actual electrical driving point impedance had been
measured and used in the calculation instead of Zeb, the







where Ze is the electrical driving point impedance and is
defined as the ratio of the voltage across the input
- 2B8 -
terminals o-f the microphone divided by the input current
when the microphone is operating under the load o-f the plane
wave resonant cavity.
The correction to the calculated value o-f Ma obtained
using equation 3.13 which accounts -for the e-f-fect o-f the
motional impedance upon the computed value o-f el is:








Mhen similar considerations are made for the correct
calculation o-f i 1 using Ze instead o-f Zeb (using equation













If Ze, Zeb, and Zt Mere available, this correction could be
calculated. However, only Zeb and Zt are available. While
this does not allow an exact correction to be computed, a
close approximation can be determined.
Equation 5.11 can be rewritten slightly to be of the
form:
tort/l To Ma —
li* ^ti 1 ^ Equati on 5.12
Since the real part of CZeb/ZtD can be computed and can be
shown to be very much greater than 1, the correction
becomes:
Co^(i To Ma ^




Beginning with equations 2.36 and dividing VI by II, the
determination of Ze yields a solution for Zmot. This is the
method shown by Hunt CRef . 34: p . 96D . The traditional value of
Zmot as obtained by Hunt C-b-^2/Z22], is seen to be modified
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by the square o-f the impressed pressure correction. When
these results are combined with the transduction coefficient
previously determined (see the text before equation 2.54),
equation 5.13 is of the form:
i ^J
. f^JM I Slht^E^
^ M / \ 60 Ael 2.A Equation 5.14
Here the term IMPC refers to the impressed pressure
correction previously derived. Since the largest magnitude
of the impressed pressure correction is '^ 0.98, it is the
magnitude of other terms found in the transduction
coefficient and the acoustic impedance which will determine
the magnitude of this correction. When the phase of the
impressed pressure correction is ignored, the remaining
terms yield the value of the »axi»um possible correction due
to Zmot. This worst case magnitude is approximated by
substitution of the following values into equation 5.14:
Eo -^ 117 volts
Co "^ 49. 14 pf
At/Ad '^ 3.44
Ae "^ 1.29E-4 M'"2
Ra -^ 3.43 E+7 NSM^-5
Ma "^ 492 KgM-^-4
Ka ~ 1.76 E+12 NM-^-5
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A straight-forward computation shows this correction to
be much less than .001 dB and there-Fore negligible.
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E. THE CORRECTION DUE TO REVISED VALUES OF MICROPHONE AND TOTAL
BIAS SUPPLY CAPACITANCE
At an early stage in the experiment, it was decided that
the electrical de-finition of the "microphone" would for
simplicity include the BNC connector that was fabricated for
' the electrical connection to the W.E.640AA microphone
cartridge. This resulted in the capacitance of the
"extender" contributing to a slight increase in the
capacitance measured for the "W.E.640AA microphone" and at
the same time contributing to an equal decrease in
capacitance measured for the external system capacitance.
When this "extender" capacitance is taken into account in
the sensitivity calculations, a correction results for the
open circuit voltage receiving sensitivity for the
microphone.
Additionally, a considerable time passed from the first
measurement of microphone capacitance and the final result.
Consequently, the values of capacitance used for various
capacitance terms in the analytical solutions for "Mo" that
were programmed on the computer were "frozen" for
computational purposes, knowing full well that a later
correction would be necessary. These corrections and the
"extender" correction were made using equation 5.15 below.
Equation 5.15 is obtained from equation 3.11 and the fact
that the open circuit voltage receiving sensitivity is
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Ct ' = corrected experimental measure o-f Ct-
Ct ' ' = Ct ' corrected to include the "extender" capacitance.
(BTAR: 173. 22p-F, ATBR: 171 . 42p-f )
Cm = program value used for the microphone capacitance.
(Serial #1248: 52.722pf)
Cm' = corrected experimental measure of Cm.
Cm'' = Cm' corrected to exclude the "extender" capacitance.
(Serial #1248: 49. 41pf ) (#1248 BNC Connector = 2.75 pf)
R = parallel combination of the bias blocking resistor and
the input resistance of the signal preamplifier.
(BTAR:'^5047050ohms, ATBR: '^4987470ohms)
w = 2*pi»Fn
Since there were six experimental combinations of
microphone—system pairs, there were six different sets of
corrections that were calculated. As shown below, the
magnitude of the correction required depended primarily upon
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^agac i^t ance_cgr r ec t i^gn_9 l^gt ted_f or _al^l^_si^x_ex Qeriment a 1^
combinations.
This correction would be unnecessary -for experimental
setups where the magnitude o-f the electrical parameters were
well established and properly included in the controlling
computer program.
The -final correction to be considered is a result of the
approximation o-f the circuit shown in -figure 3.3 by the
circuit shown in -figure 3.4. This coupling capacitance
correction is derived in appendix E and will be summarized
in the next section.
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F. THE COUPLING CAPACITANCE CORRECTION
When preliminary solutions -for the received signal
transfer function given by equation 3.11 were made, it was
convenient to note that the signal loss due to the blocking
capacitor Cc in the circuit shown in figure 3,3 was roughly
constant across the frequency range of the resonant
reciprocity calibration. The correction for the drop in the
signal voltage across the blocking capacitor which was
temporarily neglected and must now be included. In Appendix
E, the calculation of the magnitude of the required
correction was shown to be roughly constant at "" +0.03dB for
the calibration frequencies used in this experiment. The
tabulated corrections are shown in the next table.




980 - 2695 .030
2940 - 5635 .029
average = .030, sigma = .002
Table 5.4 D^Ci_Bl^ocki^ng_ca9acltor_corC®9ti9Q§r
This concludes the descriptions of the corrections necessary
to obtain an absolute calibration.
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G. THE ABSOLUTE PLANE WAVE RESONANT RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION
1 • iDi^rgduct i on
When the values obtained by the computer program for the
open circuit voltage reciving sensitivity are corrected as
indicated in three o-f the preceding four sections, the
calibration is compared with a National Bureau of Standards
pressure coupler calibration obtained for the same
microphone. The lower six modal calibrations (below "^ 1500
Hz) obtained using the long tube have an average discrepancy
of '^.03 dB when compared with the NBS calibration data. The
lower two modal calibrations (below '^1500 Hz) obtained using
the short tube have an average discrepancy of ~0.06 dB when
compared with the NBS calibration data. Above the
frequencies indicated, the difference between NBS and plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibrations are seen to increase
beyond the experimental uncertainty of the plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibrations.
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2- i>iEe![ll!DSQtal_ Resul_ts for The Pl.ane Wave_Resgnant
ReciBrgcit^_Cal_i_brati_gn_CgmBared_With_a_NBS_Pressure_Cg
Cgmgari^sgn_Ca]^i^bratign_Obtai_ned_Fgr_The_Same_Mi^crgEhgne
The previous corrections are applied in the table shown beloi
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-.0151 -48. 30! -48. 73
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his correcl:ion depend*9 upon the con-figuration
olated -Frorn original cjata. See tat3le 5.7.
Table 5.5 Absgl^ute_gl^ane_wave_resgnant_reci^Brgci ty
E§llkCati.gns_gbtai^ned_using_the_70_cm_tube_CDmQared_wi^th_t
cgfngari^sgn_cal^i^brati^gns^
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A similar table showing the corrections applied to the
raw program output -for the short tube is next.
All dB re 1 V/ubar, all corrections in dB.
1 ***«**« Corrections «««**»
1
•freq! #1248 1 Ratio i3-f * Extender IMPCI Cc Final ** NBS
(Hz)! prog Ispeci-f ic & Ct ! corr cal.
1 output 1 heats corr 1
(sigma) (.03 range]
735 1-48. 86 (.01) + .007 + .27 -.006 I +.031 -48.55 -48.58
14701-48.81 (.00) + .26 -.021 I+.030 -48.53 -48.63
2205 1-48. 70 (.02) + .26 -.045! " -48.44 -48.64
2940 1-48. 60 (.02) + .26 -.071 I+.029 -48.37 -48.67
3675 1-48. 48 (.02) + .25 -.095! -48.28 -48.76
4410 1-48. 46 (.06) II -.1181 .-48.28 S-48.90
5145 I -48. 69 (.01) II -.139! " -48.53 .-49. 10
* The value o-f this correc:tion depends upon the con-Figuration




Mhen the results of the short tube and long tube are plotted
with the NBS data, the agreement between both plane wave
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The triangles plot the NBS pressure coupler comparison
calibration, the stars plot the long tube plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibration and the diamonds show the
short tube resonant reciprocity calibrations. The
experimental uncertainties obtained -for the data shown in






W.E.640AA Serial #1248 data
I upper ! Average resonant ! lower !
I limit ! reciprocity cal I limit I
(-t-sigma) (-sigma)
dB are re 1 Volt/ubar *****************
CLong tube data^ CShort tube data3
50 -48. 48 -48. 46
100 -48. 51 -48. 48
200 -48. 55 -48. 53
245 -48. 51 -48. 56 -48. 61
300 -48. 58 -48. 54
490 -48. 61 -48. 62 -48. 63
500 -48. 61 -48. 56
700 -48. 61 -48. 54
735 -48. 57 -48. 58 -48. 59 -48. 52 -48. 55 -48. 58
980 -48. 59 -48. 60 -48. 61
1000 -48. 64 -48. 59
1225 -48. 54 -48. 56 -48. 58
1470 -48. 55 -48. 57 -48. 59 -48. 50 -48. 53 -48. 56
1500 -48. 66 -48. 60
1715 -48. 49 -48. 51 -48. 53
1960 -48. 44 -48. 46 -48. 48
2000 -48. 65 -48. 61
2205 -48. 35 -48. 38 -48. 41 -48. 35 -48. 44 -48. 53
2450 -48. 39 -48. 41 -48. 43
2500 -48. 66 -48. 62
1 •
2695 -48. 32 -48. 35 -48. 38
2940 -48. 31 -48. 33 -48. 35 -48. 24 -48. 36 -48. 48
3000 -48. 69 -48. 66
3195 -48. 25 -48. 28 -48. 31
3430 -48. 29 -48. 30 -48. 31
3675 -48. 27 -48. 29 -48. 31 -48. 13 -48. 28 -48. 43
3920 -48. 25 -48. 27 -48. 29
4000 -48. 79 -48. 80
4165 -48. 28 -48. 29 -48. 31
4410 -48. 23 -48. 26 -48. 29 -48. 04 -48. 28 -48. 52
4655 1 -48. 30 -48. 33 -48. 36
4900 -48. 28 -48. 32 -48. 36
5000 -49. 03 -49. 06
5145 ! -48. 44 -48. 48 -48. 54 -48. 38 -48. 53 -48. 68
5390 I -48. 49 -48. 53 -48. 58
5635 I -48. 68 -48. 71 -48. 74
6000 -49. 42 -49. 47
** The certified NBS calibration specified only 3 significant
figures. The above data is before the roundoff provided in the
formal report and shows the individual comparison calibrations
actually obtained as referenced to two separate standard
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microphones used -for this purpose at the NBS CRe-f 2911.
Table 5.7 W.E.640AA Serial #1248 calibrations.
The upper bound is one "experimental sigma" above the
average sensitivity shown in the center column for both the
long and short data sets. The lower bound is one
"experimental sigma" below the same average. For each data
set at each di-f-ferent calibration frequency, the sigma used
is the square root of the sum of the squares of the
experimental sigma found for Ma. The long tube results agree
with the NBS calibration to within "^.03 dB up to 1470 Hz and
the short tube results agree with the NBS calibration to
within ~0.06 dB up to 1470 Hz. Above this frequency, the
resonant reciprocity calibrations disagree with the NBS
comparison calibration beyond the experimental uncertainty.
However, both resonant reciprocity tubes provide consistent
results throughout the range of frequencies used in the
experiment.
Since the diaphragm area of the microphone occupies a
significant portion of the cross sectional area of the short
tube (~547. as compared to '^297. in the long tube) , any
deviation from the assumption that Za(mic A) equals Za(mic
B) will adversely effect the accuracy of the impressed
pressure correction in the short tube to a greater extent
than the corresponding correction for the impressed pressure
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in the long tube. Additionally, the -fractional error in the
volume o-f the short tube is greater than that obtained -for
the long tube (the tube volume is used in calculating "Jo"
in the impressed pressure correction) . Both of these
contributions to increased absolute uncertainty apply -for
the short tube calibration. For these reasons, the
microphone calibrations obtained using the long tube
geometry are believed to be the more accurate o-f the two .
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H. THE CORRECTED FREE FIELD COMPARISON CALIBRATION
There Mere only two corrections to the free -field
comparison results given by program "N28". The -first is
calculated using equation 5.15 with a change of value -for Ct
and Ct ' ' to 255.0 pF. When this is done the correction is
essentially the same for all the frequencies sampled and is
equal to -«-0.54 dB. The second correction is for the
diffraction of the microphone and mount and is given in
appendix A to reference 3. With both of the corrections
applied, the diffraction corrected (pentagon plot) free
field (star plot) comparison calibration is superimposed
upon the NBS pressure coupler (triangle plot) calibration.
In addition, the uncorrected free field results are shown
with Professor Medwin's calibration results in figure 3.24.
The corrected results are shown on the next page.
\



















Since the di-f -Fraction correction obtained -from data in
reference A is accurate only -for a standard microphone mount
and the mount used in this experiment was not standard, the
dif -fraction correction so obtained was only approximate.
This is seen in the "^0.5 dB agreement between the NBS
pressure coupler results and the diffraction "corrected"
results.
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In the next plot, the data is "blown-up" so that the low
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The data plotted in the previous two plots is given in the
table below.
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All data in dB re 1 Volt/ubar
NBS data Free -Field data -for Serial #1248
(pressure coupler)
Freq run #1 run#2 Free Ct Free diffraction diffraction





245 -49.54 0.54 -49.00 .0 -49.54
300 -48.58 -48.54
490 -49.19 0.54 -48.65 -.1 -48.75
500 -48.61 -48.56
700 -48.61 -48.54
735 -49.13 0.54 -48.59 -.11 -48.70
980 -49.00 0.54 -48.46 -.19 -48.65
1000 -48.64 -48.59
1470 -48.63 0.54 -48.09 -.48 -48.57
1500 -48.66 -48.60
2000 -48.65 -48.61
2205 -47.86 0.54 -47.32 -1.15 -48.47
2450 -47.33 0.54 -46.79 -1.44 -48.23
2500 -48.66 -48.62
2695 -47.42 0.54 -46.88 -1.77 -48.65
3000 -48.69 -48.66
3185 -46.50 0.54 -45.96 -2.44 -48.40
3920 -45.51 0.54 -44.97 -3.40 -48.37
4000 -48.79 -48.80
4655 -44.37 0.54 -43.83 -4.48 -48.31
5000 -49.03 -49.06
5390 -43.63 0.54 -43.09 -5.59 -48.68
6000 -49.42 -49.47
7000 -49.97 -50.01
7595 -42.07 0.54 -41.53 -8.48 -50.01
8000 -50.55 -50.55
9000 -51.48 -51.59
9800 -43.06 0.54 -42.52 -9.46 -48.52
12250 -46.55 0.54 -46.01 -9.23 -55.24
14700 -50.63 0.54 -50.09 -8.49 -58.58
* L.R. interpolation to data listed in appendix A of Ref . 3
Table 5.8 NBS vs Free field data.
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A
is designed to be re-flection—free mSince the anechoic chamber
-for plane waves, the normal speci-fic acoustic impedance o-f
the walls is intended to be the "rho-c" product -for air.
This is not a per-fect impedance match to spherical acoustic
waves which have a reactive component. The speci-fic
acoustic impsdano o-f a spherical wave is given below.
3a - I \ / Equation 5.16
When the speaker and microphone are "relatively" close to
the wall, meaning kr is small, there will be reflections due
to the impedance mismatch even in a per-fsctly anechoic
room. These re-flections cause an error in the value o-f Mo.
Additionally, the requirement CRe-f. 3:p.l9] that at low
frequencies the acoustic impedances of the surfaces be
within 2r ' /r percent of "rho-c" where r' is the minimum
separation distance from the surface to the microphone and r
is the microphone separation, is not met. The inability to
meet these restrictions within the anechoic chamber is seen
in the discrepancy in Mo observed at low frequency.
I
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I. A SUMMARY OF PLANE WAVE RESONANT RECIPROCITY CALIBRATIONS
The plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations shown
so -far have been those obtained -for the W.E.640AA serial
#1248 condenser microphone and were used for comparison with
the NBS pressure coupler calibration. Additional
calibrations for two more W.E.640AA condenser microphones



























The absolute experimental uncertainty is essentially the
same -for all WE640AA microphones, '^ 0.03 dB below 1470 Hz,
while above this -frequency the di-f-ference between the
resonant reciprocity calibration and the NBS comparison
calibration climbs to a maximum of ~.5 dB.
The theory -for resonant reciprocity calibrations has
been shown to absolutely agree with standard methods of
calibration only for the case of plane wave resonance at low
frequency. Experimental results that extend calibration
frequencies into the region of radial and azimuthal
resonances are expected to fail in accuracy. To illustrate,
the calibration data plotted on the next page shows the
agreement between short and long tube calibrations out to
the 23rd modal resonance in the long tube ('^5635 Hz) which
is the upper limit for plane wave resonances in that tube.
The effect on the calibration due to the interference of
radial and azimuthal modes with plane wave modes is apparent
above the 23rd mode. Here the discrepancy between short and
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Figure 5.9 The_eff ect_gf_radial^_and_azi_muthal^
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These calibrations are listed as approximate since they are
the "raw" program output.
The type BT-1751 Knowles subminiature transducer was
used as the comparison microphone and the following
















^ transducer (re WE640AA#1248)




The Sigma o-f the experimental precision is smaller than the
size o-f the plotting symbols in this calibration. When this
calibration is compared with the manufacturer specifications
for this device, the sensitivity appears to be about ~1.5 dB
too low. However, the variations in the B.C. supply voltage
•for the Type BT-1751 preamplifier were not monitored. From
Knowles technical bulletins, a change o-f just a -few tenths
o-f a volt (1.25 Volts to 1.0 volts) can cause roughly a '^1.0
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dB drop in sensitivity. Since the battery used to power the
BT-1751 D.C. supply was not replaced during that portion o-f
the experiment <~12 months), such a drop is probable.
FOR OCCtUDEO EAR HEARING AIDS
Op«n OcuM SAnsiCvitV ( V 3 VOC Supply)
Figure 5.11 ManufacturerJ^s_cal_i_brati_gn_curves_f or
tb§_I^B®_lZ5i_and_T^ee_1^757_Kngwl_es_submi^ni^ature_transducer;
This concludes the free -field comparison and the plan«




In chapter I, the general subject o-f acoustic
reciprocity calibrations of electroacoustic transducers is
reviewed and the e-f-fect o-F the medium and boundary
conditions surrounding the transducer are considered for
three different experimental environments. Solutions for
the acoustic transfer admittance for a pressure coupler
calibration, a free field calibration, and a plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibration are shown to differ only by
a multiplicative constant. Derivations of the open circuit
voltage receiving sensitivities are provided for all three
techniques. In chapter II, considerations are made
regarding experimental techniques used to implement plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibrations. The resulting
reciprocity equations provide a six way round robin check on
experimental precision (plus or minus .002 dB) and the
number of experimental parameters required for the
calibration is reduced by one. The derivation of a plane
wave resonant reciprocity calibration is extended to include
necessary conditions relating the acoustic impedance of the




within the gas, the gas density, and the dimensions o-f the
plane wave resonant cavity. An impressed pressure
correction is derived -from the canonical equations -for an
electroacoustic transducer by making the reasonable
assumption that the diaphragm o-F a condenser microphone does
"move" under the in-fluence o-f an acoustic pressure. This
consideration o-f the -finite impedance o-f the microphone
results in a correction to the theoretical sensitivity o-f an
ideal microphone and is shown to depend upon the ratio o-f
the driving point acoustic admittance o-f the microphone to
the trans-fer acoustic admittance o-f the medium. In chapter
III, the improvement in experimental precision due to
computer control o-f the data acquisition is measured and the
probable errors associated with experimental measurements
and calculations are determined. In chapter IV the sel-f
consistency o-f the plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibrations are obtained and the overall experimental
precision is -found to be '^0.045 dB. In chapter V,
calculations necessary to determine and correct -for the
impressed pressure, the e-f-fect o-f the non-adi abatic boundary
conditions on the sti-ffness o-f the gas within the resonant
cavity, circuit analysis approximations, and corrections to
values o-f program constants in the computer program
controlling the plane wave resonant reciprocity calibration
are obtained. When the raw experimental calibration data is
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corrected as outlined above, the absolute plane wave
resonant reciprocity calibrations have close experimental
agreement below '^1500 hertz (with an average absolute
discrepancy in the long tube o-f ~.03 dB and in the short
tube of ~ .06 dB) with that portion o-f a pressure coupler
comparison calibration performed in air (and hydrogen) on
the same microphone by the National Bureau of Standards.
Beyond this frequency, the difference (in dB) between the
NBS comparison calibration and the resonant reciprocity
calibrations increases linearly with frequency with a linear
correlation coefficient of r = 0.991,
Both the long and the short tube resonant reciprocity
calibrations have an average absolute difference of ~ .029
dB (.018 dB Sigma) from 735 to 5145 Hz, the common frequency
range of both calibrations. Although the average absolute
difference in the resonant reciprocity calibrations and the
diffraction corrected free field comparison calibrations
(from 1470 to 5390 Hz) is '^ 0.12 dB (sigma "^ .09 dB) and the
average absolute difference in the NBS comparison
calibration and the diffraction corrected free field
comparison calibration is "^ 0.32 dB (sigma '^ .22 dB) , the
failure to use experimentally an exact replica of the
standard mounting CRef.3:p.21] for the WE640AA results in an
unknown uncertainty for the diffraction correction and hence
calls into question the validity of the absolute agreement
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(Sigma "^ .09 dB) with the -free field results observed from
1470 to 5390 Hz.
In conclusion it can be said that the results of this
experiment show that the method of plane wave resonant
reciprocity calibration is in absolute agreement with other
laboratory standard techniques at low frequency, is under
computer control, and has the potential of becoming a fully
automated laboratory standard technique of reciprocity
calibration for electrostatic transducers.
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B. FURTHER EXPERIMENTS AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
In the -future, the practical convenience of combin ing
under computer control all of the data acquisition necessary
to calculate the microphone ' s acoustical impedance , the
driving point electr ical impedance , and the plane ttave
resonant reciprocity cal ibration is the logical correction
to and extension of this experimental method.
A more detailed experimental and theoretical study of
the impressed pressure correction is needed with regard to
more compliant electrodynamic microphones (and other
transducer types) , different gas atmospheres, a wider range
of length to diameter ratios, and a wider range of diaphragm
diameter to tube diameter ratios for the resonant cavities.
Any further experiment may also extend the upper
frequency limit of plane wave resonant reciprocity
calibrations by examining the selective employment of
"clean" plane wave resonances in the region of azimuthal
modal resonances and/or the use of highly symmetric
mountings of the microphones on precisely machined
cylindrical cavities. This suggestion is a result of two
experimental observations. First, several higher frequency
"short" tube plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations
appear to be asymptotically approaching the correct pressure





used -for these calibrations are seen in figure 1.6. The
plane wave resonant reciprocity calibrations which result
from the use o-f these modes are shown in figure 5.9 and tend
towards agreement with the NBS pressure coupler comparison
calibrations even though they exist in a frequency domain
where azimuthal resonances are expected. Secondly, extended
plane wave resonances were observed exclusive of any
observable azimuthal or radial modes up to '^ 50 Khz when
highly symmetric electret microphones were used in the early
stages of the experiment. In light of the aforementioned
experimental indications, these apparently "clean" plane
wave resonances may possibly be employed with success.
The application of plane wave resonant reciprocity to a
system of transducers coupled through a water filled
cylindrical cavity with a "pressure-release" (styrofoam)
boundary is another avenue of experimental and theoretical
investigation which may be both interesting and
significant. A preliminary investigation has already begun
CRef. 353 by applying the method to a "slow wave resonant
calibration" where a compliant wall and fluid filled





HARMONICITY IN PLANE WAVE RESONANT RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION
When the condenser microphones are mounted in the ends
of the brass cylindrical cavity, the acoustical load at the
ends is a-f-fected by the mechanical impedance of the
microphones and the assumption that the microphones are
non-compliant must be more carefully examined.
If the microphones were perfectly rigid, the boundary
conditions at each end of the cavity require that the
gradient of the acoustic pressure be equal to zero. If this
is the case, then the resonant frequencies observed for
modes greater than the first will simply be multip!
this fundamental resonance (KL = n*pi ) . This appears to be
the case when the resonant frequencies a.re plotted opposite
the mode number of the resonance. Since the informaticn
plotted below was obtained over a ten hour period, tne
resonant frequencies were obtained at different laboratory
temperatures over a range of roughly 1'^ degrees centigrade
to 22 degrees centigrade. Since the speed of sound in air
at normal atmospheric pressure varies as the square root of
the absolute temperature, and since the frequency of a plane
progressive sound wave varies as the i-rse space sound speed,





the absolute temperature within the plane wave resonant
cavity. For comparison purposes, the temperature dependence
o-f the different resonant frequencies was removed by
referencing all the resonances to 20 degrees centigrade





If this plot of the "corrected" resonant frequency vs. mode
number were exactly a straight line, then the modal
resonances would be perfect multiples of the fundamental
resonance and the ends of the tube would be "r i gi d" (perfect
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Figure A. 1 Resgnant_freguencY_re^_20_deg_C_vs_Mode
Number
o
As is seen above, any lack o-f "harmonici ty " or deviation
from a straight line is not readily apparent. The
terminations in the plane wave resonant cavity appear
essentially "rigid" with regard to their influence upon the
resonant frequency obtained for the acoustic pressure. If
the condenser microphones were absolutely noncompl i ant , then
they would not function as microphones as there would be no
change in capacitance with impressed acoustic pressure.
Functionally, the microphones cannot be "rigid". To see the
magnitude of the deviation from true harmonicity, the data
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is normalized by dividing all the individual resonance
frequencies by the "apparent" -fundamental associated with
the highest resonant -frequency obtained (simulating the
rigid limit), the non-harmonici ty at the low resonant modes
becomes apparent as a deviation -from a value o-f one provided
the scale is properly chosen. See -figure A. 2.
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RESONAKT FREfl <HD CORfiECTH] TO 20 DEC C
Figure A. 2 Harmgna^ci_tY_as_measured_wi^th_data_f rom
Condenser_Micrgphgne Wj:.ii640AA_Serial^#j,248
With regard to the e-f-fect this measured non-harmoni ci ty
has upon the value o-f the receiving sensitivity in the plane





Here we see that at modal resonances, -for the compliance
o-f the condenser microphones to be a negligible e-f-fect, we
require that:
Equations A. 2
In -figure A. 2, the ratio o-f the resonant -frequency -for
the lowest mode to the normalized resonant frequency found
for the highest mode was calculated to be .9927. This
represents an estimate of how close the boundary conditions
correspond to a value of KL equals pi for the fundamental
mode (worst case). When we express Equation 2.13 in terms
of acoustic impedances, we see that,
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Since the ratio of the acoustic impedance of the medium
(air) to that of the semi-rigid composite ends (microphone
plus rigid mount) is much less than one, we have upon





I 1^ I / I Equation A.
4
This justifies the assumption that the microphones are
essentially non-compliant with regard to their effect on the
pressure distribution within the resonant cavity. Since the
ratio of the pressures comes in under the square root in the
calculation for the microphone open circuit voltage
receiving sensitivity, this assumption will introduce, at
the lowest mode, roughly a 201 og (sqr CCosC . 9927»pi > ] ) or .001
db re IV/ubar error. Errors introduced due to this
assumption are significantly lower at the higher modal
resonances as seen in figure A. 2.
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APPENDIX B
ONE EXAMPLE OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM USED FOR
PLANE WAVE RESONANT RECIPROCITY CALIBRATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The computer program shoMn on the following pages Mas
written in Hewlett Packard series 80 Basic. It was used on
the HP-85 and completed data acquisition and sensitivity
calculations for three microphones at one modal resonance
roughly every twenty minutes. The most time consuming
portion of the program was that part which calculated the
three parameter least mean square error fit to a Rayleigh
line shape. Actual data acquisition was completed in
roughly three minutes.
A careful examination of the particular program shown in
part C below shows that it is but one of six almost
identical programs used to accommodate the various
combinations of preamplifiers and microphones that were
experimentally used. The decision to write six "different"
programs was made for operational simplicity. Such
variables as volumetric protrusion into the main cavity
depended upon which two microphones were in place. The
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voltage trans-fer -For each "end" o-f the cylindrical cavity
depended upon the amplifier and microphone combination
used. Thus slightly di-Fferent programs Mere used to
accommodate (re-ferencing M.E.640AA serial numbers);
1248-1082, 1248-815, 1082-815, and three more similar
microphone setups Mith the "electronics" reversed. The
particular program discussed in this appendix is the one
Mith microphone #1248 Mith the "A" side electronics and
microphone #1082 Mith the "B" side electronics.
The -folloMing pages are separated into three di-Fferent
parts -For convenience. First, there is a -Functional
description of the program shoMn in table B.l. Next, there
is the program listing and last there is a list of
definitions for the variables used in the program. The
functional outline for the program is shoMn next.
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B. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM




Ini t i al setup.
2. A transmit, B receive data. (ATBR)
3. B transmit, A receive data. (BTAR)
4. A transmit, C receive comparison voltage.
5. B transmit, C receive comparison voltage.
6. Numerical analysis o-f ail data.
7. Calculation o-f six different values 0+ open circuit
voltage receiving sensitivity.
8. Subroutines (17)
These eight -functional descriptions a.re more full/ described
in table B. 1 below.
Seginn in g line number - Functional description
10 Program initialization and preiimin-^ry equipment setup-.
240 Magnetic tape initialization.
390 Operator inputs for data run.
630 Dimension arrays and input measured capacitances, load
resistances and numerical corrections for tne side mcurited
mi crophones.
2010 Input cavity volumes for different configurations ana
rearrange data.
2170 Begin program run. Switch system to ATBR.
2350 Search for initial drive voltage i or -tirst data sample.
L'520 Initial data sample.
254'J Analyze data for rough Q,F,-;<A.
2570 Obtain receiver bias voltage and calculate the requi rec
correction to microphone capacitance.
2630 With the preliminary values of Q,F,2-A, obtain the first
modal data set witn side B receiving. Cbtain roL.gh Q,F,';.«
for this data set.
2870 Switch system to BTAR.
2880 Obtain bias voltage for side A in receive and calculate
the required correction to the microphorie capac i tance-
2940 Sample the modal resonance for side A recei.vng. :jt t a . .
rough Q , F , ?/A for tnis nata set.
3160 Goto Ravine Sc.fc r c;.it i "le for AT&R ciata. Stare ra^ined valu^t:.
32*^0 Goto Ravine subroutine i or & ThR data. Store rav.neu .-a^ues.
3450 Based upon the requested drive voltage, caictilatt tne





3670 Switch and obtain the ATCR comparison voltage.
3720 Switch and obtain the BTCR comparison voltage.
3760 Calculate the e-f + ective value -for specific heats used zo
correct the bulk modulus o+ elasticity tor boundary
condi ti ons.
3820 Change atmospheric pressure -from mmHg to MPsS.
3S60 Calculations for six way round robin determination of
Ma (reci proci ty ) , Mb (reciproci ty ) , Mab (compar i son)
,
Mba (compar i son ) , Mca (compar i son ) , S< Mcb (compar i son )
4020 Store results on magnetic tape and print out results for
operator.
4390 Check for end of data runs desired.
4400 Based upon the quality factor for the (N+l)th mode,
calculate the expected bandwidth of Nth resonance to be used
in the next computer controlled calibration.
4530 Subroutine used to ravine the modal data for accurate values
of Q, F, &A.
5470 Subroutine used to calculate the mean square error witn
regard to the Rayleigh line shape.
5580 Subroutine used for initial data collection.
5760 Subroutine used to adjustment the initial drive voltage and
control the preliminary data sampling.
6270 Subroutine used to make a raw data computation of Q, F, S<A.
7020 Subroutine used to sample temperature.
7120 Subroutine used to sample atmospheric pressure.
7220 Subroutine used to obtain side A bias voltage.
7320 Subroutine used to obtain side B bias voltage.
7410 Subroutine used to select system to hTBR.
7540 Subroutine used to select system to STAR.
7690 Subroutine used to select system to ATCR.
•7810 Subroutine used to select system to BTCR.
7930 Subroutine used to sample voltage Vca.
B080 Subroutine used to sample voltage Vco.
8220 Subroutine used to relate preai-npl i (• i er gain
and capacitive voltage division to the
Subroutine used to relate preamplifier
and capacitive voltage division to tne
8310









10 CLEAR ? 1248-"A";1082-"B"
20 • INPUT TIME IF NOT ALREADY
30 OPTION BASE I
HO LA=0
50 DIM G2<2G) ,G4(2G), 81(30) .T1(90) ,T3(90) ,T4(90) ,'J1(2) ,T5(2)
.P5(2) ,K1(2) .G9(2) .A7(2) .A1 <2.A8)
60 DIM 05(2.26) ,F5(2, 26) ,F7<4)-. CHS) .A2(2),GH2. 50)
70 DIM F(26) .A(25) ,F1(25) .8(3.3) ,X(3) ,C(3) ,V(2) .Q(2).D(90) .K
(3) ,F2(2) .G(90) .T(3) ,V2(2.3) .A3(26)
80 DISP "SETTIME H»3600+M»60 .MDD : . . .ONLY IF NECESSARY"
90 ! REVISED 28 APRIL 84
100 ? RECIPROCITY PROG G91A
]:0 ^. PRELIMINARY SETUP
111 ! 1248-1082 SETUP
120 OUTPUT 717 :"AM'M ."MR"
130 PRINT "PROGRAM G91A OF 27 APRIL 84"
140 PRINTER IS 701 ,30
150 IMAGE 2A.2X.7A.X.6A,X.7A.X.7A.X.7A.4X.4A.7X.4A.9X.2A.1X.
6A




180 DISP "THIS PROG PERFORMS A RECIPROCITY CAL AT DESIG MODA
L FREQS AND PUTS DATA ON TAPE"
130 BEEP
210 Cl=1 ! CAVITY VOL- 1 248-1 082
220 DISP "INPUT DDMMYY"
230 INPUT T(3)
240 ' INPUT TAPE STATUS
250 DISP "ENTER 1 =ERASE .REWIND ^FORMAT; 2=TAPE ALREADY READY
260 BEE?
270 INPUT U7
280 IF U7=l THEN 290 ELSE 400
290 DISP "ARE YOU CERTAIN YOU WANT TO ERASE THE TAPE^????"
300 DISP "1=YES.2=N0"
310 INPUT U7 -— ~~
320 IF U7=I THEN 330 ELSE 400
330 ERASETAPE '? BEEP
340 ? PREPARE TAPE
350 CREATE "DATl " , 1 00 .96
360 CREATE "DAT2" , 1 00 . 96
370 CREATE "DATV" . 1 00 .800
380 CREATE "DATE" . 1 00 .300
390 ? ENTER RUN PARAMETERS
400 DISP "SHORT OR LONG TUBE7"
410 DISP "SH0RT=1 .LQNG=2"
420 BEEP
430 INPUT C !
440 DISP "ENTER STARTING RECORD*"
450 INPUT L4 ! INIT RECORD NUMBER
^bO DISP "ENTER HIGH MODE ^ "
(I




480 DISP "ENTER LOW MODE *"
490 INPUT LI
500 DISP "ENTER THE LOW FREQ (HZ) FOR HIGH MODE"
510 INPUT F1
520 DISP "ENTER THE HI FREQ (HZ) FOR HIGH MODE"
530 INPUT F2
540 DISP "ENTER 5204 TIME CONSTAMT(SEC)"
550 INPUT n •
560 Tr-Tr»1000
570 DISP "ENTER THE 5204 SENSITIVITY IN VOLTS"
580 INPUT B
590 tt9-l5 ? MAX # OF RAVINES







670 ? MEASURED CAPACITANCES
675 C1(l)=52.722 ! PF#1248
690 C2=C1 (1
)
700 C1(2)=177.2802 ! PF BTAR SYS
715 CI (3)=53.123 ! PF«'1082
720 C3=C1(3)
730 C1<4)=176.Q527 ! PF ATBR SYS
740 CI (5)=50.212 ! PF*815
750 C5=C1(5)
7B0 !
751 R8=5047050 ! A SIDE R EFF LOAD
762 R9=4987470 ! B SIDE R EFF LOAD
770 ? GEOMETRY CORRECTION
780 • FOR SHORT TUBE























1010 RAD ! CORR FOR SMALL QFFSI
1020 ! GOTO1 1070
1030 FOR H"-1 TO 22
1040 D<N)-flBS(CQS(N»PI«l .46/23
1050 NEXT N1
1060 » LONG; TUBE GEO CORR...
1070 GC1)-. 99602
1080 G(2)-. 9841 17
1090 G(3)-. 364383
































































































































































FOR R=L TO LI STEP -1
PRINTER IS 2
PRINT USING 2200 ; TIME/3600 , DATE
L»R
PRINT •• ••
IF C-I THEN U7-3-L ELSE U7=L
DISP "MODE NUMBER IS".L
DISP "LOU FREQ (HZ) IS".F1
DISP "HI FREQ (HZ) IS".F2
DISP "5204 SCALE SENS(y)IS",B
CLEAR la BEEP
DISP "SELECT ATBR SWITCHING"
GOSUB 7400 ! SELECT ATBR
BEEP




? INITIAL SEARCH FOR
OUTPUT 717 ;"FR".(F2+F1)/2,"HZ"




(2430 OUTPUT 709 ;"VT3"
2440 ENTER 709 ; Q9
2450 IF Q9>.25 THEN 2470 ELSE A1-At+25
2460 GOTO 2410
2470 IF Q9<.35 THEN 2490 ELSE fl1-fl1-20
2480 GOTO 2410
2490 BEEP
2500 DISP "PRELIM- DATA SAMPLE"
2510 DISP "USED TO EST BANDWIDTH"
2520 GQSUB 5570 ! INITIAL DATA COLLECTION
2530 BEEP
2540 DISP "ANALYIZE SAMPLE"
2550 GOSUB 62S0 ! DATA ANALYSIS
25S0 BEEP
2570 DISP "GET 'B' BIAS"
2580 GQSUB 7310 ! GET E2."B BIAS"
2590 DISP "'B' BIAS=",E2
2600 !
2510 Cl(3)-C3+.00015584+.d00024894»E2'2 ? CORR FOR BIAS ON 1
082
2620 BEEP
2530 DISP "GET ATBR DATA",
2640 GOSUB 5750 ? GET DATA ATBR
2650 GOSUB 4450 ! VHF TO NEUTRAL
2660 PRINT "ATBR DRIVE(MV) -" ,A1
2670 DISP "ATBR AVG TEMP-" . T5( !->
2680 DISP "AVG ATMOS PRESS MMHG-".P5(1)
2590 DISP "SAVE A SCALE DATA"
2700 A9-A1
2710 A2-A1 ! SAVE ATBR DRIVE
2720 FOR N-1 TO 26





2780 DISP "ANALYIZE ATBR DATA"
2790 GOSUB 6260 ! DATA ANALYSIS
2800 ? SAVE ROUGH VALUES
2S10 ! OBTAINED WITH DATA





2870 DISP "SWITCH TO STAR"
2880 DISP "GET 'A' BIAS"
2890 GOSUB 7530 ! SWITCH BTAR
2900 GOSUB 7210 ? GET El, "A BIAS"
2910 DISP "'A' BIAS-". El




2S30 DISP "GET 3TAR DATA"
2940 GOSUB 5750 ? DATA COLLECTION
2950 PRINT "STAR DRIVE(MV)-" ,A1
2960 DISP "BTAR AVG TEMP-".T5(2)
2970 DISP "AVG ATMOS PRESS MMHG-" .P5<2)
2980 ! SAVE AND SCALE DATA
299» rOR N-1 TO 26




30A0 GOSUB 6260 ! DATA ANALYSIS








3130 FOR N-1 TO 2S
3140 A(N)-G5<1 ,N)
3150 NEXT N
3160 DISP " RAVINE ATBR DATA"
3170 Q5-Q1
3180 GOSUB 4510 ! RAVINE DATA





3240 GOSUB 5460 ! GET MSE
3250 ! NORMALIZE MSE
3260 K1(n«K(1)/Pr2 ! END ATBR RAVIN
E




3310 FOR N»l TO 26
3320 A(N)»G5<2,N)
3330 NEXT N
3340 DISP " RAVINE BTAR DATA"
3350 Q5-Q1
3360 GOSUB 4510 ! RAVINE DATA





3420 GOSUB 5460 ! GET MSE
3430 ! NORMALIZE MSE









CURRENT FOR "fl" MIC
HERE FOLLOW A SERIES OF
STRAIGHT LINE FITS TO
ACTUAL DATA, ASK \)S GET.
3510 IF F2<2)<520 THEN 3515 ELSE 3520 ! P-III-80
351 5 86- . 92775+ . 00004979592»F2( 2
)
3517 GOTO 3550
3520 IF F2<2)<1020 TWEN 3525 ELSE 3530
3525 B6-.3S16*.0000041632G5»F2<2)
3527 GOTO 3550
3530 IF F2(2)<1510 THEN 3535 ELSE 3540
3535 BS-. 95412*. 000001 71 4286»F2(2)
3537 GOTO 3550
3540 IF F2<2)<2500 THEN 3545 ELSE 3549






3650 DISP "A TRANS CURRENT( A)-'M1
3660 BEEP
3570 DISP "GET ATCR COMPARISON**
3680 GOSUB 7680 ? SWITCH ATCR
3S90 GOSUB 7920
3700 DISP "ATCR VOLTAGE-" .VI ( 1
)
3710 BEEP
3720 DISP "GET BTCR COMPARISON"
3730 GOSUB 7800 f SWITCH BTCR
3740 GOSUB 8070
3750 DISP "BTCR VOLTAGE-" , VI (2)
3760 » CALC RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS J-1 -BTAR .2-ATBR
3770 FOR N-1 TO 2
3780 0-R1/100».525*10 "(23.84-2948/ (273. 16+T5(N)) -5. 03»LGT< 27
3.16+T5(N)))
3790 G0-<0»1 .324+(10CO-0)»l .402432)71000
3800 G9(N)-G0-2»(G0-1 )»A7 (C)/SQR(F2(N) ) +2»(G0-1 )»A7(C) ~2/F2(
N)
3810 NEXT N
3320 ! CHG PRESS TO MKS
3830 FOR N«l TO 2
3340 P5(N>-P5(N)-101330/750
3850 NEXT N
3860 ! OPEN CIRCUIT SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS
3870 ! Ml -MA (ADJUSTMENT MADE SO REF BIAS IS 200 VOLT
S)
3880 ? M2-MB C- I -SHORT TUBE
3890 ? M3-MCA C-2-L0NG TUBE
3900 • M4=MCB
3310 ! M5 = MAB CI - I = I 248T/ 1 082R
(I
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3920 ! M6-MBA





3950 IF C-2 THEN G1-1 ! LONG TUBE HAS THE REF MIC IN THE END
3960 M3-M1»V1<2)/<V(2)-G1)
3970 M4-M2»V1(n/<V(n»G1>
4000 W5-M2»V<2)-V1<1 )/<V( 1 )»V1 (2)
)
40 to H6-M1»V<n»V1(2)/(V(2>-VT<1))
4020 » STORE RESULTS ON TAPE
4030 BEEP
4040 BEEP
4050 PRINTER IS 2
40S0 PRINT "MODE #-".L
4070 PRINT •TREQ-".F2<1)








4140 PRINT "Kl (1 )=".K1(1)
4150 PRINT "K1(2)-",K1(2)
4160 PRINTER IS 701 .80
4190 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DAT1"
4200 PRINT* 1.L4 ; L ,M1 ,M2 .M3 .M4 .M5 .M6 ,P5( 1 ) ,P5(2) , T5(1 ) . T5(
2) ,C
4210 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DAT2"
4220 PRINT* 1.L4 ; A2, VI ( 1 ) , VI (2) ,G3( 1 ) ,G9(2) . V( 1 ) , V<2) ,Q( 1
)
,Q(2) .F2(l ) .F2(2) .CI
4230 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DATV"
4240 PRINT* 1 ,L4 ; G5( .)
4250 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DATF"





4310 PRINT USING 170 ; L .F2(2) . T5(2) .Q( 1 ) .Q(2) .U1 ,U2 .U3 .U4 ,L
4
4320 !
4330 ! ITERATE RECORD* AND
4340 ! CHECK FOR END OF RUN
4350 L4-L4+1
4360 GOTO 4390
4370 ? CHECK FOR LAST MODE
4380 ? OTHERWISE END









4460 ? PUT VHF SW IN NEUTRAL
4470 •
4480 OUTPUT 716 USING •2A" : "f\3"




4530 i RAVINE SUBROUTINE
4540
4550 i RAVINE Q
4560










4650 K(l )-K(1 )+(A(N)-P1/K2)~2
4670 NEXT N
4680 K(2)-0










4780 K(3)-K(3) + (A(N)-P1/K2)''2
4790 NEXT N
4300 K-Q4-(K(3)-K(1 ))/<2»<2-K(2)-K(l )-K(3)))
4310 Q1-Q2+K
4820 !






4890 K( 1 )-0












4990 K(2>-K(2) + <fl<N)-P2/K2)'"2
5000 NEXT N
5010 K(3)-0

































5340 K-F8»(K(3)-<(1 ) ) /(2»<2»K(2) -K( 1 )-K(3)))
5350 F9-F6+K






5420 DISP "SMOOTH Q=".Q1
5430 DISP "SMOOTH F-".F9




5470 ? MSE SUBROUTINE
5480 !
5490 !
5500 <<I)-0 ? SUB TO GET MSE














5640 OUTPUT 717 :"FR" .F ."HZ"
5650 OUTPUT 717 ;"AM" , A1 ."MR"
5660 FOR N-1 TO 25
5670 F(N)-F
5530 OUTPUT 717 ;-FR" ,F<N)."HZ"
5590 WAIT 4«•T1
5700 OUTPUT 709 ;"VT3'"





5750 • drive' adjustiient'
"
5770 ? AND L)ATA COLLECTION
5780
5790 OUTPUT '717' •'"•FR" ,F9."HZ"
5300 IF A1>3455 THEN 5810 ELSE 5830








5850 OUTPUT 709 :"VT3"
5360 ENTER 709 ; Q9 ! FRACTIONAL VULTAGE OUTPUT FROM 5204-70
9
5370 IF Q9>.35 THEN 5890 ELSE A1=A1+25
5880 GOTO 5800
5890 IF Q9<.95 THEN 5910 ELSE A1-A1-20
5900 GOTO 5800




5930 PRINT "REQUESTED DRIVE VOLTAGE -".A1
5940 F-Fl
5950 OUTPUT 717 :"FR".F,"HZ"
5960 OUTPUT 717 : "AM" . Al . "MR"
- 340 - (1
5970 GOSUB 7110 ! GET PRESS-P
5980 P5(J>-P
5990 T8-TIME/3600
6000 GOSUB 7010 ! GET TEMP-T
6010 T5<J)-T




6C60 OUTPUT 717 ;"FR".F(N) ,"HZ"
5070 WAIT 8»T1
5080 FOR Q6-1 TO 16
6090 OUTPUT 709 :"VT3"






6160 OUTPUT 717 :"AM'M ."MR"
5170 GOSUB 7010 f GET TEMP-T




6210 GOSUB 7110 ! GET PRESS-P
5220 P5(J)-<P^-P5(J))/2 ! AVERAGE
5230 P5<J)-100»P5(J) ? ADJ-MMHG
5240 P5(J)-P5(J)+4.2546 ? CAL
6250 RETURN
6260 !




5310 FOR X-1 TO 25














5460 FOR 1-1 TO 7
8470 X4-X4+FKI) '4
























6710 FOR 1-1 TO AS •:
6720 IF A<I)<H7 THEN 5730 ELS£'g790







5800 FOR N-A6 TO 26
5810 IF A<N)>H7 THEN 5820 ELSE 6880















5960 CLEAR « BEEP
6970 DISP •ROUGH Q-",G1
5980 DISP "ROUGH F-".F9
6990 DISP "ROUGH A-",P1


























































ENTER 722 ; T
RETURN
f
f 'subroutine' TO GET ATMOS










! SUBROUTINE TO GET SIDE











! SUBROUTINE TO GET SIDE
! "B" BIAS VOLTAGE - E2
»
OUTPUT 709 :"DC4.I .2,3"
OUTPUT 722 ;"F1R1M0T1"
WAIT 50000









OUTPUT 716 USING "2A" : "A4'
OUTPUT 716 USING '•2A" ; "B4*




TRANSCIENTS TO DIE OUT
7500 J-1







7570 OUTPUT 709 ;"AR"
7580 OUTPUT 709 ; "004. 4. 10 11 •
7590 ? SW SOURCE TO B. PWR ON B
7G00 OUTPUT 709 ;"DC4.7J2 13 •
7510 DISP "B-TRflNS,A-RCVR"
7520 OUTPUT 716 USING ••2A" J •A1"
7530 OUTPUT 716 USING ••2A" • •Bl"
7540 WAIT 10000
7550 J-2
7560 OUTPUT 709 ;"AC10"
7570 RETURN
7580 ?
7590 ! ATCR SWITCHING
7700 !
7710 OUTPUT 709 :"flR"
7720 OUTPUT 709 ; "004. 0.7. 12. 13"
7730 OUTPUT 709 ;"DC4,4.10 .11 ••
7740 OUTPUT 715 USING •'2A" I" "A2"
7750 OUTPUT 716 USING •'2A" ; '"82"'
7760 ! ATCR




7810 • BTCR SWITCHING
7820 •
7830 OUTPUT 709 :"AR"
7840 OUTPUT 709 ;"D04.4.10 .11 "
7850 OUTPUT 709 :"DC4,7,12 .13 "
7860 OUTPUT 715 USING '2A" ; ••A2"
7870 OUTPUT 716 USING "2A" J "B2"
7880 ! BTCR




7930 ! SUBROUTINE TO GET
7940 ! ATCR-VKD
7950 OUTPUT 717 : "FR" .F2< 1 ) . "HZ"
7950 OUTPUT 717 :"AM".A9." MR"
7970 S5-0
7980 FOR N-1 TO 36
7990 WAIT 8»T1
3000 OUTPUT 709 :"VT3"











3080 ! SUBROUTINE BTCR-vn2)
8090 OUTPUT 717 : "FR" .F2(2) . "HZ"
8100 OUTPUT 717 ;'*AM" . A1 ,**MR"
3110 S7-0
3120 FOR N-1 TO 36
8130 WAIT 8«T1
8140 OUTPUT 709 :"VT3"







3220 ! SUBROUTINE TO RELATE
8230 ! MIC "A" 1248 RECEIVED VOLTAGE TO 5204 I
NPUT
8235 IF F5<2.N)<300 THEN 8240 ELSE 8250
8240 BS-1 0.05431
8245 GOTO 8270
8250 IF F5(2.N)<1200 THEN 8255 ELSE 8265
8255 B5-1 0.068381 7-. 00001 03061 2»F5(2.N)
8260 GOTO 8270




3270 B3-<C1<2)/C1<1)*1)*2 ? C1(2)-BTAR PF ;C1 ( 1 )-1 248+BIAS PF
3271 B4-<1/(2«PI-F5(2,N)»R8»CH1)». 000000000001)) "2
8272 B5-SQR<B3+B4)
8279 B1-B5/B6
3280 ! B1-A1(1 ,U7)/B6 ! XTRA
8290 RETURN
3300 ?
8310 ! SUBROUTINE TQ RELATE
8320 ! flic •B'M082 RECEIVED VOLTAGE TO 5204 INPUT
3325 IF F5<1.N)<300 THEN 8330 ELSE 8340
3330 D6-9. 62515
8335 GOTO 8370
3240 IF FSd.NXnOO THEN 8345 ELSE 8355
8345 06-9. 642248-. 00001940816-F5(1 .N)
8350 GOTO 8370
8355 IF F5(1.N)<5500 THEN B350 ELSE 3355
8360 D6-9. 527574-. 000003284514-F5<1 .N>
3365 GOTO 3370
3365 D6-9. 638486-. 000005069388»F5<1 .N)
8370 D3-(C1(4)/C1(3>*1)"2 ! C1(4)-ATBR PF ;C1 <3) -1 082* BIAS P
F
3371 D4-(1/(2-PI»F5(1 .N)«R9«C1( 3) ». 000000000001 )) ^2
8372 D5'SQR( 03^-04)
8379 B2-05/D6
8380 ! B2-A1(2.U7)/D6 r XTRA
8390 RETURN
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D. VARIABLE DEFINITIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM
(I
AC3 - The microphone signal voltage corrected for the input
transfer -function to the lock-in analyzer and the
analyzer's sensitivity. The argument is the number of
one o-f the 26 data samples seen at each mode.
A5 - Initialized variable always equal to zero.
A9 - Temporary storage for drive voltage in millivolts.
Al - The drive amplitude desired in millivolts.
AlC] - not used.
AlC,]- not used.
A7C] - An array used in the program correction to the ratio of
specific heats. The argument is "C".
A6 - Temporary variable used in the raw data analysis roL;t:ne
to indicate the data location of the peak signal octainec
A3C3 - Storage of statistics in raw data analysis routine.
A2 - Temporary storage for drive voltage in millivolts.
A2C] - not used.
B - The PAR 5204 sensitivity in volts.
BE J - not used
.
BC , ] - An array used to store van aoles used in a least square
error fit to a second order pol y-. 3mi al .
B1C3 - A temporary accumulator for the signal averaging
associated with each data point in tne 2i3 point sainpie. i
Bl - A temporary output used in relating the "A side" signal I
voltage to the PAR 5204 input voltage,
B6 - Used in the subroutine calculating arive current. 36
multiplied by the "asked for" voltage yields the "get'
criving voltage for "STAR".
B'3 - Used as a temporary variable i r. tne -ignai cr^ri^ &.-
function relating tf.e "BTA-;" mi cr i)p:-,ane '^ignai tc "re ' -
5204 input. •
&2 •• 'H temporary output used in relacing -r.e 'B sice' 5. . g i -< .
vo-tage to the PAR 52u4 input vci'age.
C - A program indicator of short tube '.C=l) cr long tute
(C=2)
.
C2 - A dummy variable for microphone #124S capacitance.
CC] - Storage of statistics in raw data anai/sis routine.
C5 - A dummy variable for microphone #815 capacitance.
CI - An indicator of cavit/ volume 1= '.248-10632
correction with regard to which 2= 1248-8 15
microphones are mouritt?d in the ends. '- 1082-8'?.
(~
1 C 1 - An srr^y containing .rie--»5v..r ed mi cr -njr.ont-^ c c^p -^ r i t f" : e?; ^.-
system capacitances. "J--e.j later r. o stort ire ini :-r n;}n.j*-<-
rapac 1 t i5nr Rs corrected tor bi-^s .cltag'
- A liLunmy v-.riatle for mi r r -,phone Ti r.,'d2 c.-^p^ci lanc^.
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DC] - An array containing the geometrical correction tor rh^
Knowles submi mature microphone mounted in the wail o +
the short tube. The array argument is the mode number.
D5 - Temporary variable used in calculating the 'ATBR" sign.f'l
trans-fer to the input o-f the PAR 5204.
D4 - Temporary variable used in calculating the "ATBR" signal
trans-fer to the input of the PAR 5204.
Dl - The -frequency increment in the initial data sample.
D6 - "D6" multiplied by the "asked -for" voltage yields the "get
driving voltage -for "ATBR".
D3 - Used as a temporary variable in the signal trans-fer
function relating the "ATBR" microphone signal to the PAR
5204 input.
El - "A side" bias voltage.
EICD - not used.
E2 - "B side" bias voltage.
F - The frequency in the initial data collection routine,
FC] — Temporary storage used in initial data collection.
Fa - Upper half power point calculated for the raw data
anal ysi s.
F5 - Temporary variable used in the raw data analysis -ror the
quality factor Ql.
F5C,]- not used.
F4 - Temporary variable used m the raw data analysis for rh=
quality factor Ql.
F9 - Current best estimate of resonant, -frequency. Used also
as the unperturbed value of frequency in the Ravine
subrout 1 ne.
Fl - The initial estimate of the low frequency boundary or tne
first modal resonance of interest. Later used as a
program calculated estimate for the lower frequency
of the initial search band for the the next lower ,-ncdai
r-esonance.
FlC] - Storage of statistics in raw data analysis routine.
F7 - Lower half power point calculated for -ne raw dat.-.
anal ysi s.
F7C J - not used
.
F6 - Unperturbed frequency in the R'avine suL^routine.
F3 - Temporary variable used in the raw data analysis rTLtir.e.
F2 - The initial estimate of the high frequenc/ boundary o+
the first modal resonance of interest. Later used as a
program calculated estimate for the higher frequency -+
the initial search band for the next lower modal
resonance.
F2[l - Storage array for the ravinea estimate of frequency f ""'r £^
.Tiodal resonance.
GCl - The geometrical correction for the 1-2 inc*" iT> . z- c':!r- ~ -:
mounted in the w a 1 I o-f t - s- ; -jng - . '"l ^
the ::^5(- i- . ' - •• '-rr-r - - " .
~~~.'.'-'- """. r- j- ' - "»-T= si^n-L -3^-:- J:? -a:npie'-1 ^' t e-icM I':
." : ;





















K 1 [ ]
K2
LI
argcuT.fc--^ ^ ' • t - ^T3r ^/r: •_ \ ° 2 - BTAR and -h =
argument is the point nufnber a-f the data sample '.'
1
The e-f-fectxve gamma as calculated by the computer
program. The argument is "C".
not used.
Temporary storage -for GIC, 3 in the calculation o-F t
various microphone sensitivities.
A temporary storage for geometrical correction tact
GlC2,m]=GCm3 and Gl C 1 ,m]=DCm] . h = mode number.
Always equal to one.
not used.
Temporary variable used in the program correction t
ratio o-f specific heats.
Used in initial determination c-f quality factor, Ql
resonant frequenc/, F9 , and peak amplitude for the
resonance , PI.
Used in lnl^lal determination of quality factcr, CI
resonant frequency, F9, and peak amplitude for t^e
resonance , Pi.
Half power amplitude used in the raw data anal/Sis
for the initial determination of quality factor
,
Ql













ti a! deterininat 1 on of qual i ty f actor
,
Ql
?, and peat ^^mplitude for tneresonant frequenc/, r'
ra=unai"ice, PI.
Used in initial determination of quality factor, Ql




The center frequency calculated for the ne>:t lower
resonance.
The transmitting current calculated using tne ca<;:^--:
model for the microphone and the driving voltage ii
the microphone terminals.
A program flag used in the switching subroutines ari
later used to indicate BTAR or AfBR in the datc^..
A flag used to indicate wnen the initial data Sonipl
complete or not. If Jl > 1, tnen the initial sample
over .
Used in the Ravine subroutine as a temporary calcul
of the "step" correction to e-ither Fl, Ql, or F9 du
previo'.is per furbat i on .
Mean square error output by MSE subroutine.
Used in the Rapine suoroutine as a temporary ca'c-.i^
Normalized .near, square ^rror . Used i . -'^.v.ne -^^-iL^t'o
Used in tn.=? Rapine subroutine as a -.e'Tiporar/ :c\lcu^
The 1 n -. t . a I high ,t,c !.-? :-;L>.riber .
A CGi.tr. t-?r t.i^ec "3 indicate tne !-. ig.'est .-.^co."-: nunice
interest .





a 1 1 o
e t^
ut i ;-.e






















Comparison calibration o-f Mi c "A" based upcn t
reciprocity calibration o-f Mic "B".
Comparison calibration o-f Mic "C" ':::n:?^d .. pi_;. -
reciprocit/ calibration cf Mic. "Z'"'.
Th,3
.Ti-..; ; ;T.^;iTi nu.nber of "ravines" .r!f=5ir=d i r. ^^^-
square error analysis of F, G, -^r.cJ A usirig a r
line SMape.
Reciprocit/ calibration for "A =id5" :-nicrophon
Co.Tiparison calibration o-f Mic "B" based upon t
reciprocity calibration o-f Mic "A".
Comparison calibration o+ Mic "C" based upon t
reciprocity calibration o-f Mic "A"
Reciprocity calibration -for "B side" microphon
A program counter.
The tnass o-f water in the atmosphere per unit v
calculated by re-ference to the temperature and
hu.imidit/. This IS used in the computer ccrrec
ratio o-f speci-fic heats due to the non-adiabar
conditions within the resonant cavity.
The output variable in the subroutine used to
atmospheric pressure.
The average atmospheric pressure obtained over
data sample. Used also as the initial pressur
be-fore the data sample is obtained.
The amount by which the peak voltage is pertur
Ravine subroutine.
^' 3. 14159
The best estimate o-f the peak signal voltage.
perturbation in the signal voltage in the Ravi
subrout 1 ne.
The higher perturbation o-f the peak voltage in
subrout 1 ne.
The previous best estimate ot the peak voltage
current unperturbed value -for the peai-' voltage
Ravine subroutine.
Storage arrsy for the ravined estimate of the
factor for a modal resonance.
Temporary storage for quality factor used in R
subrout i ne.
The size of the perturbation of
subrouti ne.
A sample of output voltage used
optimum initial drive voltage.
A counter in the signal averaging associated w
point data sample.
The ci.irrent best estimate of the "Q", The low
per tLirb^t 1 on of the value for "Q'' in the Ravin
subrout 1 ne.
The h-.gher per t .ir b at i on of tne /alue for "Q" \
s^.ibr out 1 ne .
The previous best estimate and current unpertu
he






ol uir.e -"^ =












qua 1 1 ty
a v' 1 n e
"Q" used in th
in the search






r b e d v a i l. .^
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for the value o-f "Q" in the Ravine subroutine,
R — A program counter -for mode number under CQn = i cer e. 1 1 on
«
RS - "A side" e-ffective resistance including tne inpjt pre^nip
resistance and the bias blocking resistor.
R9 - "B side" e+-Fective resistance including the input prea.Tip
resistance and the bias blocking resistor.
Rl - The relative humidity observed at the beginning of the
exper 1 ment
.
55 - An accumulator in tne subroutine obtaining comparison
vol tages.
34 - A sample variable in the subroutine obtaining comparison
vol tages.
57 - An accumulator in the subroutine obtaining comparison
voltages.
56 - A sample variable in the subroutine obtaining ccmpariscr
vol tages.
T - Temperature variable in the "Get Temp" subroutirie. 'Jsea
as the temporary storage -for the value of temperature
obtained just arter a data sample has been obtained.
TiCD - The average temperature obtained over one modal data
sampl e.
T3(I ] - not used.
rC 1 - not used
.
rs - The time in decimal hours at the beginning of a Jata
sample.
T5C ] - The value of modal temperature before the data samples
are taken. Also used to store the average value of
temperature associated with a modal calibration.
T4C] - not used.
Tl - The PAR 5204 time constant (sec).
T9 - The time in decimal hours at the end of a data sample.
U4 - The percent uncertainty Dett^een ^a and riao
.
L)l - The average value of Ma ana Mab.
U7 - W program flag; if U7=l, then erase the tapi=^; it '^^-L,
then do not erase the tape. Later in the program, ':h;s
IS used as a counter (see line ZZtf'-J) logical 1/ reiated to
either the long or short tube as a count o-f mode number
U3 - The average value of Mca and ricb.
U2 - The average value of Mb and Mba.
v'L] - Storage array -for ravined signal voltage at modal
resonance.
VIC] - Storage arrs^y for the comparison voltages;
1 = Vca, 2 = Vcb.
V2C ] - net used
'v'2l,]- An array storing the corr&ctBCi volumes. The ar gL.inen - e
ere "C" and "CI".
XL J - Gi.tr.put ct mat'i^; tunction in r av. <'.aza an^^ivsis roL^tine.
X4 - Storage of statistics in r ^w data ana; /'.-is routine,
XI - btor,^ge Q* statistics in r a^ d^ta anal/ sis rcutine.
X3 - Storage o-t- statistics in r a\^ cata anai-sis routine.
4
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X2 - Storage o-f statistics in raw aata analysis routine.
Yl - Storage ot statistics in r at^ data analysis routine.
Y3 - Storage of statistics in ra\^ data analysis routine,
Y2 - Storage of statistics in raw data analysis rcutine.
Note: A number of iterations of this program were written botn
in its development and to accommodate the five different
el ectroacoustic configurations described in chapter four. As a
result, not all the original variables were employed in the final
program. Since computer memory was not a problem, the dimension
statements for these variables were left Lincnanged to facilitate
returns to older configurations. This is why some of the
variables are listed as "not used" in this particular version.
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM USED TO OBTAIN
THE COMPARISON RATIO, Vb/Va IN THE FREE FIELD
COMPARISON CALIBRATION
A. INTRODUCTION
The computer program written on the following page was
written in Hewlett Packard series 80 basic. It was used on
the HP-85 and obtained the comparison voltages -for the -free
-field reciprocity calibration.
The -following pages are separated into three di-fferent
parts -for convenience. First, there is a -functional
description o-f the program shown in table C.l. Next there is
the program listing and last there is a list of definitions
for the variables used in the program. Figure 3.2 in the
beginning of chapter III illustrates the equipment setup
controlled by this program.
The functional outline is shown next.
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B. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
This program is divided into six subsections outlined
beloM:
1. Initial setup using W.E.640AA microphone.
2. Calculation of voltage division for condenser microphone,
3. Speaker transmit, W.E.640AA receive data.
4. Secondary setup using Altec 6a8A el ectrodynami
c
mi crophone.
5. Speaker transmit, Altec 688A receive data.
6. Calculation of ratio <S40R/6a8R vs. frequency.
These six -functional descriptions are more -fully described
in the table below.
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Beginn in g line number - functional description f
10 Program initialization and equipment setup. The condenser
microphone must be set up be-fore proceeding with the run.
40 This operator modifiable line dictates the frequencies tnat
will be examined for a signal voltage. In this example, we
start with mode 19 and proceed through mode 31. Tnese
modes refer to the longitudinal resonances obtained in tne
long tube with plane wave resonant reciprocity.
52 Here the circuit variables involved in the voltage divisioii
associated with the condenser microphone are used to
calculate the signal transfer function.
60 Twenty five samples at each frequency of interest ar-s
averaged to reduce the error associated with a low signal
to noise ratio. The average and standard deviation are
calculated and stored.
170 The operator is cued to enter the anechoic chamber to
remove the condenser microphone and replace it with tne
Altec 68aA el ec trodynami c microphone. A three wire support
was used to spatially relocate the Altec in the same
posi 1 1 on
.
210 Data sampling for the Altec 688A begins in the same fashio.-
described in line 60 above.
350 The HP-35 begins calculating and printing the resui:= "o
let the operator I- now that the prccedure is finistiSJ.
Both the average ratio and the standard deviation of the
ratio are computed.
Table C.l The_£uQct i_onaj^_gr 3gr ain_ji_j^s_t j^ng_j^or_Vr a^i_.2
4
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F'ROGRAM LISTING
10 CPTIOn SASE I
20 Din A<2.40) .RC-^O) .SO.AO)
30 OUrPUT 717 ;''AM". 125. "MR"
40 FOR M-19 TO 31 STEP 3
50 S-0
51 Q =




56 Gl-SQR((255/C + 1)-'2 + B4)
50 FOR N=1 TO 25
70 OUTPUT 717 ; "FR" .M'245 , "HZ"
80 WAIT 500
90 OUTPUT 709 :"VT3"






135 S( 1 .•M)-(Q-25*A(1 ,M) '2)/24
140 PRINT ""
145 PRINT "FREQ=",M»245
150 PRINT "Ad .M)-",A(1 ,M)
160 NEXT «
170 CLEAR (i BEEP
180 DISP "SET UP NEXT MIC NOW"
190 DISP "PRESS CONT WHEN DONE"
200 PAUSE
210 FOR M-19 TO 31 STEP 3
220 S=0
225 0=0
230 FOR N=l TO 25
240 OUTPUT 717 ; "FR" ,M»245 . "HZ"
250 WAIT 500
250 OUTPUT 709 ;"VT3"












350 PRINT "AVERAGE RATIOS"
36U PRINT ""
370 FOR M=t9 TO 31 STEP 3
380 PRINT "F0R".M»245."HZ, R = " , A( 1 .M ) /A(2 ,M)
390 PRINT ""
335 PRINT "SQR(S)=".SQR(S(1 .M)+S(2.M))
400 NEXT f^
410 CLEAR !> BEEP
420 DI3P "THE END"
^30 END
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D. VARIABLE DEFINITIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM "Vratio"
I
AC,] - Storage array used to store the individual values o-f the
ratio. The -first argument is 1 = condenser mic; 2 =
el ectrodynami c mic and the second argument is the mode
number, "M".
B4 - Temporary storage for a portion o-f the trans-fer -function
o-f the input acoustic signal.
C - The bias voltage corrected value o-f capacitance -for the
condenser microphone-
El - This i s an operator modi -fi able value o-f the measured
bias voltage for the condenser microphone.
Gl - The calculated value o-f the trans-fer function at the
frequency of interest.
M - Mode of interest.
N - Sample counter.
R8 - Parallel combination of the bias blocking resistor and
the input resistance of the signal preamplifier.
S - Accumulator for sample voltage.
SI - Sample voltage.
3C,] - Array storage for individual ratio sigmas. The
arguments ars the same as used for AC,].
Q - Accumulator for sample voltage squared.
(
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APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM USED TO
OBTAIN THE FREE FIELD COMPARISON CALIBRATION
A. INTRODUCTION
The computer program shoMn on the following pages is
written in Hewlett Packard series 80 basic. It was used on
the HP-85 and completed data acquisition and a comparison
sensitivity calibration -For the W.E.640AA serial #1248
condenser microphone. The most time consuming portion o-f
the program is that associated with operator interaction.
The operator is directed to enter the anechoic chamber and
measure the separation distance between the diaphragm o-f the
condenser microphone and the shielded -front end o-f the Altec
688A electrodynamic speaker microphone at the beginning o-f
the run, at a check point in the middle o-f the run, and at
the end of the run. After these operator measured distances
and a few other parameters are entered into the computer,
the program does the rest.
At the end of each series of measurements at ever
increasing separations, a "quality control" plot of the data
is provided for operator viewing. Two plots are provided to
the operator. The first is a simple plot of signal voltage
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vs range and appears as a 1/r type plot. The second plots
the log(v) vs -log(r). I-f the slope o-F the log/-log plot is
exactly one, the spreading is spherical. Of course, the
slope is never exactly one, but variations due to standing
waves and other difficulties are easily seen and prompt
experimental repair prior to taking additional data.
The following pages are separated into three different
parts for convenience. First, there is a functional
description of the program which is listed in table D.l.
Next, there is the program listing and last there is a list
of definitions for the variables used in the program.
The functional listing for the program is next.
I
I
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B. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
The main program is divided into seven subsections as
outlined below:
1. Initial program setup with operator inputs. The
W.E.640AA IS the microphone and the Altec 6S8A
is the speaker.
2. Motor drive activation and sequential sampling at
intervals of separation begins.
3. Program stops and cues operator to enter the anachoic
chamber to obtain a "check" distance.
4. Motor drive is activated and sequential sampling at
intervals of separations continues to the end of
the data run. Total time is "^ 45 minutes per freq.
5. The operator is again cued to enter the chamber
and obtain the final distance.
6. After the operator enters the final distance, the
program enters the calculation phase and outputs
the "check" plot.
7. If the operator observes an absence of obvious
standing waves and desires to use the sampled data,
then he answers a query regarding the type of
el ectrodynami c microphone used (either 688A or 633)
,
inputs a check value for the current measuring
resistor, and the program calculates the comparison
calibration for the W.E.640AA. A sample of tnis
output IS shown in figures 3.26, 3.27, and 3.23.
These r.ever. functional descripticns are more Kdiy outlined
in the table below.
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Program initialization and equipment setup begins.
The counter is reset to prepare -for the new run.
The computer control is directed to send a "motor of
command
.
The operator is asked to set in the time it it is tn
first run of the day.
The arrays Are dimensioned.
The subroutine to set up the recording magnetic tape
1 s run
.
The subroutine storing the preamplifier gain is run
loading this info into the array ACH.
The least square error fit solutions relating
"asked for" driving voltage to "measured" drive
current through the current measuring resistor are
read into the proper arrays.
The operator is asked to enter the initial "record"
number where the data will be stored on the magnetic
tape.
The first "run" prior to the first data sample (N=l)
IS begun.
Note: regardless of what setup existed, the program
f "
pr 1 nted Tram 64(JAA receive" due to the fixed
value of Rl finally adopted in line 315. A later
query actually determines the value for "Vratio"
which will ba used.
Bias voltage is obtained.
Operator is asKed to entar desired -.^.cd^ r.uir.ber ar,
j
arivi.ig V ait age to be usea -
Cper^itor is asked to enter the Jesi red dri /ing .o-ta
for the speaker.
Operator is asr^ed to enter the voltage drop across t
current measuring resistor.
SuDroutine entering the values of Vb/Va determinec i
the program "Vratio" initializes the necessary arr^/
Operator is asked to enter the FAR 5204 sensitivit/
vol ts.
Operator is askea to enter tr.e --nr-: 51.4 t....= .___-'...
Cperatcr ^s f.^r -^ t^ acL^r ^:.^ lui^ia^ ^cpw;. ^.t i ^r^
.jt..-.^- = .. i:^ J ^ dp.-.r di jjn of the condenser ,7.1 cr-^, .:_.'. :;
and Lne e i ect roo ,n air. i c .nii^r ^i^" _::_•-
. .. - ._ er.L ::,^wSur 1 ,-i>j resi='-or. SinCd: o
-'.• si.-s ...i^, s^.r einer. "^ is used an.a a later neas^reiTsen t i
made, the a.erage value is eventually usea to tomper







































The bias voltage is sampled, '.holdover f
version)
The tabulated frequency dependent gain t
preamplifier is read into an array-
The "counter" output -from the optical sh
initialized.
The temperature is sampled.
The atmospheric pressure is sampled.
The bias voltage is sampled.
Data sampling loop begins. The drive mo
allowed to run Tl milliseconds, and turn
delay of fifteen seconds is observed t:o
to cease.
Thirty data readings are sampled at this
At the eighth interval, the operator is
the anachoic chamber and oDtain a compar
measurement. After thi 5 is entered in t
remaining separation measurements c^r e ma
computer
.
lifter all data has been measured, the bi
agai.n sampled.
Again the atmospheric pressure is sample
Again the temperature is sampled.
The averages are stored for the bias, pr
temperature.
The operator is asked to measure and ent
current measuring resistor and the final
The data is printed for operator viewing
magnetic tape.
An ordinary data plot is provided i cr op
eval uati on.
Details of operator measurements Are pri
A log/log plot is provided -for operator
The operator is asked to decide vf the r
or if it must he repeated.
Calibration sensitivities a^re printed Oij
range with statistics includec . (3ijrr,a i
The final form of the sensitivity caiiDr
stored on tape.
Subroutine to get least squares fit -^ or
Subroutine to get temperature-
Subroutine to get atmospheric pressure.
Subroutine to get bias voltage.





tor IS rtCt 1 V att'd
,
ea off. A
al i ow sway 1 ng
separ at i on
.
asked to enter
1 son 5 ep a r ^ _ ^ c "
t"ie program, L;.*^
d e by the










eval Liat 1 on .
un wae good
t ys each
s ; r. V / P a J






3ubr OL;t ; ne t u
get array with preamp gain.
get voltage di/ision t -or v-j . E . :: 4 ; AA,
= etL;p -nagneric tape.
get c o e f ;" i 1 1 e n t e -.. se d 'r_ c -rale ;_. \ 3"s






T^ H' -^y ra.Ti wa:
^ J. : -,'•'lally v-^ntten to ccntrol dat.
acquisition -for three separate -Free -field reciprocity
calculations. In this -final versi on two d 1 f f er en
t
comparison calibrations based upon the data necessary for
one reciprocity calibration are possible. The -final
comparison calibration is based upon either the Altec fc88A
el ec trodynami c microphone or an older "633 type saltsha! e."'
el ectrodynami c microphone. The comparison cai I'or at i. >::ir.
.-estjlts finally used are re-ferenced to the Altec 683A.
"^he program listing is next.
I
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C. PROGRAM LISTING
10 ! REV 19 MAY 84
20 ! PROG N28-INVERSE R DATA COLLECTION. CPU CONTROLS MOTOR
RUN
30 ! AND DATA STORAGE/PLOT
40 OUTPUT 720 ;"RE" ? RESETS COUNTER
50 OUTPUT 709 ;"D04,14,15" ! MAKES SURE VOLTS TO MOTOR ARE
FF
50 CLEAR
6; DISP "SETTIME^? H»3S00+M»60 .MDD"
52 DISP "PRESS CONT IF OK"
53 PAUSE




no OPTION BASE 1
120 DIM B(20>.V(20).C(20) ,M0(20) ,A(40) ,E1(2) .T1(3) ,P1(3)
130 DIM B1 (20) .VI <20) .B8(20)
140 DIM B7(20) ,V7(20) ,V8(20)
150 DIM S4(9) .E3(20) .E4(20) .A2(40) .82(40) ,R5(40) .RS(40)
160 • B WILL STORE RANGE
170 ? C WILL STORE DELTA RANGE
130 GOSUB 3770 ? TAPE SETUP
190 GOSUB 3430 ! PREAMP GAIN
195 GOSUB 4000 ? INITIALIZE II
200 DISP "ENTER BEGINNING RECORD NUMBER FOR 'DAT!' STUFF"
210 INPUT L4









310 ! FOR Rl'1 TO 3
315 R1=l
320 ? Rl-1 ; 533T640R
330 ! R1-2: 688T640R
340 ! Rl«3: 688T533R
350 OUTPUT 720 ;"RE" ? RESETS COUNTER
360 OUTPUT 709 :"D04.I4.15" ! MAKES SURE VOLTS TO MOTOR ARE
OFF
370 IF Rl^l THEN GOTO 400 ! 633T640R
380 IF R1=2 THEN GOTO 440 ? 638T640R
390 IF Rl»3 THEN GOTO 480 ? 588T633R
400 PRINT "633A TRANS, 540AA RCV"
410 PRINT ""
420 DISP "633A TRANS. 640AA RCV"
430 GOTO 510




4G0 DISP "688 TRANS, 640AA RCV"
470 GOTO 510
480 PRINT •S88 TRANS, S33fl RCV
490 PRINT '•"
500 DISP "688 TRANS, 633A RCV"
510 C1-52.722 ! PF #1248
520 R8-9247663 ? OHMS
540 GOSUB 2920 ? GET BIAS
550 C2-255 ! PF
552 DISP "LONG TUBE PLANE WAVE MODE NUMBER FOR FREQ"
554 INPUT F
555 F9-F
558 F-F-245 ? FOR LATER COMPARISON WITH TUBE RECIPROCITY DAT
A"
560 DISP "INPUT DRIVING MV"
570 INPUT AO ! ASKED FOR DRIVING VOLTAGE IN MV
571 IF R1-1 THEN V2»A0
575 ! V0-A2(F9)»V2+B2(F9)
576 DISP "INPUT V DROP"
577 INPUT VO
578 GOSUB 5000
580 DISP "ENTER 5204 SENS IN VOLTS"
590 INPUT BO
500 DISP "ENTER 5204 TIME CONSTANT"
510 INPUT T2
520 T2-T2*I0OO
630 DISP "MEASURE AND ENTER THE START DISTANCE FOR MIC B.MIC
A TO MIC 8 FACE(CM)"
540 INPUT D1
530 T1-I0000 ? INTERVAL OF DRIVE(MOTOR> TIME IN MILLISEC
700 M1-20 ! *POINTS,MAX-20"
710 »
720 •
730 OUTPUT 717 :"FR".F."HZ"
740 OUTPUT 717 :"AM" ,A0 ."MR"
750 IF Rl-1 THEN 760 ELSE 800




780 ! R9-74.705 ! OHMS
790 PRINT "4WIRE-R(0HMS)-",R9<1
)
800 IF RK3 THEN GOSUB 2920 • GET BIAS
810 GOSUB 3690 ? GET Gl
820 T-0 ? INITALIZE TOTAL COUNT
830 GOSUB 2760 ! GET T3
840 GOSUB 2830 ? GET P
860 IF R1-3 THEN 890 ELSE 870
870 GOSUB 2920 • GET BIAS
830 El (Rl )-E1
890 PKRl )-P
900 T1(R1)-T3
910 FOR N-1 TO Ml ? GET DATA
I
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920 OUTPUT 720 ;"FN12"
930 OUTPUT 709 ;"DC4. 14, 15"
940 WAIT Tl
950 OUTPUT 709 ;"D04, 14,15"
960 WAIT 15000 ? STOP SWAYING
970 ENTER 720 ; A1 ! COUNT THIS RUN
980 V<N)-0 ? INITALIZE VOLTS
990 T-T+A1
1000 FOR fl-I TO 30 ? AVG 30 READINGS
1010 OUTPUT 709 ;"VT3"
1020 WAIT 3-T2 ! WAIT THREE 5204 TIME CONSTANTS




1070 B(N)-T ! CUMULATIVE COUNT
1080 C(N)-A1 ! COUNT NTH RUN
1090 DISP A1 ,T,N,V(N)
1100 BEEP
I no OUTPUT 720 ;"RE"
1120 IF N-INT(M1/2.3) THEN 1130 ELSE IIGO
1130 BEEP 50.505
1140 DISP "MEAS&ENTER DIST(CM)"
1150 INPUT D7 ? CHECK DIST.
1160 NEXT N ! END OF GET DATA
1161 PRINT "TIME-". TIME/3600
1162 PRINT "DATE-". DATE
1170 IF R1-3 THEN 1180 ELSE 1190
1180 GOSUB 2920 ? GET BIAS
1190 GOSUB 2830 ! GET P
1200 GOSUB 2760 » GET T3




1250 OUTPUT 717 ;"AM".1 ,"MR"
1253 IF R1=1 THEN 1254 ELSE 1260
1254 DISP "MEASURE/ENTER 633 4-WIRE CURRENT LIMITING RESISTA
NCE"
1255 INPUT R9(2)
1255 PRINT "WIRE RESISTANCE-" ,R9<2)
1257 R9-(R9(1 )+R9(2))/2
1258 PRINT "AVG 4-WIRE QHMS-".R9
1260 DISP "MEASURE AND ENTER THE FINAL DIST<CM) "
1270 INPUT D2 » FINAL DIST
1280 L-ABS(D2-D1) ? TOTAL DIST(CM)
1290 FOR N-1 TO Ml ! SCALE DATA
1300 V(N)-V(N)-B0»G1







1360 NEXT N » END OF SCAL£ DATA
1370 imG£ 2D,1X.3D.DDD,fX.4tJ.DDD.!X.D.0DDDDE
1380 PRINT " N RUN RCCTI) VOLTS"
1390 FOR N-1 TO Ml ? PRINT DATA
1400 PRINT USING 1370 : H.CUl) .B(N) ,V<N)
1410 NEXT N ! END OF PRINT DATA
1420 GOSUB 2500 • GET L^2 FIT
1430 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DATI"
1440 IF RK3 THEN 1450 ELSE 1480








1510 IF R1-1 THEN 1540 ! STQREDATA
1520 IF R1-2 THEN 1510
1530 IF R1-3 THEN 1680




















1740 ? END STORE DATA
1750 !
1760 GOSUB 3000 ! PLOT DATA
1770 COPY • END PLOT 1 /R DATA
1780 PRINT "••
1790 PRINT '••• ? RECORD DETAILS
1800 PRINT ••* OF MEASUREMENTS-". Ml
1810 PRINT "MEAS CHECK(CM)-" .D7
1820 PRINT "CALC DIST (CM)-" ,B< INT<M1 /2.3>
)
1830 PRINT " -
1840 PRINT "DIST ^-/ERROR-", (8( INT<H1 /2 .3) )-07)*100/D7
1350 PRINT " '•
I860 PRINT "START DIST(CM) -" . D1
I
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1870 PRINT "END DIST(CM>-",D2
1880 PRINT "5204 SENS -",B0
1890 PRINT "7T7 MVOLTS-",flO
1900 PRINT "TOTAL COUNT-",
T
1910 PRINT "FREQ (HZ) -".F
1920 PRINT "•• ? END RECORD DETAILS








2010 GOSUB 3000 ! PLOT SUBROUTINE
2020 COPY ! END PLOT LOG DATA
2030 GaEAR 9 BEEP

































































! R5-R3/K9 ! AVG R + SIGMA
! R6-SQR(ABS(R4-K9»R5"2)/(K9-1 ))
BEEP





IF N-1 THEN R5-








•2290 Z1-E4»R5-4.303561»(273.1G+T1<1 ) )»(B1 <N)+A6>
2300 Z2-I1»P1(1)»100»F
2310 M0(N)-SQR(Z1/Z2)
2320 PRINT USING 2T00 ; B1(N>,M0<N)
2325 PRINT "DB RE 1 V/UB»200VBIAS-"',20»LGT(200«M0(N)/E1 ( 1 ) )-2
2330 ff9-M9*M0(N) f FORM STATISTICS
2340 M8-H8+M0<N)-2 ! OF M0(N)
2350 NEXT N
2355 PRINT "11 -",11
2356 PRINT "V0-",VO
2357 PRINT •'R9-",R9
2360 M7-N9/P11 ! <MO<N)>
2370 PRINT •<H0>-",M7
2375 PRINT "flVGDB 1 V/UB*200VBIAS-" ,20»LGT<200»M7/E1 ( 1 ) >-20
2380 tt6-SQR(ABS(l18-M1»M7^2)/(M1-l ))
2390 PRI>*T "SIGMA-", M6
2400 PRINT ••<RATI0->".R5
2405 i PRINT "PROG RATIO-" ,R5(F9)





2420 ASSIGN* 1 TO "DAT2"
2430 PRINT* 1.L4 ; F,M0(),M7,M6




2500 ! SUBROUTINE TO GET LEAST SQUARES FIT ( 1 /V)-<R/\;) + < *D/V
)































2760 ! SUBROUTINE TO GET TEMP
2770 OUTPUT 709 ;"D04,r'
2780 OUTPUT 722 ;"F4R1M6Tr*
2790 WAIT 5000
2300 ENTER 722 ; T3 ! TEMP DEG C
2810 RETURN
2820 !
2830 ? SUBROUTINE TO GET PRESS
2840 OUTPUT 709 ;"'DC4,1"
2850 OUTPUT 709 ;"D04.2"
2860 OUTPUT 722 ;"FlR1M0Tr'
2870 WAIT 5000
2880 ENTER 722 ; P ? PRESS
2890 P-100-P+4.2546 t SCALE + CAL MMHG
2900 RETURN
2910 !
2920 » SUBROUTINE TO GET BIAS
2930 OUTPUT 709 ;"DC4.1 .2"
2940 OUTPUT 709 :"D04,3"
2950 OUTPUT 722 /TIRIMOTI"
2960 WAIT 5000
2970 ENTER 722 ; El ! BIAS FOR 640
2980 RETURN
2990 ! PLOT SUBROUTINE
3000 GCLEAR ! PLOT 1 /R DATA
3010 V-0 ! V WILL BE MAX VOLTAGE
3020 FOR N-1 TO Ml




3070 FOR N-1 TO Ml
3080 IF Z<V(N) THEN 3100 ELSE 3090
3090 Z=V(N) ! Z WILL BE MIN VOLT
3100 NEXT N
31 10 L1-ABS(B(M1 )-B(l ))/t0
3120 IF BdXBCMI) THEN 3140 ELSE 3130
3130 PRINT "PLOT IS BACKWARDS"
3140 SCALE B<1 >-2»Ll .B(M1 )+2»L1 ,Z-2»<V-Z)/5.V>(V-Z)/5
3150 Lt-ABS(B(Mt )-B(1))/10
3160 XAXIS Z.LI .8(1
)
,B<M1)
3170 YAXIS 8(1) .(V-Z)/10.Z.V
3180 MOVE B(1 )+L1-5.Z+3»(V-Z)/10
3190 LDIR









3270 FOR 1-1 TO ttt
3280 MOVE B(I),V(I)

























































3690 f VOLTAGE DIVISION FOR 540
3700 C*C1 + . 001 2485+ . 000036329»E 1 "2
3710 B3-<C2/C+1)~2
3720 B4-(1/(2*PI-F«R8"C«. 000000000001 ))'^2
3730 B5-SQR<B3+B4)
3740 IF R1-3 THEN G1=1/A(F9) ELSE G1-B5/A<F9)
3750 RETURN
3760 ?
3770 DISP "ENTER 1- ERASETAPE .2=0K TAPE"
3780 INPUT U7
3790 IF U7-1 THEN 3800 ELSE 3870
3800 DISP "ARE U CERTAIN U WANT TO ERASE THE TAPE'??'???"
3810 DISP "1-YES,2=N0"
3820 INPUT U7
3830 IF U7-1 THEN 3840 ELSE 3870
3840 ERASETAPE * BEEP
3850 CREATE "DAT!" .92 . 480
3860 CREATE "DAT2",31 .184
3870 RETURN













































































D. VARIABLE DEFINITIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM
A - "A" coe-f -f 1 ci ent obtained using the least square error
data -fit to Cl/V] plotted vs "r"; :i/V(r;: = Cr/VoJ --
CD/Vo: ; "A" = 1/Vo, "B" = D/Vo.
AC] - Storage array -for the previously measured preamplifier
gain as a -function of mode number, (multiples o-f 245H:: )
AS - Not used.
Al - Sample count during an individual run. Output -from the
optical sha-ft encoder via the electronic counter and tne
HP IB.
A7 - Not used.
A6 - Temporary storage -for the ratio "B/A" obtained with tre
least square error -fit to the measured data.
A2CJ - Storage array for the coefficients used to caicuiate nne
source current II.
AC - The "asked for" driving voltage in millivolts.
BC] - Variable used in the plotting routine equal to the total
distance travelled at a particular calibration point.
B - Least square error determined "Y" intercept as described
under "A" description. Equal to D/Vo \^her& "D" is the
correction to the measured separ^^tion applied to obtain
the acoustic separation and Vo is the least square ^rror
voltage when the separation has magnitude of one.
BSC: - Not used.
B7C: - Not used.
B3 - Variable used in the voltage division calculation for the
condenser microphone.
B4 - Variable used in the voltage division calculation for nre
condenser microphone.
B5 - Variable used in the voltage divis".on caicuLaticn ror ri-15
conderiser microphone.
B2C1 - Storage array for the coefficients L.sad to calculate t-.e
source current.
Bn - PAR 5204 scale sensitivity m vclts.
CC ] - Storage array for the individcai run distances. The
distance travelled oetween individual calibration
measurements
.
C - Variable used in the voltage division cal.rulation for tne
condenser microphone.
CI - The program value of the VJ.E.S40AA microphone capacitance
in picofarads. This value includes the &NC "extender"
used in the experiment.
C2 - The measured system capacitance f.:r tne acoustic sigfial
; rsput for the condenser mi crop nor e .
Dl - The starting separation ci stance between tt":e "on car, -^fe-r
m: crophone s diapnragin and tr.e f^ce (3f tne ^-^i-r.ec x86^^.






































The -final distance rhe operator
the program. (cm)
Temporary storage for one sample ot =ignai .oi-ag?
Thirty such readings s.re obtained oefore an/ : ~id i v: CL'.a i
"data" point is considered complete.
Temporary storage for the signal voltage used in the
calculation o-f Mo.
Temporary storage array used prior to plotting data.
Sample storage -for bias voltage.
Array storage tor values o-f bias voltage.
Temporary storage array used prior to plotting data.
The mode number (multiple o-f 245 Hz) desired -for a
particular experimental run. Program modified to be
actual frequency of the former mode number.
Temporary storage for "F", the mode number (multiple
245 Hz) desired for a particular experimental run.
Numerical value obtained by subroutine calculation r
magnitude o-f the voltage division transfer function
the condenser microphone input circuit.
Variable used in the plotting routine.
A counter used in the plorting routine.
Computer calculated value o-f driving current used in
calculation of Mo.
A counter used in the statistical analysis of Mo.
The operator entered "record number" used to identit
where on the magnetic tape storage is desired.
The total distance between the beginning position an
end for a particular data run. cm)
One tenth the total distance travelled
calibration run.
Used in the statistical analysis of
squares of individual values of Mc.
A counter.
Used in the statistical analysis o-f
individual values of Mo.
The number of "different separation
measurements desired. Normally set
"temporary storage for the open circuit vaitr^ge recei. :nQ
sensitivity calculated in vol t s/pascai s
.
Sigma for "M7" over the sequence ot calibrations at ore
particular trequency.
Array storage tor the individual values of "M7".
A counter for Do. loops.
Array storage for the final value of the at a^ospne-^ i c
pressure used in a particular caiiDration c ^ 1 cu I a 1 1 , n
.
Sample value for a t.r.ospher i c pr e^^^.'-'r ^ .
Ten.pcrary -ariable used in lf?a^.t =quare er-r or =..,::.raL. ' i r.e.
Tt?m)jcrary variable ^ased in lea^t ^.^nc^re r^r: or suDr 3l. 1 1 r;e.
TeTiporary variable used in least equiare &'ror subr oi .t i r.-r».
The parallel ccmb i nat i or* nf the ir.put resiatarce ^+ tne




in a par 1 1 cu i ar






blocking resistor C^IO Megohms)
.
R5CD - Storage arrAy for the previously measured values cf
"Vratio" obtained for 640R/6.33R.
R4 - Used in the statistical analysis of Mo.
R9 - Temporary storage -for the average value o-f the ctirrant
measuring resistor.
R9C] - Storage Array -for the beginning and ending vaKies of
4-wire resistance measurements obtained for the current
measuring resistor.
R - The linear correlation coefficient for the least square
error data fit of Cl/V(r)] plotted vs range, r.
Rl - Originally used to distinguish which part of the three
way reciprocity calibration was in use. Set = 1 for the
comparison calibrations.
R5 - Not used.
R6 - Not used.
R6C] - Storage array for the previously measured values of
"Vratio" obtained for 640R/6aSR.
R3 - Used in the statistical analysis of Mo.
Tl - The interval of drive motor "on" time in millisec.
TIC] - Array storage for the average temperature observed during
a particular data run.
T3 - Storage for temperature obtained before a data run.
T - Accumulator for total count from optical shaft encoder.
T2 - PAR 5204 time constant, entered i r. seconds with progra.-?.
conversion to milliseconds,
U7 - Operator entered cue; if U7 = 1, the magnetic tape i5
erased. Otherwise it is not era'r^ed.
V - Variable used in the plotting routine. The max ^^gnai
voltage measured in a particular data run.
Variable used in the plotting routine.
Not used.
Not used.




Temporary variable used to store "1/A" from the linear
regression analysis.
Temporary storage for the "asked for" driving /oltage i :•,
mi 1 1 i vol ts.
Operator entered voltage drop across the current
measuring resistor.
Variable used in the plotting routine.
Used in the statistics calculations for the least sqi .ar-^-:
fit of data to a 1/r plot. The suiii cf X v'a]ues.
Used in the statistics calculations for the least ?c,_iar ---i
fit ~A data to a 1/r plot. The 8...r. of XY pr r.cloc 1 5
,
Used in the s^i^r.i^tics ca l cl 1 at x O' i = r or t;ie i-^a^st t ^._ r^ ~~
















Yl - Used in the statistics calculations ior the least -iqMrr.r
fit o-f data to a 1/r plot. Jhs sum of V valuer.
Y3 - Used in the statistics calculations -for the leaf^t squars=-
fit of data to a 1/r plot. The counter.
Y2 - Used in the statistics calculations for the least squares
fit of data to a 1/r plot. The sum o-f Y squared values.
Z9 - Operator entered decision variable; if = 1, then data rur.
must be redone.
Zl - Temporary variable used in the calculation cf Mo.
Z2 - Temporary variable used in the calculation of Mo.
Z - Variable used in the plotting routine. Equal to the
minimum signal voltage measured in a particular cata r;..M.
I
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APPENDIX E
THE D.C. BLOCKING CAPACITOR CORRECTION
Calculation o-f the signal loss due to the D.C. blocking
capacitor Cc shown below and in -figure 3.3, was accomplished
by comparing two dit-ferent numerical solutions -for the ratio
Cel/Vin]. These solutions were obtained for the t;^c
di-f-ferent circuits using circuit analysis so-ftware. The
first numerical solution used a homegrown circuits solution
on the HP-15C hand held calculator using the complex mode.
The significance of the complex mode on this particular hand
held calculator is that complex numberrE can be direct!/
employed in the impedance calculations. The second solution
was obtained on an IBM XT microprocessor using the "Pspvce"
circuit analysis software made available try the Electrical
Engineering Department at the United States Naval tAcademy,
Both soJutions were in substantial agreemert with an average
discrepancy of. 001 dB. The input circuit for the ac.:5ustic




Microphone Bias box Signal preamplifier
I
Figure E. 1 Xhe_i^ngut_circui_t_£or_the_acou5t i^c
si_gnal_^
For comparison purposes, the first circuit analysis neglecns
both Cc and Cb . In the second analysis both oi these "^ . ti; i. 4
iiFarad capacitors are included.
The -first solution for the signal voltage el' is given
as a -function o-f the "observed" voltage, Vin
,
using the
signal transfer obtained for the circuit shown a:3c\,-p
r.aglecting Cc ^m:! Ct . This analysis parallels Che =clut-i::n
used in the coinpt ter program. In the second c ^mpuc ac i c;'.
,
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both Cc and Cb are included and the signal voltage is given
by el ' '.
The correction to the program solution for Mo is given
beloM in equation E. 1
Equation E.
1
I-f we de-fine individual impedance terms as follows;
Zm - microphone impedance, 1/jwCm
Zc - coupling capacitor impedance, 1/jwCc
Zl - load impedance consisting of Ci , Clo, and Ri .
Zb - bias impedance consisting of Rb , Cb , and CI i
.
Zl '- modified load impedance consisting of Ri , Rb , Ci , Clo,
and CI i
.
Zt - (Zl + Zc) in parallel with Zb.
Then the correction may be rewritten as:
' "
r ? Equation E.2
J
This correction is solved numerically with the program
listed in table E.l.
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Register usage Program Listin g
For HP--15c hand-held
regi ster scien t i-fic calculator
Variable - number
(read top to bottom, left to ri ght)
Ct <140pF) - .0 F LBL B RCL .3 + STO I
*Wo .2 RCL .2 FCi: Fcn R/S
Cb (.014uF)- .3 X 1/X GSB 2
Rb <10Mohm)- .4 STO + RCL .9 RCL I
Clo+Ci(40pF) - .5 RCL Fcn g CF 8
Cc (.014uF)- .6 STO X .0 RCL .5 X g RTN
Cli(lOOpF) - .7 RCL FCi: STO 5 F LBL 1
Ri (lOMohm)- .8 STO X .5 + RE: IM RCL
Cm (50pF) - .9 RCL STO 6 X
w (mode*Wo)- STO X .7 RCL .9 1 CHS
re<Zm/Zt> 1 RCL .3 Fcn RCL 1 1/X
im<Zm/Zt> 2 GSB 1 X + g RTN
re<Zc/Zl> 3 STO .3 STO 1 RCL 2 F LBL 2
im<Zc/Zl> 4 RCL .6 RE: in FCID RCL
re<:Zm/Zl'> 5 GSB 1 STO 2 1 STO / .0
im^Zm/Zl'} 6 STO .6 RCL .8 RCL 3 RCL
Ri*Rb/(Ri+Rb)- 9 RCL .9 1/X + STO / .5
GSB 1 RCL .7 RCL 4 RCL i
STO .9 FCI] Fill STO / .7 1
* Wo = 245*pi*2 RCL .8 X RCL .3
-^ 1539.3804 1/X RCL .6 1 GSB 1
RCL .7 FCi: RCL 5 STO .3
FCi:1 X + RCL .6
1/X STO 3 RCL 6 GSB 1
RE: IM Fci: STO .6
RCL .6 STO 4 / RCL .9
FCi:1 RCL 9 R/S GSB 1
+ 1/X RE: IM STO .9
1/X RCL .5 R/S g RTN
RCL .4 RCL .7 g ABS
t
I
** program instructions are described in the HP-15C owners
handbook. The entering argument in the "x" register is the mode
number o-f the longitudinal resonance desired. The output gives:
the real component, the imaginary component, and finally the
magnitude. From the magnitude, the correction in dB is obtained.
Table E. 1 Program_l^i^sting_f gr_Cc_cgrrecti^on
I
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A comparison o-f the correction obtained using the above
program was made with a numerical solution obtained using
the IBM XT microprocessor and the "Pspice" circuit analysis
so-Ftware made available by the Electrical Engineering
Department at the United States Naval Academy. The parameter
variables were the same as listed in table E. 1 with the
exception that Cc and Cb were given values o-f .01 uF -for
simplicity. The tabulated comparison of results is given in
table E.2.
Mode # - HP-lSc corr - IBM-XT corr - discrepancy
solution (dB) solution (dB) (dB)
1 .054 .056 -.002
2 .045 .045
3 .043 .044 -.001
4 .042 .044 -.002
5 .042 .044 -.002
6 .042 .043 -.001
7 .041 .040 +.001
S .041 .040 +.001
9 .041 .040 +.001
10 .041 .040 +.001
******** no -further change through mode #23 **********
Table E.2 Cgm9ari.sgn_cal^cul^ati^gns_between_the
HP-15c_and_the_IBM-XT_with_Cb_and_Cc_f_i01uFi
A plot o-f the proper correction is shown in -figure E.2.
The correction due to the temporary neglect o-f Cc in the
analytical solution -for Cel/VinD is constant to within a

















1200 2400 3600 4800 6000
Frequency (hz)
Figure E.2 Ibe_b i^as_vGl_tage_bl_gck i_ng_cagac i_tor
^ f^ 1 s concludes the calcuiation ot, t:r>e corner ti on
account i or the acoustic signal dropped --cress t; e j..
blocking capacitor. The ccrrect.on ^^ l-^.-. ^imcst ccns-.ant
+.03 dB.
I
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APPENDIX F
THE OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY
CALIBRATION OBTAINED FROM OBSERVING A
CHANGE IN MICROPHONE CAPACITANCE WITH A
CHANGE IN BIAS VOLTAGE
When the received signal voltage -from a condenser
microphone is simulated by a small change in the bias
voltage and when the de-finition o-f the microphone open
circuit voltage sensitivity is considered,
^0 ~ JP ' C)t ^^ ' dt d\l'^ hC Equation F. 1
Next, the -Force on a parallel plate capacitor due to the




The electrostatic pressure is simply the -force divided by
the e-f-fective backplate area. This electrostatic pressure
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is used to simulate the acoustic pressure.
JO L-
At^c^\-^<L^ a ^0 A CV.Ao<pta^^ Equation F.3
The electrostatic pressure shown here only acts on a small
portion o-f the microphone diaphragm; where the charge is
concentrated opposite the backplate. Since it is an
acoustic pressure that is being simulated, an interpretation
o-f the "area" in the above equation is necessary. I-F the
electrostatic pressure were applied equally to the entire
diaphragm, this would be a proper simulation o-f the acoustic
pressure. Since the electrostatic pressure is only applied
to a portion o-f the diaphragm, the use o-f the diaphragm area
in the above equation results in a low estimate -for the
simulated acoustic pressure. Similarly, since the acoustic
pressure is actually applied to an area greater than the
backplate area, use o-f the backplate area in the above
equation results in a high estimate -for the simulated
acoustic pressure. As an initial estimate, the average o-f
the two areas is used with the appropriate uncertainty to
simulate the acoustic pressure.
When the de-finition of capacitance as C=Q/V is
substituted into equation F.3, we obtain,
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JO - ^^^ — zr Equation F.4
6'K
D^ ^ Ae





Solving equation F.4 -for the square o-f the bias voltage,
VO " ^ ^ Equation F.6
The partial derivative o-f V-^Z re P is given by:
Equation F.7
C)-P C„^
The slope o-f the experimental straight line -fit obtained in
equations 3.17 yields the magnitude o-f the partial
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derivative o-f C with respect to the square of the bias
voltage. Thus, the magnitude o-f the open circuit voltage
receiving sensitivity for a condenser microphone is given by
combining equation F.l, equation F.5, the experimental





The fractional uncertainty in this sensitivity will be:
"J I VoJ I Lo/ I SL^I^J ^^J / Equation F. 9 ^
Table F. 1 , shown below, gives the computer program used to
evaluate the above equation.





F LBL A g LOG
1 - Co ** RCL .1 RCL .2 2
2 - Eo (8.85E-12F/M) 3 X
3 - Ae *** y^x RCL .3 X
4 -dC/dV'^2 ** 1/X g X'^2 2
RCL .0 X
X RCL .4 -
2 X q RTN
Program instructions are described in the HP-15c owners
handbook.
** The M.E.640AA microphones had the following basic
capacitances (excluding the BNC connectors) and measured
values o-F CdC/dV^23 (see equations 3.17):














*** Ae is the e-F-Fective area estimated by obtaining the average
o-F the backplate area and the diaphragm area. The
average -Fractional uncertainties in the above variables are:
Ae '^.38, slope "^ .04, Co ~ <.01, Vo assumed exact
-
Table F. 1 HPzl5£_E!199!Il§(D_l9!l_y9_£§lEyl§ti°Q






CdC/dV'^2: Mo 245 Hz "^ Mo
[figure 5.8]
-55< ~ -50 <-45 dB "^ -49.5 dB
-52< ~ -47 <-42 dB "^ -48.6 dB
-46< -^ -41 <-36 dB '^ -45.7 dB
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These rough calculations are seen to be in agreement with







A PRINTOUT OF RAW DATA
FOR THE PLANE WAVE RESONANT
RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION IN
BOTH A LONG AND A SHORT TUBE
A-fter data acquisition, the computer program listed in
appendix B stored data on a magnetic tape. The data so
stored is printed in this appendix without consideration of
signi-ficant -figures.
The -format used in the di-f-ferent datd sets is given below:
L7 - The mode number o-f the longitudinal resonance.
Ml — Reciprocity calibration for the side A microphone
<:v/pa>.
M2 — Reciprocity calibration -for the side B microphone
<:v/pa>.
M3 - Comparison calibration o-f "C" microphone based upon Ml
<:v/pa>.
M4 - Comparison calibration o-f "C" microphone based upon M2
<:v/pa>.
M5 - Comparison calibration o-f the side A microphone based
upon M2 <:V/pa>.
M6 - Comparison calibration o-f the side B microphone based
upon Ml <;V/pa>.
P5C1,N3 - Atmospheric pressure {pai- for midtime of side A data.
P5C2,N] — Atmospheric pressure <pa> for midtime of side B data.
T5C1,ND - Temperature {deg O for midtime of side A data.
T5C2,N] - Temperature Cdeg C> for midtime of side B data.
C - Clong tube data) System identifier used in program.
C - {short tube data> A side bias voltage {Volts>.
A2 - Drive voltage in RMS millivolts.
V1C1,N] - Comparison voltage, Vca {Volts}.
V1C2,N] - Comparison voltage, Vcb {Volts].
G9C1,N3 - Calculated effective gamma at midtime of A side data.
G9C2,N] - Calculated effective gamma at midtime of B side data.
VC1,N] - Ravined signal voltage, A side receive {RMS Volts).
VC2,N1 - Ravined signal voltage, B side receive CRMS Volt' > J •
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QC1,N1 - Ravined quality -factor, A side receive.
QC2,ND — Ravined quality -factor, B side receive.
F2C1,N] - Ravined resonant -frequency <;hz>, A side receive.
F2C2,N] - Ravined resonant -frequency {hz], B side receive.
CI - {long tube data> System identi-fier used in program.
CI - {short tube data> B side bias voltage <:Volts>.
The data that -follow Are grouped in seven sets. The
•first -five sets list "long tube data" and the last two list
"short tube data". At the beginning o-f each data set, the
•following library data is provided:
CNAME OF STORAGE TAPE] CARRAY LOCATION ON TAPED
CL0N6 OR SHORT TUBED [MODE NUMBERS OF DATA IN SET]
CSERIAL # OF SIDE A MICD CSERIAL # OF SIDE B MIC]
{SIDE A BIAS VOLTAGE> {SIGMA SIDE A BIAS VOLTAGE>
*{SIDE B BIAS VOLTAGED- {SIGMA SIDE B BIAS VOLTAGE>
-* This -format is included only -for the long tube data.
I
I
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2 MAY DATA TAPE, ARRAY STORAGE 1 to 23
LONG TUBE MODES 1 TO 23
A SIDE = 815 w/ET , B SIDE = 1248
A SIDE BIAS = 115.334 VOLTS, SIGMA = .001 VOLTS
B SIDE BIAS = 118.464 VOLTS, SIGMA = .007 VOLTS
L7= 3 R2 = 2988 . 07293552
Ml= 2 33=.73373337E-2 '..' 1 ' 1 .. 21 >= 1 . 44933055556E-3
M2= 2 1324893y072E-2 yi''2 . 21 >= 1 . 146538S8339E-3
M3= 7 3489S356556E-3 G9<1 , 21 >= 1 . 39735156029
M4= 7 94775S7262t.E-3 G9':'2 . 21 .^= 1.39735203145
M5= 2 3353017S137E-2 W <. 1 .. 21 >= 3. 3388806692E-3
ri6= 2 13281794138E-2 U < 2
,
21 )= 4.09013927933E-3
P5a . 21 )= 190083.387675 Q ( 1 .. 21 )= 97.9008984344
P5<:2. 21 >= 100080.387774 Q C 2
.
21 .^= 97.9264520253
T5<:i.. 21 >= 21 .877 F2C1 . 21 >= 734.073086471
T5C2. 21 >= 21 8625 F2':2 .. 21 >= 734.01667125
C= 2 Cl =
L7= 2 R2= 3289 . 72986279
Ml= 2 34i,140Q(52187E-2 V^ 1 < 1 . 22 >= I . 1894963S389E-3
t12= 2 il77S95876SE-2 V 1 < 2 .. 22 >= 9.298536111 1 lE-4
M3= 7 3413711 1396E-3 G9U . 22 .:= 1.39638713741
M4= 7 34252404945E-3 G9':2 . 22 >= 1.39638763736
M5= 2 34085509773E-2 '.,' < 1 .. 22 >= 3 4303407436E-3
M6= 2 1 1745704S79E-2 U :: 2 . 22 )= 3.59764483367E-3
P5<1 .. 22 >= 100063 .138175 Q C 1 . 22 >= 78 9557673213
P5<2. 22 >= 100068.521497 < 2 . 22 )= 78 9377946821
T5U . 22 :>= 21 . 8285 F2<1 , 22 )= 490.255304347
T 5 ( 2 .. 22 >= 21 . 8225 F2':2 . 22 .'•= 490.299979934
C= 2 01 = 2
L7= 1 R2= 3247 . 32330533
N 1 = . <323513020669 \} 1 (. 1 , 23 >= 7 , 25259444444E-4
M2= 2 10292166736E-2 yi (2 . 23 >= 5.6908777777SE-4
M3= 5 .74530023414E-3 G9a . 23 )= 1 39413845558
M4= 5 7308487950SE-3 G9(2 . 23 '^= 1 .39418796276
M5= i328446237375 '..' ( 1 .. 23 >= 2. 66132270293E-3
M6= i.321082245399 ^iZ > 23 >= 2 .82478832223E-3
P5':i . 23 >= 100023. 139491 Q < 1 . 23 >= 62. 1917434365
P5':2.. 23 :•= 100022.523011 Q v 2 23 >= 62.4970351541
T5(l . 23 >= 21 . 779 F2<1 . 23 )= 243.36533887 1
T'5<2.. 23 >= 21 .7735 F2'C2 . 23 >= 243 .817435753
C= 2 Cl =
- 391 -
I
L7= 7 R2= 2253.31523138
Ml= 2 39139897399E-2 "...' 1 < 1 , 17 >= .001637175
M2= 2 . i57i54Q3913E-2 y 1 ( 2 . 17 := 1 .23130833333E-3
M3= 9 .20313244316E-3 G9<1 , 17 )= 1 .39884317379
M4= 9 .20627313686E-3 G9<2 . 17 >= 1.39884363516
M5= 2 .39079944909E-2 \..' < 1 . 17 )= 3.33612196973E-3
116= 2 . 15760141654E-2 W<2> 17 >= 4 .02334948033E-3
P5(l.. 17 >= 190095.38728 Q < 1 .. 17 )= 124.007903055
P5<2> 17 >= 100089.920793 Q C 2
.
17 >= 124.061526956
T5(l.. 17 .^= 22.0965 F2C1 > 17 >= 1717.92839615
T5':2..
C= 2
17 >= 22.085 F2<2
ci= :
. 17 >= 1717.86535535
J
L7= t" R2= 2420.30701372
Ml= 2 . 33917579899E-2 '...' 1 <. 1 . 18 >= 1 .57981388839E-3
M2= 2 13067761447E-2 U l< 2 . 13 := 1 . 22537222222E-3
M3= S . 73809776344E-3 G9<1 , 18 )= 1 .39861713723
M4= 8 . 73738972942E-3 G9<2 . 18 >= 1 39861782378
M5= 2 .38894169371E-2 Kf <: 1 .. 18 )= 3. 8524939282E-3
M6= 2 . 130S5027384E-2 \^(2/ 18 .)= 4 .05158635785E-3
P5<1. 13 ^= 100120.1198 Q ( 1 .. 13 >= 117.480419287
P5C2.. 18 >= 100123.853011 Q(2. 13 .:>= 117.498178043
T5(l . 13 :•= 22 048 F2C1 , 13 .^= 1'171 .7617945
T5'L2, 13 >= 22.0335 F2<2 18 >= 1471.80133572
C= 2 Cl= 2
L7= 5 R2= ::514
.
PSQt37^6
Ml= 2 .350! 1736357E-2 'f 1 (
1
, 19 >= .00153615
M2= <1121424296476 yi<2 19 >= 1 .2125S055556E-3
M3= S . 56303064812E-3 G9<; 1 . 19 >= 1 .39832609872
ri4= 8 56617784289E-3 G9<2. 19 >= 1 .39832640124
M5= 2 . 84948441254E-2 y ( 1 .. 19 >= 3 3419623322E-3
ri6= 2 14290554553E-2 K}<:2, 19 >= 4 03357186297E-3
PSCl. 19 >= 100094.653971 Q ( 1 . 19 .^= 113.709070321
P5':2. 19 ;= 100098
. 137138 Q -: 2 .. 19 .^= 113.74 9015418
T5<: 1. 19 >= 21 .986 F2U . 19 >= 1225.52203759
T5^2 . 19 :•= 21 .977 F2<:2. 19 >= 1225.45161399
C= 2 Cl= L-
L7= 4 R2= 2728.46339697
r11= 2 35575910307E-2 '...' 1 < 1 . 20 >= 1 .48949722222E-3
M2= 2 125029381 19E-2 yi<2. 20 >= 1 . 16455333333E-3
N3= 8 19332377736E-3 G9<1 . 20 >= 1 .39793209953
ri4= S 19398398886E-3 G9':2 20 := 1 39793257259
M5= 2 3559S921786E-2 W < 1 .. 20 y= 3 . 36286495644E-3
ri6= 2 12485816132E-2 W(2, 20 )= 4 .05901667387E-3
P5U . 20 :<= 100089.920793 Q( 1.. 20 >= 106.09713413
P5<2. 20 := 1000S4
. 787629 Q •:; 2 .. 20 >= 106.089726407
T5< 1. 20 :•= 21 . 927 F2<1. 20 :•= 980 . 123501844
T5<2. 20 ^= 21.918 F2'::2. 20 >= 980 . 168080589
C= 2 01= 2
I






































































































































































R2= 1440. 95 162153
\i 1 a 13 > = 1 .9071 111 11 llE-3
V 1< 2 .. 13 > = .001483875
G9<1.. 13 > =• 1.3994235428
G9(2.. 13 > = 1 .39942338225
u <: 1 .. 13 ) = 3. 34229614104E-3
y ( 2
.
13 > = 4 .02959043857E-3
Q< 1. 13 ) = 185.335432342
QXZ, 13 > = 185.473935026
FZ<.\, 13 > = 2701
. 12073709
F2<2.. 13 > = 2701 . 16197873
Cl= 2
fl2= 1 680 . 01 335241
U 1 < 1 . 14 > = 1 .30147777778E-3
V 1< 2 .. 14 > = 1 .39241 llllllE-3
G9<1.. 14 > = 1 .39931023153
G9<2.. 14 > = 1 .39931019348
\.' < 1 . 14 ) = 3 31434966206E-3
\}<2. 14 > = 4.01791920772E-3
QCl. 14 ) = 160 . 14219529
Q<^2 . 14 ) = 160. 1558398
F2<1. 14 > = 2454 .59613366
F2'::2. 14 ]> = 2454.65560373
Cl= 2k
fi2= 1 775 . 4 6321055
\i 1< 1 . 15 ) = 1 .74693055556E-3
y 1 < 2 . 15 > = 1 .36943611 1 llE-3
G9<1.. 15 > = 1 . 39913144366
G9':2. 15 ) = 1 .3991304244
^.' < 1 .. 15 > = 3.35037765747E-3
y i 2
.
15 ;> = 4 .03593407014E-3
Q ( 1 . 15 > = 153.420535912
QiZ, 15 > = 153.255761567
F2M . 15 ) = 2209 92319076
F2':2..
Cl= 2
15 ) = 2209 . 94009724
fl2= 2 033 35 134057
'..' 1 < 1 . 16 > = 1 66390277773E-3
y 1 < 2 .. 16 ) = 1 .291436111 llE-3
G9U . 16 > = 1 .39902595384
G9''v2.. 16 \ =. 1 39S02609303
K} < 1 .. 16 ) = 3 . 31576365137E-3
V <. 2 . 16 > = 4 .01718088649E-3
Q< 1 . 16 > = 134.255157767
Q ^. 2 .. 16 ;) = 134 . 331062269
F2M . 16 > = 1964 . 3353954






M2= 2 . 213C10555033E-2
M3= 1 . 31237708O52E-2
M4= 1 . 31179550475E-2
M5= . 930203919295
Me= 2 . 21398667203E-2
P5<A. 9 >= 100075.387933
P5<2, 9 >= 100031
.
254412
T5(l.. 9 >= 21 . 3205
T5(2.. 9 )= 21 .824
C= 2
L7= 14
Ml= 3 . 02004094'='51E-2
112= 2 . 20504051353E-2
ri3= 1 . 25304079626E-2
M4= 1 .25778517109E-2
M5= 3 . 01942729313E-2
M6= 2 . 2054S865352E-2
P5<1 . 10 )= 100090.920761
P5C2.. 10 ;•= 100092 987359
T5<1 . 10 >= 21 .8255
T5<2.
C= 2
10 ;•= 21 .3335
L7= i:7
Nl= 2 '99548494721E-2
M2= 2 21801 110171E-2
M3= 1 20257920324E-2
M4= 1 202429'54513E-2
M5= 2 9951 1240239E-2
Mt.= 2 2182369S699E-2
P5';i . 11 >= 100103.253638
P5'-2. 11 := 100100.337116












P5U , 12 := 100115.936603
P5':2.. 12 .:= 100114 586649
T5U . 12 ^•= 21 . 9655
15-: 2.. 12 >= 21 . 959
02 =

















'..' < 1 .
Q < 1 ..





. 9 >= 2. 29795555556E-3
> 9 >= .001766125
> 9 >= 1.39975669961
> 9 )= 1.39975654545
9 >= 3. 87666246879E-3
9 )= 4 .06715279907E-3
9 >= 213.966475391
9 )= 219 . 147905622
. 9 )= 3683 5047349


























11 ^= 2 070491 66667E-3
11 >= .001603125
11 >= 1 39960917622
11 >= 1.39960839115





11 )= 205 . 03003513
11 ;-= 3192.03220346
11 := 3192. 13719912
C= 2




'..' ( 1 .
V < 2 ..
Q ( 1 .







U 1 ( 2 .
G9(:i .
G9(2 .
"..' ( 1 ..

















:•= 1 . 39952150226
12 >= 3 36694906101E-3
12 )= 4 .07112332376E-3
12 )= 194.702127762
12 )= 194 787222013
12 >= 2947.45346339
12 >= 2947.49162057
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L7= i:p
Nl= 3 ". 1641 9797 12E-2
M2= 2 29735532S6SE-2
M3= 1312313t?51934
M4= 1 . 2794e493205E-2
M5= 3 91 194657396E-2
M6= 2 .21063419568E-2
P5(l. 5 >= 100129.352313
P5'-:2 . 5 >= 100128.519524
15-: 1. 5 >= 21 . 127









P5<1.. 6 )= 100129.952839
P5<2 . 6 >= 100120.786445
T5< 1.. 6 >= 21 .233






M4= 1 35261 157434E-2
M5= 3 02765730329E-2
ri'5= 2 . 21835543903E-2
P5<;i. 7 >= 100996.329533
P5<2 . 7 >= 100035.387609
T5'' 1.. 7 >= 21 .4115
15(2. 7 )= 21 .4375
C= 2
L7= It
Ml = 3 039432951 54E-2
M2= 2. 21747306036E-2




P5a . 3 >= 100070.933083
P5(2, S >= 190053.521826
T5U. 3 .>= 21 .5225



























































>= 1 . 40000241921
)= 1 . 40000109154















6 >= 1 . 39994372123
6 >= 1 .39994754351
6 )= 3.3499577S394E-3





































































N5= 2 9033739 10.-:6E-2
M6= 2 1 12704678S8E-2
P5U. 1 >= 19013k} 186136
P5<2.. 1 >= 100125 452953
T5C1.. 1 >= 20.9 4H5






M4= 5 9590900691 iE-3
M5= 2 917291619^J4E-2
M6= 2 . 163987762^2£-2
P5<1.. 2 >= 100121 786412
P5C2.. 2 )=^ 100127 919675
T5<1.. 2 >= 20.3^3
T5':2.. 2 >= 20.7?5
C= 2
L7= 21
Nl= 7. 2 5 3 6 2 5 f c! 3 E - 2
M2= 1 . 938232 10t. 61 E-2
M3= 1 00664'^S0ij" I '-'E-2
^4= 1 , 00691270 I-:E-2
M5= 3 . 25123029--^-E-2
N6= 1 93775 il379L-E-2
P5v; 1 . 3 )= 100132.336063
P5<2. 3 >= 1001^1 719413










M4= 1 . 21356612172E-2
M5= 2. 98043730465E-2
M6= 2 . 21410655554E-2
P5a . 4 )= 100136.052609
P5'.2. 4 >= 100134
.
535^91
T5': i> 4 )= 20.9355
T5'.2. 4 )= 20.9805
r.= 2
fi2= 1 1
y 1 < 1 >
V 1< 2 ..
G9< 1>
G9<2..
U < 1 .
U < 2
.
Q < 1 .







1 )= 1 53903055556E-3
1 ;>= 1 .21223333333E-3
1 )= 1 ^0016795388





1 >= 5641 .93967503






















































































































4 >= -2 13141666667E-3
4 >= 1 66653883889E-3
4 :>= 1 . 4000541889
4 >= 1 .4000523489
-3
4 >= 236.626102632
1, 4 >= 4904 31940533
2, 4 )= 4905 . 15054914
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2 MAY DATA TAPE, ARRAY STORAGE 24 to 46
LONG TUBE MODES 1 TO 23
A SIDE = 1248, B SIDE = 815 w/ET
A SIDE BIAS = 116.307 VOLTS, SIGMA = UNK.
B SIDE BIAS = 118.495 VOLTS, SIGMA = UNK.
L7= 3
Ml= 2 i39ei42127291E-2 Fl2 = 2964.2135776
M2= 2 89921237497E-2 '...' 1 <: 1 > 44 >= 1 . 09761722222E-3
M3= 7 9337301316E-3 yi(2 , 44 >= .0014767
ri4= 7 930t'8766195E-3 G9U > 44 >= 1 . 39730470459
M5= 2 08961962688E-2 G9<2 . 44 )= 1 .39730456126
M6= .f329003246071 ^; ( 1 .. 44 >= 4. 01254666592E-3
P5U .. 44 >= 100007.256846 y ( 2 .. 44 )= 3 .89088744198E-3
P5<2.. 44 >= 100006.856859 Q ( 1 .. 44 >= 97.5462869633
T5<1. 44 >= 22.6785 Q ':.' 2 , 44 >= 97.6161281057
T5<2.. 44 >= 22.679 F2'.l , 44 >= 734.984958859
C= 2 F2':2
Cl =
, 44 >= 734.944170726
L7= 2
M 1 = 2 0S100398667E-2 R2 = 3289 . 34382065
t12= 2 8 9 5 1 S 3 R 6 3 E - 2
'..' 1 ; 1 . 45 >= 9. 0624861 1 1 llE-4






90 00 776668 2 E-2
G9
G9(2
. 45 >= 1 . 39633769907
, 45 >= 1.39633770773
45 )= 3
. 56631 1562S2E-3
P5< 1 .. 45 .>= 99964.7915763 y ( 2
.









T5<2.. 45 >= 22.718 F2<1 . 45 >= 490.937688613
r— "> F2<2 .. 45 >= 490.991414937• ^













. 46 >= 5 . 52054166667E-4
.. 46 >= 7 .48126944444E-4







46 >= 99987 3908329
G9(2
\} < 1 ..
.. 46 y= 1 . 39413747839
46 >= 2 . 77909247579E-3





Q < 1 .





46 .^= 22.733 F 2 < 1
F2<2
> 46 :.'= 244.234526313











P5<1. 40 >= 100037.855839
P5(2.. 40 >= 100038.589149
T5(l, 40 >= 22.5275









P5<1. 41 >= 100027.456182
P5<2> 41 >= 100022.389682
T5C1, 41 •= 22.563









P5C1. 42 ;= 100014.356596
P5(2.. 42 >= 100010.056754
T5':i. 42 >= 22.604









P5<1 . 43 >= 100013 7398

























40 J= 1 . 22211944444E-3
40 >= 1 . 65974166667E-3
40 >= 1 .39881117756
40 >= 1.39881089802
40 )= 3. 94425302151E-3
40 )= 3.81518593856E-3




R2= 2396 . 39




V.' ( 1 ..
Q ( 1 ..
Q(2.
F2C 1 ..




y 1< 2 ..
G9< 1 ,
G9':2..
'...' < 1 .
V'..2..
Q ( 1 ..
Q(2.
F2':: 1



























































































































M 1 = 02142981727
M2= 3 . 0490S169926E-2
M3= 1 . 0390146219ibE-2
M4= 1 . 09216504233E-2
M5= 2 . 14913117345E-2
N6= 3 . 04023642683E-2
P5(l. 36 >= 100112.720043
P5<2.. 36 >= 100098.853833
T5(l, 36 >= 22.431




M2= 3 . 01 189246009E-2
M3= 1 .02747261267E-2
ri4= 1 . 02765067982E-2
ri5= 2 . 13334343499E-2
M6= 3 .01137057157E-2
P5(l.. 37 >= 100079.054484
P5':2, 37 >= 100087.987524
T5(l , 37 .^= 22.4095
T5.<2.. 37 ;•= 22.392
C:= 2
L7= 5
Ml= 2 . 13397679752E-2
M2= 3 . 00621730156E-2
ri3= 9 . 92684844121E-3
ri4= 9 92799004118E-3
M5= 2 . 1392227S253E-2
M6= 3 00587162257E-2
P5<1. 38 >= 100031 .454405
P5(2 . 38 >= 100M72 . 938017











M6= 2 . 98642550909E-2
P5':i. 39 .^= 100058.655155
P5':2 . 39 •.= 100059.3218
T5U. 39 ^'= 22.439

































































































6 . 357231 68




















































































































, 32 >= 100076.45457
. 32 >= 100075.937918
. 32 >= 22.3485
, 32 >= 22.3555
R2= 1
\i 1 < 1 ,


































































































yi(l. 33 >= 1 . 61733333333E-3




33 >= 3 .82631863909E-3
33 )= 210.9290525
33 )= 210.796278059
33 >= 3441 . 14351279
33 ;•= 3441 . 18734394
G9<1
G9(2








y 1 < 1 ..
y 1 C 2 ..
G9<1..
G9':2..




















































yiU. 35 := 1 46932222222E-3
yi<2. 35 >= 2 . 01694444444E-3
G9(l. 35 >= 1.39943303181
G9<2.. 35 ;= 1.39948734036
y<l.. 35 >= 3 944259021 llE-3
yC2. 35 >= 3 .317023 190 12E-3
Q<1.. 35 ^= 193.741630115
Q<Z, 35 )= 193.621269909
F2'. 1. 35 >= 2949.33680225




L7= 19 R2 = 1106.3062692
N 1 = 2 15502298586E-2 '.V 1 < 1 .. 28 >= 1 .6545277777SE-3
M2= 3 0763'=;884749E-2 ^1(2 .. 28 >= 2 . 27393338S89E-3
M3= 012844073404 G9< 1 , 28 >= 1.39994365514
M4= 1 28467738478E-2 G9<2 .. 28 >= 1 .39994279627

















. 28 :•= 4669.3074373
T5(2. 23 >= 22.225 F2C2 , 23 >= 4669.50046784
C= 2 Cl = l1
L7= I'c
M 1 = 2
:i H2 = 1 130 . 13803411







V 1 C 2
G9<:i
G9<2
.. 29 ^= 2.33693055556E-3
, 29 >= 1.39989329209





g ( 1 ..
y v; 2 .
29 >= 3. 99501680731E-3
29 )= 3 85992996066E-3
P5< 1 , 29 >= 100082.72103 Q C 1 . 29 >= 229.748996147
P5<2. 29 >= 100075.537932 Q ( 2 . 29 >= 229.666704901
T5<1. 29 >= 22.2765 F2<1 , 29 >= 4424.63728153
T5<2. 29 >= 22.28 F2<2 . 29 >= 4424.69771542
C= 2 Cl = ;5
L7= 1
7
fl2 = 1 130 12336339
w 1 1
Ml= 2 16434526223E-2 yi •: 1 .. 30 :<= 1 . 73719722222E-3
ri2= 3 09997457473E-2 '..' 1 < 2 .. 30 >= 2.39621388889E-3
N3= 1 35907237716E-2 G9< 1 .. 30 >= 1 . 39934088067
ri4= 1 35914622803E-2 G9(2 .. 30 '' = 1.39984075256
M5= 2 16496210164E-2 U < 1 . 30 .>= 3 . 96224269995E-3
M6= 3 09980727424E-2 y ( 2 30 >= 3 .S1639044923E-3
P5':i.. 30 >= 100059 92178 Q <: 1 .. 30 >= 227.729646924
P5<2 30 >= 100055.721913 fj <" 2 • 30 )= 227.717159974
T5U , 30 >= 22.2955 F2';i . 30 >= 4173.29334292
T5C2.. 30 '= 22.2985 F2':.2 .. 30 .•= 4173 34447102
C= 2 CI =
L7= 1 (- h2 = 1154 H M 88 22 2
M 1 = 2 17074r27441E-2 V.' 1 •; 1 . 31 >= 1 724 11388889E-3
M2= 3 10242524661E-2 W 1( 2 .. 31 >= 2 . 33127222222E-3
M3= 1 35082193357E-2 G9< 1 .. 31 >= 1 39973344354
114= 1 35127936798E-2 G9':2 .. 31 >= 1 .39978334322
M5= 2 . 17147707659E-2 W ( 1 . 31 >= 3 95842088945E-3
(16= 3 10137399387E-2 y <; 2 31 ;= 3 . 32665217337E-3
P5t:i.. 31 >= 1130083.521004 Q ( 1 . 31 >= 222.041838965
P5<:2 31 ;= 100075 054616 0(2. 31 >= 221 .912531889
T5<1. 31 >= 22.325 F2'; 1 .. 31 >= 3932.90774768
T5';2..
C= 2
31 >= 22.3275 F2<2 .. 31 ;= 3932.9494997
- 401 -
L7= 23 R2 = 1 154 . 46104323
N 1 = .<9297'521 13469 'f 1 c 1 . 24 >•= 1 . 16439633839E-3
M2= 2 95593024368E-2 Vl(2 . 24 >= 1 .59533055556E-3
M3= 8 70911 958397E-3 G9<1 , 24 >= 1 .40012160838
M4= 8 70161b77355E-3 G9<2 .. 24 >= 1 .40012173392
M5= 2 07556846669E-2 W (. 1 .. 24 )= 3.95544252194E-3
M6= 2 95542164991E-2 y<:2. 24 >= 3 .80648293712E-3
P5a. 24 >= 99978.3911 239 QC. 1. 24 >= 243.650919769
P5':2 . 24 >= 99978.7911153 Q c 2
.
24 >= 243.571713981
T5U . 24 := 21 .7425 F2<1 .. 24 >= 5649.51063903
T5':2 . 24 >= 21 .74 F2<2 .. 24 >= 5649.64119488
C= 2 Cl = <z.
L7= 2:J h2 = 1 130 . 44525713
Ml= 2 '11653942419E-2 V.' 1 (. 1 , 25 )= .00131405
M2= 2 9313&061213E-2 ^}\k2 . 25 ;= 1 . 78586944444E-3
N3= 9 913192545473E-3 G9<1 . 25 >= 1 . 40003351037
M4= 9 90416089633E-3 G9':2 > 25 >= 1.40008254191
M5= 2 11793863053E-2 y c. 1 .. 25 )= 3. 95556670916E-3
M6= 2. 980fc5759513E-2 y < 2 25 >= 3 .31733964396E-3
P5(l , 25 )= 100013.656636 Q ( 1 .. 25 >= 241 331716762
P5<2.. 25 >= 100024 356267 Q<:2. 25 )= 241 .696310496
T5C1. 25 )= 21 . 307 F2U . 25 )= 5404.49815415
15(2.. 25 :<= 21 . 829 F2 < 2 , 25 >= 5404.63294035
C= 2 01=" n,
L7= 21 R2 = 1 130 38093167
Ml= 2. 132S8121677E-2 V.' 1 < 1 . 26 >= 1 . 45979444444E-3
M2= 3 02639040477E-2 V 1 •: 2 . 26 ^= 1 .99241666667E-3
M3= 1 101S6940291E-2 G9';i , 26 >= 1 40004039822
M4= 1 . 1023214337SE-2 G9':2 .. 26 >= 1 .40003939679
N5= 2 . 13375621958E-2 '..' •: 1 .. 26 ^= 4 007S2130602E-3
M6= 3. 02514935385E-2 V'::2. 26 >= 3 .85670753541E-3
P5<:i . 26 ^'= 100039. 139 129 Q ( 1 . 26 >= 239.532771319
P5':2
.
26 '= 100044.322 293 Q ' 2 .. 26 >= 239.335471192
T5'. 1 . 26 y= 21 . 927 F2'::i > 26 )= 5159.33216106
T5':2 . 26 >= 21 .95 F2<2 .. 26 >= 5159.57407125
C= 2 r:l = ^
L7= 2v: fl2 = 1 106 . 36942378
ri 1 = 2
.
15447612704E-2 V.' 1 < 1 . 27 >= 1 . 565411 lllllE-3
112= 3. 04e53608654E-2 y 1 < 2 . 27 •'= 2 14190833333E-3
M3= 1 . 2140522457SE-2 G9<;i , 27 >= 1 . 39999191569
114= 1 21260170217E-2 G9(2 , 27 >= 1 . 39999136104
M5= 2. 15190196962E-2 ^; < 1 .. 27 >= 3 93293315666E-3
M6= 3 . 05018042701E-2 \A. 2
.
27 >= 3 30106406994E-3
P5(l . 27 >= 100031
. 122 723 Q ( 1 . 27 >= 235.327172982
P5(2.. 27 >= 100034.455 951 Q(2> 27 )= 236 394760082
T5':i,. 27 >= 22 . 1065 F2< 1 , 27 >= 4915.03131044
T S ( 2 .. 27 >= 22
. 1 195 F2 (
2
. 27 ^= 4915 30646211




2 MAY DATA TAPE, ARRAY STORAGE 47 to 69
LONG TUBE MODES 1 TO 23
A SIDE = 1248, B SIDE = 1082 w/ET
A SIDE BIAS = 116.333 VOLTS, SIGMA = .002 VOLTS
B SIDE BIAS = 118.513 VOLTS, SIGMA = .003 VOLTS
L7= 3
Ml= 2 I39325171977E-2
112= 1 . 37iei82S2253E-2
M3= 7 .92414903113E-3
ri4= 7 .9221486700bE-3
N5= 2 . 09272330225E-2
M6= 1 .97158e52555E-2
P5<1. 67 >= 99935.7925303
P5(2. 67 >= 99929.0594184
T5C1. 67 >= 22.745









P5(l . 63 >= 99922. 1929776
P5<2.. 68 ;•= 99921 .6596618
T5<1.. 68 >= 22.6505






M4= 5 . 71959394804E-3
ri5= 2 09133738353E-2




P5(2.. 69 >= 99933.9257605
T5 0> 69 >= 22.574
T5<2.. 69 >= 22.5615
C= 2
fl2= 3298




\} < 1 ..
V<2,


































































































































































P5(l . 63 >= 99871 .9946289
P5C2.. 63 )= 99857 . 1284513
T5a . S3 :>= 22.907




M2= 1 999262 12585E-2
M3= 9 . 75087716307E-3
M4= 8 . 76552059736E-3
N5= 2 . 10436089153E-2
M6= 1 . 99592221418E-2
P5< 1 . 64 >= 99390.3273592
P5<2. 64 >= 99890.2606947
TSCl. 64 :>= 22.97
T5':2.. 64 :-= 22.9745
C= 2
L7= 5
Ml= 2 . 09735500571E-2
ri2= 019825S5959S
ri3= 8 . 52318897802E-3
N4= 8 .5264896 10 lE-3
N5= 2 . O9693707667E-2
M6= 1 . 932981 098 15E-2
P'5<1 .. 65 :>= 99934.3925763
P *=! ' 2 . 65 >= 99938.7257671







M3= 8 .201261 1551E-3
M4= 8 20106015741E-3
M5= 2 . 0923309466SE-2
M6= 1 . 97731375473E-2
P5<.\, 66 >= 99935.7258658
P5':2 . 66 >= 99932.4593066
T5<A, 66 := 22.827




'./"ICl. 64 >= 1 . 66404444444E-3
64 ;= 1 . 60081666667E-3
64 :-= 1 . 39857741296
64 :•= 1.39857731419
64 )= 3. 79539469032E-3





V 1 •: 2
G9<1
G9':2














'.; ( 1 ..
y < 2 ,








)= 1 . 56276383389E-3
:•= 1 . 49401 1 1 1 1 llE-3
>= 1 39828664159
>= 1.39828720734
.'^= 3 . 6337506332E-3
t
65 )= 3 . 67425216602E-:






'...' 1< 1 ..
y i< 2 ..
G9< 1 ..
G9':2..
U ( 1 ..
y < 2
.










.>= 1 . 33349 166667E-3





66 >= 3 3476444188E-3
66 )= 3 38745426334E-3
66 >= 107.096215965
66 >= 107 1 10572762
66 ^'= 931 . 752270152
66 .^= 931 . 803971708
- 404 - I
L7= 1 1 R2= 1 967 . 46469036
M 1 = .192151640578 y 1< 1 .. 59 >= 2 . 02602777778E-3
^2= 2 . 06ie9238964E-2 V 1< 2 .. 59 >= 1 .95821 111 11 lE-3
M3= . 1910375330237 G9c;i, 59 >= 1 .39939490927
f14= 1 . 037540S7S34E-2 G9<2.. 59 :-= 1.39939433673
M5= 2 15165bl0318E-2 U < 1 .. 59 >^ 3. 83969974569E-3
M6= 2 .06107751313E-2 U < 2 .. 59 >= 3 .87424232253E-3
P5<1, 59 >= 99354. 12855 Q < 1 .. 59 >= 192.28372262
P5'-:2.. 59 >= 99851 . 1953132 Q C 2 . 59 >= 192.287879213
T5U. 59 >= 22.645 F2<1> 59 >= 2704. 16353923
T5<2, 59 >= 22.6565 F2(2. 59 )= 2704. 18053459
C= 2 C.l= 1
L7= 10 H2= 2;302 . 24542615
Nl= 2 . 1441S391302E-2 U 1(1, 60 >= 1 91124722222E-3
M2= 2 . 04225234024E-2 V i< 2
,
60 >= 1 .S4527222222E-3
M3= 1 . 02680885162E-2 G9<1, 60 )= 1 .39923107023
ri4= 1 . 02673034967E-2 G9<2.. 60 >= 1.39928039847
M5= 2 . 14402498474E-2 '...' < 1 .. 60 )= 3. 80163020758E-3
M6= 2 . 04240848715E-2 V ( 2
,
60 )= 3.S5330943939E-3
P'5k\ , 60 >= 99841 .8622868 Q ( 1 , 60 )= 16'! . 734920786
P5(2.. 60 >= 99832.3959316 Q < 2 / 60 >= 164.331979241
T5U> 60 :.'= 22.706 F2U, 60 :•= 2457.43052845
15-: 2.. 60 >= 22.7215 F2<2.. 60 >= 2457.52225536
C= 2 Cl= 1
L7= 9 fl2= 2:421 52534513
Ml= 2 . 143761 44 163E-2 «..' 1 •:: 1 .. 61 >= 1 . 36343055556E-3
M2= 2 . 03992076501E-2 U 1 C 2 .. 61 >= 1 . 789633S8839E-3
N3= 9 92074149494E-3 G9<1. 61 >= 1 . 399149531 17
M4= 9 .92064193104E-3 G9<2.. 6 1 :•= 1 79H 14909 135
M5= 2 . 14373992698E-2 U '. 1 .. 61 >= 3. 33"i65793223E-3
M6= 2 . 03994123773E-2 V.' < 2
.
61 )= 3 .36720977096E-3
P5< 1.. 61 :•= 99846.6621239 Q < 1 .. 61 )= 153 . 135113042
P5<2.. 61 >= 99853.7285632 < 2 .. 61 )= 153.127231427
T5<1 . 61 .)= 22.732 F2'::i.. 61 >= 2212.53136017
15-: 2.. 61 >= 22.7915 F2':2,. 61 :•= 2212.58243896
C= 2 C 1 = 1
L7= 8 4 h2= 2;7S0 01000145
Ml= 2 12948996459E-2 ui.;:i. 62 >= 001770625
M2= 2 02420957708E-2 y 1 < 2
,
62 >= 1 . 7064 1 388839E-3
M3= 9 44093453698E-3 G9U. 62 >= 1 . 39899407955
ri4= 9 43812293439E-3 G9':2. 62 >= 1 . 39899363471
ri5= 2 . 12385573166E-2 '...' ( 1 .. 62 >= 3. 79743823716E-3
ri6= 2 02481253606E-2 W f 2 62 >= 3 . 343974 1006E-3
P5U, 62 >= 99861 .4616421 Q ( 1 .. 62 >= 133 451673362
pSi.' 2 . 62 :^= 99355 9951553 Q V 2 > 62 >= 138.549159459
T5<"r.. 62 >= 22 8595 F2 0.. 62 >= 1966.72763274
T5'r2> 62 >= 22.3695 F2':2.. 62 :•= 1966.33213238
C= 2 Cl= 1L.
- 405 -
IL?= r;i R2 = 1584.36501373
Ml= 2 . 17027163555E-2 '.; 1 C 1 . 55 >= .902364425
M2= 2 . 1159204€764E-2 y 1 < 2 . 55 )= 2.32522777778E-3
ri3= 1 3r234868507E-2 G9<1 . 55 >= 1.39973179225
M4= 1 31224426399E-2 G9<2 .. 55 >= 1.3997313369
M5= 2 . 17009895113E-2 W < 1 . 55 >= 3.31250304459E-3
M6= .021160833408 K}(2, 55 )= 3 .34530113812E-3
P5<1 . 55 :>= 99331 .3626158 Q C 1 .. 55 >= 223.864767296
P5<2. 55 >= 99828.3627145 0(2, 55 )= 223.913404907
75-: 1. 55 >= 22.3965 F2'::i . 55 >= 3636.39442119
T5<2.. 55 := 22.407 F2(2 .. 55 )= 3636.97913331
C:= 2 01 = 1
L7= 14 R2 = 1630 . 53145067
Nl= 2 . 17042159824E-2 K/l<\ . 56 .:•= 2. 29839444444E-3
ri2= 2 09655136694E-2 y 1 •: 2 > 56 >= 2.24910833333E-3
M3= 1 . 25766052434E-2 G9<1 , 56 >= 1 .39966054575
M4= 1 25787522921E-2 G 9 •: 2 , 56 >= 1.39965984616
N5= 2 . 17079212663E-2 KHl , 56 >= 3.33032670075E-3
N6= 2 09619351051E-2 u •: 2
.
56 >= 3 . 33142364894E-3
P5<1. 56 >= 99331 .3959645 Q < 1 .. 56 >= 213.929041069
P5':2 . 56 >= 99321 .0629711 Q(2> 56 >= 218.883827991
T5<1.. 56 >= 22.4665 F2a , 56 >= 3441 . 48333037
T5<2. 56 >= 22.4825 F2(2 .. 56 .>= 3441 . 58956932
C= 2 Cl = 1
L7= r? h2 = 1723 31 106103
Ml= 2 '. 1695471 1763E-2 '.^ 1 >: 1 . 57 )= 2. 19436111111E-3
M2= 2 090231 10123E-2 Ul <2 .. 57 >= 2 . 13262222222E-3
N3= 1 .202 15941 537E-2 G9a .. 57 :>= 1 . 3995315393
t14= 1 20219212865E-2 G9<2 . 57 >= 1 39953032715
M5= 2 16960615553E-2 ^;< 1
.
57 )= 3. 31529351331E-3
M6= 2 09017422319E-2 V ( 2 . 57 >= 3 . 343761 101 12E-3
P5<1.. 57 :•= 99329 3626316 Q-; 1 57 >= 212.725299059
P5<2 . 57 >= 99330.6626553 Q ( 2 57 >= 212.715443314
T5<1.. 57 >= 22.533 F2<: 1 .. 57 >= 3195.52359466
T5<2.. 57 >= 22.55 F2(2
Cl =
. 57 >= 3195.57831732
1
L7= 12 fl2 = 1847. 39504013
rii= 2 16181369459E-2 ^.'1 U .. 53 ^= 2 . 09772222222E-3
M2= 2 ei7744671271E-2 'v' 1 < 2 . 58 >= 2 .04271944444E-3
M3= 1 13771655727E-2 G9(l . 53 := 1 39949411134
114= 1 13773803376E-2 G9(2 . 58 >= 1 . 39949370323
N5= 2 16185960733E-2 Kf ( 1 . 53 >= 3. 33032455167E-3
M6= 2 07740739741E-2 V<.Z, 58 .)= 3 .38144925427E-3
P5<1. 53 ^= 99834.3625171 Q < 1 . 53 >= 201 691 102906
P5(2.. 53 :•= 99339.7956832 Q<2 . 53 )= 201 . 679656053
T5<i, 58 >= 22.5905 F2( 1 . 53 ^= 2950.56475395
T5<2.. 58 >= 22.6 F2(2 . 58 >= 2950.65391957











P5<;i. 51 >= 99921.7263263
P5<2. 51 >= 99923.1929447
TSCl. 51 >= 21 .974




ri2= 2 . 15417958661E-2
M3= 1 .33977086358E-2
M4= 1 . 3397S621668E-2
M5= 2. 17837343299E-2
ri6= 2 . 15415490107E-2
P5U. 52 >= 99901.3269974
P5<2. 52 ;-= 99883.3275895
T5< 1 .. 52 )= 22 . 102




ri2= 2 . 14187262742E-2
M3= 1 . 35737071595E-2
M4= 1 35587376206E-2
N5= 2 . 17010162964E-2
116= 2 . 14423736422E-2
P5<1.. 53 >= 99856.4618066
P5';2. 53 :^= 99850.9953197
T5<1.. 53 >= 22.2145
T5<2.. 53 :•= 22.2345
C= 2
L7= 16
Ml= 2 . 173053 12768E-2
M2= 2. 13066562393E-2




P5U> 54 >= 99337.5290961
P5':2. 54 >= 99824.3961947
T5U. 54 -1= r>r' 19
R2= 1441.54934577
'..nCl. 51 >= 2. 28237222222E-3
VI (2.. 51 :•= 2.3090277777SE-3
G9U. 51 >= 1.39996683593
G9<2.. 51 >= 1.39996589829
^(1.. 51 >= 3. 35536640809E-3
W(2, 51 )= 3.3S744288593E-3
Q<1.. 51 )= 248.975122902
0(2. 51 )= 248.973889202
F2U. 51 >= 4667.04199083
F2C2. 51 >= 4667.26791731
Cl= 1
R2= 1465.41275233
V.'1<1. 52 >= 2. 375936111 llE-3
yiC2.. 52 >= 2 .37994722222E-3
G9<1.. 52 >= 1.39991408914
G9(2.. 52 >= 1.39991293862
y(l.. 52 >= 3. 32023692653E-3
U<2, 52 >= 3 86958287542E-3
Q<1.. 52 >= 242.536284956
0(2.. 52 >= 242.584352661
F2<1> 52 >= 4422.90669749
F2(2.. 52 >= 4423.09307435
Cl= 1
R2= 1489 27242753
'...'1(1.. 53 >= .0024086
VI ':2. 53 >= 2.39915277778E-3
G9<1.. 53 >= 1 39985761951
G9<2. 53 .^= 1.39985675101
V^Cl.. 53 >= 3 304863369 12E-3
V«:2. 53 )= 3.S39&3944873E-3
Q<1. 53 >= 239.549873029
Q(:2.. ':<3 )= 240. 10112639
F2'::i. 53 >= 4177.27617474
F2<2..
Cl= 1
5; = 41 42736174
T5':2. 54 :•= 22.3355
C= 2
R2= 1537.0716074
VKl.. 54 )= 2 . 40994166667E-3
v;i<2. 54 ^'= 2.3S818055556E-3
G9<;i. 54 )= 1.39979695202
G9':2.. 54 )= 1.39979623743
V(A. 54 >= 3. 30671636643E-3
^(2. 54 ')= 3 .3566151 7137E-3
Q<1. 54 >= 233.173314243
Q(2. 54 >= 233.167256147
F2U. 54 )= 3932.51063401




L7= 2: J R2 = 1417 .92923402
Ml= 2 '0b29S723452E-2 WKA . 47 >= 1 .51120555556E-3
M2= . 132210452049 VI (2 .. 47 .>= 1 .63200555556E-3
N3= 3 . 69593333767E-3 G9<1 .. 47 >= 1.40010888515
M4= 8 . 70728964056E-3 G9<2 .. 47 >= 1 .40010895631
M5= 2 .06568135681E-2 y ( 1 .. 47 >= 3. 83638026831E-3
ri6= 2 . 2075691 1252E-2 W<2, 47 >= 3 .87170243498E-3
P5<1 . 47 >= 99923.0596158 Q < 1 .. 47 )= 259.269766163
P5<2.. 47 .)= 99924.7928921 0^2/ 47 )= 253.575489973
T5<1. 47 >= 22.336 F2<1 .. 47 >= 5656. 10449798
T5<2,
C= 2
47 :.'= 22.3335 F2(2
Cl =
.. 47 )= 5655.79993809
1
L?= 21: fl2 = 1417.847366
M 1 = .1Fi2lM0597793S U 1 <: 1 .. 43 :>= 1 . 73963S38839E-3
112= 2 . 19S14794736E-2 y 1< 2 .. 43 :•= 1 . 34296944444E-3
N3= 9 89673567632E-3 G9C1 .. 43 .>= 1 . 40003279221
M4= 9 . 898475221 lbE-3 G9<2 . 43 >= 1.40008533494
M5= 2 . 10095640O55E-2
'...' ( 1 .. 48 >= 3. 36331578826E-3
M6= 2 19777275124E-2 V -: 2
.
48 )= 3.91171202009E-3
P5':i.. 48 >= 99920.7263592 Q< 1 . 48 >= 257.534117458
P5<2. 48 >= 99918.5930961 QCZ. 48 >= 257.477934435
T5<1 . 43 >= 22 1235 F2>::i , 48 >= 5407.46763503
T5':2. 48 ''= 22.064 F2-:2 .. 48 := 5406.97879158
C= 2 c.i = 1
L7= 2:L R2 = 14 17.76554265 |
Ml= 2 . 1 1903S14756E-2
'...' 1 (. 1 .. 49 >= 1 93764166667E-3
ri2= 2 1939S126084E-2 UK 2 .. 49 ;•= 2 . 02299444444E-3
N3= 1 10176263276E-2 G9'::i . 49 >= 1 . 4000565563
M4= 1 10194203793E-2 G9<2 .. 49 >= 1 . 40005814133
N5= 2 . 11943320361E-2 U ( 1 .. 49 >= 3.857S7034215E-3
M6= 2 19362406275E-2
. W <: 2 . 49 >= 3 .8909502 1227E-3
P5(; 1.. 49 -'= 99923.2596092 Q ( 1 . 49 >= 255.471955729
P5(2.. 49 :•= 99916 . 193175 9kZ, 49 )= 255 391129914
T5< ly 49 >= 21 , 354 F20 . 49 >= 5158.75667345
T=;':2.. 49 >= 21.817 F2v2 .. 49 ;;•= 5153.44522435
C= 2 Cl = 1
L7= 2Ci h2 = 14 17 . 68461448
Nl= 2 16391899904E-2 V 1 < 1 . 50 >= 2. 13235277773E-3
M2= 2 17318475738E-2 U 1 < 2 .. 50 >= 2 172 11 666667E-3
M3= .012140342154 G9<1 .. 50 :-= 1 . 40001695311
t14= 1 21267617972E-2 G9C2 , 50 := 1.40001532735
M5= 2 . 16140939129E-2 U ( 1 , 50 >= 3.32129758348E-3
Mb= 2 1757030379SE-2 U C 2 / 50 >= 3 . 37146493038E-3
P5': 1. 50 >= 99909.9933789 Q( 1. 50 .^= 249 90262013
P5':2
.
50 ^= 99917.5264645 Q": 2. 50 )= 250.476587827
T5( 1 .. 50 >= 21 329 F2<1 .. 50 >= 4912.39551083
15-: 2.. 50 ^= 21 3555 F2k2 .. 50 >= 4912.63068043
C= 2 i::l = 1
4
- 408 - 4
2 MAY DATA TAPE, ARRAY STORAGE 70 to 92
LONG TUBE MODES 1 TO 23
A SIDE = 1082 w/ET, B SIDE = 815
A SIDE BIAS = 116.355 VOLTS, SIGMA = .004 VOLTS
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:-= 1 . 39626135748
>= 1 . 39626130193
>= 3. 41 75802377 lE-3












































92 >= 5. 13435277773E-4
92 :•= 7 68546333339E-4
92 >= 1.39405957027
92 >= 1.39405335222
92 >= 2. 65737993425E-3







L7= 7 R2 = 2277.2397313
rii= 1 9b973973024E-_^ '. ." 1 <: 1 . 36 >= 1 . 202608-33333E-3
M2= 3 . 02514702548E-_-o Wl <2 . 86 >= .001772925
M3= 9 21533579981E--3 G9<1 .. 86 >= 1 . 39873064618
M4= 9 .21872129507E--3 G9<2 .. 86 >= 1.39873006764
M5= 1 97050269274E--2 \} < 1 . 36 >= 3.94639007509E-3
M6= 3 . 024e5247416E--2 V.' < 2
.
86 >= 3.78962914126E-3
psa. 86 )= 100110 .453451 QCl.. 36 >= 126.261842163
P5C2. 86 >= 100108 .653511 Q<2, 36 >= 126. 171562957
T5<1, 36 >= 22.946 F2<1 , 36 >= 1720.59732656
T5(2.. 36 >= 22.957 F 2 < 2 .. 36 >= 1720.58029481
C= 2 c"i=^ 3
L7= 6 R2 = 2444. 23454976
f'1 1 = 1
. 96552420912E--2 U 1 -: 1 . 37 .>= 00115996
f12= 2 . 9S502466619E--2 y 1 < 2 . 87 >= 1 . 69825555556E-3
ri3= 3 . 77073443167E--3 G9<1 . 37 >= 1 .39849976534
M4= 3 . 76899329938E--3 G9':2 . 37 >= 1.39850045333
M5= 1 96513402086E--2 V.' ( 1 .. 37 >= 3.94358234415E-3
M6= .029856173594 VC2. 87 )= 3 80579577883E-3
P5<1. 37 >= 100105 986932 Q ( 1 .. 87 >= 119.499711957
DC- ,' '^ 37 := 100106 336913 Q(2. 37 )= 119.552205302
T5.::i, 37 >= 23 009 F2«:i . 37 >= 1474.34880369
T5<2. 37 = 22.997 F2(2
^
37 >= 1474.41750862
C= 2 Cl = ^
1-7= 5 R2= ::'562. 63 177379
M 1 = . (319421695536 u 1 < 1 . 38 ••= 1 . 13337027773E-3
ri2= 3 00032 I58099E--2 ^.' 1 (
2
. 88 •= .001679175
M3= 3 . 53559374512E--3 G9<1 , 33 >= 1 . 39820931482
M4= 8 60080623524E-3 G9(2 . 33 >= 1 . 39821066 773
M5= 1 . 94561 032697E--2 ..'«: 1
,
S3 ^= 3. 95367037799E-3
M6= 2 9950148O965E-• 2 u ( 2 , SS )= 3 . 7935055726SE-3
P5<1.. 83 >= 100118. 519853 Q < 1 . 33 )= 115. 142705742
P5(2. S3, :-= 1001 17 . 786543 Q •; 2
.
3S >= 114.730063237
T5(l. 33 >= 22.942 F2a > 33 >= 1227.71971513
15(2.. 33 :•= 22.923 = F2<2 . 8S >= 1227.65065055
C= 2 Cl= "-•
L7= 4 P2= .:300 . 16569539
Ml= 1 94442 1591 63E-•2 •..' 1 •: 1 . 39 )= 1 . 10007472222E-3
ri2= 2 96903060248E- 2 y 1 •: 2
.
39 >= .00161SS
M3= 3 21252180702E-•3 G?< 1 . 39 >= 1.39731723946
ri4= 3. 20980148037E- 3 G9<2. 39 .^= 1 . 39781752694
N5= 1 94377751396E-.p '...' <; 1 .. 39 )=• 3. 97336113687E-3
M6= 2 . 97001439333E- 2 ^} (. 2 39 >= 3 33272001767E-3
P5<1.. 39 >= 100104. 736971 Q < 1 . 89 )= 106.348328971
P5<2.. 89 :•= 100102. 320336 Q < 2
.
39 >= 106.9256374 15
T5U . 39 >= 22 371 F2-:i. 39 >= 981 . S7SS26346
T5(2, 39 :<= 22.8675 F2< 2 39 .)= 931 . 909786003




L7= 11[ fi2 = 1464.3230754
Ml= 2 01687600206E-2 \i 1 < 1 . 32 >= 1 . 39846944444E-3
M2= 3 10667020687E-2 y 1 ( 2 , 32 .)= 2 . 0656 1666667E-3
N3= 1 09437869724E-2 G9<1 .. 32 >= 1.39931603914
M4= 1 09453907941E-2 G9<2 , 82 >= 1 .39931531967
M5= 2 01717157703E-2 ',,' ( 1
.
82 >= 3.9693263513E-3
M6= .031062149833 ^m; 2
,
32 >= 3.30681083701E-3
P5<1. 82 >= 100155.451971 Q ( 1 .. 32 )= 187.556769771
P5(2. 82 >= 100152.052083 Q<:2. 32 )= 187.509729907
T5<1, 82 )= 22.7365 F2';l , 82 >= 2705. 1361243
T5<2.. 32 >= 22.741 F2<2 , 82 >= 2705.20814995
C= 2 Cl = 3
L7= 10 R2 = 1703.94953522
Ml= 2 00759321761E-2 \} 1 •: 1 .. 33 >= 1 . 31923333333E-3
M2= 030679271764 yi<2 . 33 >= 1 .9418777777SE-3
M3= 1 02987880022E-2 G9<1 .. 33 >= 1 . 39920433482
M4= 1 02979722565E-2 G9<2 . 33 :'= 1.39920520641
M5= 2 00743420031E-2 V.' ( 1 . 83 >= 3. 93035161764E-3
M6= 3 068170199S2E-2 V < 2 33 >= 3 .7S5397519S4E-3
PS-.'. 1 , 33 >= 100132.852714 Q < 1 . 33 >= 162.429631804
P5':2. S3 >= 100123:25^03 Q':2. 33 >= 162.472079502
T5<1.. 83 >= 22.748 F2<1 . 33 >= 2453 . 13108333
T5<2.. 33 .'= 22.732 F2':2 > 33 :'= 2453. 19397652
C= 2 Cl = 7—
•
L7= 9 R2 = 1799 3949433
rii= 1 99335032367E-2 V.' 1 ( 1 .. 34 >= 1 283563S8339E-3
ri2= 3 0797S380696E-2 U 1 < 2 . 84 :•= 1 . 90342222222E-3
M3= 9 9582607 1926E-3 G9a .. 34 >= 1 . 39907443705
N4= 9 9591S002327E-3 G9<2 . 84 ;'= 1 . 399073579
M5= I 99353434123E-2 V.' <: 1 . 34 )= 3. 96930196157E-3
M6= 3 07949952073E-2 y<2. 34 >= 3 . 3100903458E-3
P5U. 34 :>= 100129.986142 Q < 1 . 34 )= 155.391537983
P'5<2. 34 ^= 100126.252932 Q (. 2 . 34 >= 155.369763412
T5( 1 . 34 := 22.784 F2(l . 34 >= 2213 . 10233765
T5<2 . 34 >= 22.802 F2':2 . 34 .>= 2213 . 1 17 3340 7
C= 2 Cl = 3
L7= 9 ^ fl2 = Z062 27934 196
Ml= 1 99120653301E-2 '...' 1 •: 1 .. 85 :•= 1 22559722222E-3
M2= 3 03655674103E-2 •v'i':2 .. 85 >= 1 .79S25333333E-3
M3= 9 . 44583570269E-3 G9<1 , 85 >= 1 39891808545
M4= 9 450ei696627E-3 G9<:2 .. 35 :>= 1 . 39391775901
M5= 1 99221449073E-2 '...' < 1 , 85 >= 3.93793920573E-3
f16= f330350204839 './• C 2 35 >= 3 .79077506001E-3
P5'::i. 35 :-= 100120.986433 Q c 1 . 35 >= 137 097542632
P5 < 2 ;. 35 .^.•= 100117.719879 0(2- 35 >= 136.969253434
T5a . 35 >= 22.873 F2': 1 , 85 >= 1967.10953046
T5(2 . 35 >= 22.3305 F2<2 .. 85 >= 1967 . 194 2 1295








M5= 2 . 06472479749E-2
ri6= 3 131 18466274E-2
P5C1. 78 >= 100122.453057
P5<2. 73 )= 100124. 58632









ri5= 2 . 05783763662E-2
ri6= 031230883764
P5U, 79 >= 100138.919182
P5':2 . 79 >= 100145.252307
T5(l . 79 ^= 22 844








M6= 3 1295691 1941E-2
P5': 1. 80 }= 100142.119076
P5<2 . 80 >= 100145.385636
T5U> 30 := 22. 7385
T5(2.. 80 .>= 22.7745
C= 2
L7= 12
Nl= 2 0381 n94559E-2
M2= 3 10306964452E-2
M3= 1 . 13965909515E-2
M4= 1 13998393732E-2
M5= 2 033692963 15E-2
M6= .031021852772
P5a, 31 >= 100162.313412
P5':2.. 81 :•= 100162.985057
T5U. 31 :•= 22.7155
T5':2.. 81 :•= 22.7235
C= 2
fl2= 1201 .31












t' < 4 o o




78 >= 1 .39963756398







\>\<.i> 79 >= 1 5997S888339E-3
VI (2. 79 >= 2. 33685333333E-3
G9<1.. 79 >= 1.39956842594
G9<r2.. 79 >= 1.39956346152
M<1, 79 >= 3. 96384793627E-3
V.'<:2. 79 )= 3 .8145106S682E-3
Q(l, 79 )= 210.030062314
Qt2. 79 >= 209.94663301
F2<1. 79 >= 3444.55745679
F2<2.. 79 >= 3444.59180294
Cl= 3
n2= 1297.43085625
'...'ICl. 30 >= 1 .52758333333E-3
Vl':2.. 80 >= 2.24641338889E-3
G9<1. 80 >= 1 39949522376
G9':2.. 30 >= 1.39949591756
30 >= 3 97115340122E-3
80 .>= 3 30986558293E-3
30 >= 207.71685601
80 )= 207 . 7S3 165024
30 :•= 3197.87334292
V.' ( 1 .






30 >= 3197 '9836135
h2= 1369
^..' 1 ( 1 , 31

















































































74 >= 1 . 39936234515
74 >= 1.39936172935
4 >= 4 . 00602455314E-3
































































































































1. 76 >= 100093.320632
2.. 76 >= 100093.254017
1. 76 >= 22.743



































































































































































M5= 2 . 15451531539E-2
M6= 027537339449
P5C1. 70 >= 99989.9240829
P5(2. 70 >= 99994.5905961
T5U.. 70 >= 22.507





N3= 9 . 90701274673E-3
ri4= 9 90867079672E-3
ri5= 2 . 13033285761E-2
116= 2 93502861194E-2
P5<1 , 71 >= 100023.8563
P5(2, 71 :•= 100027.056195
T5a. 71 .^•= 22.504
T5':2.. 71 >^ 22.513
L7= 2]1
Ml= . 02133360298





P5U.. 72 >= 100033 255826
P5':2 . 72 >= 100041 . 58905
T5<1 , 72 >= 22 559









P5< 1 . 73 >= 100053.855149
P'^':2 . 73 :•= 100065 521596
T5a > 73 >= 22.615
T5-:2.. 73 :•= 22.6225
R2= 1
'...' 1 < 1 >




y <: 2 ..


















































1 130 . 44721955
71 >= 1 . 33547777778E-3
71 >= 1 . 765S6944444E-3
71 >= 1 39999207575
71 )= 1 39999163522
1 >= 3 . 9564554812E-3













72 >= 1 . 46591666667E-:
72 '•= 1 . 95973333333E-;
72 :•= 1 . 39995156524
72 :•= 1 . 39995107904
72 >= 3 99698330312E-3
72 >= 3 82537S77761E-3
72 >= 241 . 34981 1853
72 >= 24 1 .231677264
72 }= 5166.03247219


























>= 1 5943611 1 1 HE-:
>= 2 . 19714722222E-:
>= 1 39990829951
>= 1 . 39990793394
73 )= 3 99697725745E-3










22 NOV DATA TAPE, ARRAY STORAGE 1 to 23
LONG TUBE MODES 1 TO 23
A SIDE = 1082, B SIDE = 815 w/ET
A SIDE BIAS = 116.386 VOLTS, SIGMA = .001 VOLTS






























'...' < 1 ..
U C 2 >































P5<1. 22 :•= 100144.585662
P5(2.. 22 >= 100152.252076
T5 0> 22 >= 23.401









:•= 7 . 96608S33889E-4
..'= 1 . 2065361 11 1 lE-3
= 1 ; 9 b ^i ' y ;494





> = 1 3 y 6 23106952
>= 3. 12351355705E-3
22 >= 3 . 0193 19903 13E-3
22 )= 73 2673271481
22 .>= 78.290513953




















1. 23 >= 100150.735458
2.. 23 >= 100151 . 11373
1. 23 ^= 23.303
2> 23 ^•= 23.288
V <:Z , C.6 ; = d . 6 < y b y .• ^:J D , . o t
Q<;i. 23 >= 62 0844457716
Qv2. 23 >= 62.1120211497
F2';:i, 23 >= 244.463106058




L7= 7 H2= 2492 . 52353095
Ml= 1 . 37673471365E-2 \) 1(1. 17 >= 1 .22729166667E-3
(12=
. 329377236473 U 1< 2 > 17 >= 1 .35594166667E-3
M3= 3 . 13433439655E-3 \~x3<.\> 17 )= 1 .39371663539
ri4= 9 . 1370775279E-3 G9 < 2 .. 17 )= 1 .39371617043
ri5= 1 . 37713539944E-2 \} ( 1 . 17 .>= 3.94595523281E-3
M6= 2 . 937y2348915E-2 \}<Z, 17 )= 3.81297676549E-3
P5<1. 17 >= 100150.7187'3Z QU. 17 >= 124.600721238
P5<:2, 17 >= 100143.452366 QC2. 17 >= 124.548045966
T5<1> 17 :•= 23.9415 F2a. 17 >= 1722.82113544
T5<2.. 17 >= 23.951 F2':2. 17 >= 1722.79419113
C= 2 Cl= 3
L7= 1? fl2= 2 633. -40517341
^1= 1
. S5977201535E-2 V 1 a .. 13 )= 1 13424444444E-3
M2= 2 . 91097O16012E-2 u 1 ( 2 . 18 := 1 .79613838339E-3
M3= 3 . 71759746794E-3 G9a , 13 >= 1.39849206743
M4= 8 .71765511724E-3 G9<2. 18 >= 1 . 3984934915
N5= 1 . 35973431399E-2 'm!< 1. 13 )= 3.954334994SE-3
M6= 2 .91091091033E-2 ye 2. 18 >= 3.83179982045E-3
P5<1, 13 >= 100131.3860 96 Q ( 1 .. 13 >= 1 13. 132917229
P5<2.. 18 >= 100125.3362 93 Qr2> IS .^= 113.140610017
T5<1, 13 >= 23.835 F2U.. 13 >= 1476.20438489
15-: 2..
C= 2
IS >= 23.853 F2(2..
01= 3
13 >= 1476.23308369
L7= Z fl2= 2373.46133034
Nl= 1 35930321325E-2 '...' 1< 1 .. 19 >= 1 17097083333E-3
M2= 2 39317597584E-2 \} 1 : 2 .. 19 :•= 1 . 76421944444E-3
N3= 3 52023903S46E-3 1^9 (I.. 19 ;•'= 1 . 39820594666
M4= S 51759531803E-3 G9<2.. 19 := 1 . 39320639132
M5= 013537262345 '..^ K 1 . 19 >= 3. 97744264303E-3
rib= 2 89407398668E-2 '..' <. 2 .. 19 )= 3 3499141255E-3
P5< 1 . 19 >= 100126 93624 1 Q (1 . 19 >= 111 665500133
P5(2. 19 :>= 100122.9197 08 Q :; 2 . 19 .^= 111. 73058365
T5<1 . 19 >= 23.741 F2< 1 .. 19 :•= 1229.02266737
T5C-2..
C= 2
19 >= 23.72 F2<2>
Cl= 3
19 ••= 1223.92692728
L7= 4 - fl2= 3 086 3343001
1
Ml= 1 348?7252746E-2 Via. 20 := 00112543
N2= . 023316574536 y 1(2.. 20 >= 1 . 69856666667E-3
M3= 3 17185469296E-3 G9<1. 20 >= 1.397315708
M4= 3 17185515219E-3 G9<2. 20 >= 1.39781664433
M5= 1 34837263 133E-2 '..' < 1 . 20 )= 3. 96362603S4E-3
M6= 2 . 83165729766E-2 \}<:2, 20 >= 3 . 34194785724E-3
P5':i> 20 >= 100132.0527 41 Q K 1 .. 20 >= 104 301483504
P5(2. 20 :•= 100125.3196 29 Q(2. 20 )= 104 311063544
T5-r 1 .. 20 ;•= 23.626 F2( 1. 2 rt > = '^32.33119229
15(2.. 20 >= 23 6085 F2':2. 20 .^= 932.855662565



































•..' 1 : 2 ..
G9<1..
G9<2,








































-7 J 1 <j .:? c 1 s."!' _i
x-r ,- .. . J6049157924E-3
14 )= 3 8365995053E-3
14 >= 159.935964903
14 )= 159.311254993
14 >= -—'2U.. 2461.33417326


























































'.f (. 1 .
^(2.
Q ( 1 ,
Q<:2.
F2'; 1 .























L7= 1 =i h2 = 1297 .53052161
rii=
. Q13915?33121 y 1 C 1 . 9 >= .991695675
M2= 3 .07320169458E-2 yi':2 . 9 >= 2.52264166667E-3
M3= 1 . 30745269153E-2 G9a . 9 >= 1 . 39963344934
M4= 1 .3075e013726E-2 G9<2 , 9 .)= 1 .39963449481
M5= . 919317874453 U i 1 .. 9 >= 3 98533989236E-3
116= 3 .07290215933E-2 y < 2
,
9 >= 3.34264478901E-3
P5U, 9 )= 190044.988933 Q (. 1 .. 9 >= 217.308486936
P5':2.. 9 )= 190050.455425 Q :; 2 • 9 >= 217.747951908
T5C1. 9 >= 23.6125 F2<1 . 9 >= 3694.43735697
T5<:2.. 9 )= 23.5915 F2<2 . 9 >= 3694.33526853
C= 2 Cl = 3
L7= 14 R2 = 1345. 38472406
Ml= 1 93239683064E-2 '...' 1 < 1 . 10 >= 1 .6244777777SE-3
M2= 3 0607472879t.E-2 yi<:2 > 19 >= 2 .426S33883S9E-3
M3= 1 .2543057692SE-2 G9<1 , 10 .'^= 1 . 39956435861
M4= 1 . 25467922129E-2 G9(2 . 10 >= 1 . 39956363114
M5=
. 919829870616 '.,' : 1 . 10 )= 3. 96285828945E-3
ri6= 3 . 05983626448E-2 V<2- 10 >= 3 83555416841E-3
P5<1 . 10 >= 190063.78832 QU .. 10 )= 219.729236843
P5<2.. 10 >= 190063.654991 Q(:2. 10 )= 210 598183638
T5<1. 10 )= 23 631 F2<;i .. 19 >= 3447 92636748
15-: 2.. 10 ;•= 23.6455 F2(2 . iv3 )= 7447 97513589
C= 2 Cl = ^
L7= rT R2 = 1393. 18336863
Ml= I '9725291 39 lSE-2 '...' 1 '. 1 11 :.'= 1 . 55469833333E-3
M2=-3
. 04329322245E-2 ^a <2 . 11 >= 2.31283&33839E-3
M3= 1 . 19860542395E-2 G9U .. 11 :•= 1 39943635829
M4= 1 . 19893336639E-2 G9(2 . 11 := 1 . 3994359539
M5= 1
. 9739593 1323E-2 '...' C 1 .. 11 >= 3 9461159527SE-3
ri6= 3 . 04246979502E-2 K} ( 2 11 )= 3 39619197427E-3
P5': 1
.
11 ;-= 190057.588524 Q ( 1 . 11 >= 294.832612799
P5':2
.
11 •= 109059.3213 Qt:2. 11 >= 294.713177213 '
15-: 1 . 11 >= 23.6725 F2 . 11 >= 3201 .3582314
T5':2. 11 .'= 23.6395 F2':2 . 11 >= 3201 37529737
C= 2 Cl = 3
L7= i;> R2 = 1512 . 7863495
M 1 = 1 "95499359124E-2 '..' 1 '.: 1 . 12 >= 1 49073055556E-3
M2= 3 93700796134E-2 V 1 <: 2 . 12 .^= 2 24140833333E-3
N3= (31 1347551 175 G9< 1 . 12 >= 1 39939963865
M4= 1 13521423314E-2 G9<2 . 12 >= 1 39939907319
M5= (319557844303 '.K 1 . 12 ^= 3 93811117163E-3
M6= 3 93577970166E-2 ^.' < 2 .. 12 >= 3 . 36157212046E-3
PSC 1 , 12 >= 199090. 137451 Q< 1 . 12 :>= 192.7274 72404
P5<2 . 12 .)= 109987.254214 Q ^ 2 .. 12 >= 192.581769643
T5':i .. 12 ^= 23.7995 F2(l . 12 )= 2955.7326086






L7= !•!'f R2 = 1 178 . 14760678
Nl= 2 I93692925447E-2 '.; 1 (. 1 . 5 >= 1
.
6543111111 lE- t•J
M2= 7 0651 657203 lE-2 Vl(2 . 5 >= 2 . 39676944444E- o
M3= .012786177398 G9(:i .. 5 >= 1 39984370349
M4= 1 278809413b2E-2 G9(2 , 5 )= 1 .39984433396
M5= 2 03723452486E-2 ^•:: 1 , 5 >= 3. 96512443203E-3
M6= 3 06464642807E-2 u<:2. 5 >= 3 .81322452069E-3
P5U. 5 >= 99995.9238855 Q ( 1 .. 5 )= 234.067884442
P5«:2. 5 )= 99996.6571947 Q < 2 .. 5 :.'= 233.992532091
T5<1, 5 >= 23.7375 F2<:i .. 5 >= 4631 .51275575
T5<2. 5 >= 23.725 F2C2 . 5 >= 4631 .4 4496858
C= 2 Cl = J
L7= IS R2 = 1202 . 02492049
Ml= 2 03991088924E-2 '...' 1 ( 1 , 6 >= 1 . 72294166667E- 3
M2= 3 071638064S3E-2 yi<2 . 6 >= 2 .50760555556E- "7
M3= 1 71717;R56091E-2 G9<:i , 6 >= 1 . 39979870169
ri4= 1 33334838325E-2 G9(2 . 6 >= 1 .39979904723
M5= 2 04024420121E-2 ^.' < 1 . 6 >= 3.96914508376E-3
M6= 3 07113625542E-2 u C 2
.
6 )= 3.33705244536E-3
P5<1. 6 >= 100006.990188 QC 1.. 6 )= 228.812688555
P5':2. 6 >= 100013.456642 Q (. 2 , 6 )= 228.719549566
T5''l .. 6 >= 23.694 F2<1 , e >= 4435. 15829727
15(2.. 6 >= 23.637 F2'' 2 .. 6 >= 4435.08969699
C.= 2 Cl='' 3
L7= IT^ R2 = 1225 89^2(^504
M 1 = . fV20205247953 W 1 •:: 1 .. 7 >= 'l 74390555556E- 3
ri2= 7 033501 0047 lE-2 ^n<2 . 7 >= 2.56265833333E- "7
M3= 1 35144623907E-2 G9<1 , 7 >= 1 39974339328
ri4= 1 35201326742E-2 G9(2 , 7 >= 1 . 39974335733
M5= 2 0213725499SE-2 '..' < 1 .. 7 >= 3. 97727941 157E-3
M6= 3 0322077y80yE-2 V ( 2 7 >= 3 .831387S5303E-3
P5';:i
.
7 >= 190027 522846 Q < 1 .. 7 >= 226. 119777932
P'5C2.. 7 >= 100^20.256418 ru: 2
.
7 )= 225.944009412
T5'.:i. 7 :> = 23 6695 F2< 1 .. 7 :^= ^187.76661976
T5(2.. 7 >= 23.67 F2<2 .. 7 .">= 4137.71916146
C.= 2 11:1 = 3
L7= It- fl2 = 1249 . 77100725
Nl= 2 01039792273E-2 '..' 1 : 1 . 3 >= 1 71784722222E- 3
M2= 3 031 5446350 iE-2 V.' 1 ( 2 .. 8 >= 2.54706666667E- J
M3= . CH 3438386569 G9<1 .. 8 >= 1 . 39969373916
M4= 1 34405722555E-2 G9';2 . 8 >= 1 . 39969398279
ri5= 2 01072490394E-2 U (. 1 .. 3 >= 3 . 93353981 122E-3
M6= 3 08104351S64E-2 V.' c 2 . 3 >= 3 31044071731E-3
P5'::i , 8 >= 100026.322886 Q ^, 1 . 8 >= 220.341349346
P5(2.. 8 ;= 100030 . 122761 Q i 2 .. 3 >= 220 758519253
T5<1 .. 8 >= 23 64 F 2 <: 1 . 8 >= 394 1 . 32166031
T5C2. 3 •> = 23.63 6 F2<2 .. 8 )= 394 1 . 27535516
C = 2 Cl = 3
- 419 -
IL7= 2











































































































2 >•? ^ =















































. 9 3 3 6 6 3 9 5 2 E - 2
: 03641 101418E-2
: .01 14438653SE-2








































































. 4 ;>= 99937.3908329
.. 4 >= 99934 . 1242737
.. 4 >= 23.7905




















4 >= 1 . 57924 166667E-3
4 y= 2 .26036944444E-34^=1. 39933490227
4 >= 1 . 39983603706
4 >= 3. 97064137369E-3
4 )= 3 . 83819443516E-3
>= 235 2797 721
.• 4 J — ^ .J _' . 8 6 1 o ^ ii 8 3 6
1 .. 4 >= 4929.434535732.4;= 4929.3345336
i
- 420 -
22 NOV DATA TAPE
SHORT TUBE MODES
A SIDE = 1248, B
,
ARRAY STORAGE 24 to 33
1 TO 10
SIDE = 815 (ET ALONGSIDE)
L7= 2 fi2 = 650 525322711
Ml= 2 . lCr331 163293E-2 '...' 1 < 1 , 32 >= 1 . 07700027778E-
M2= 2 9754297t3407E-2 U 1 < 2 .. 32 >= 1 . 4704861 1 1 1 lE-
M3= 3 . 6698705yl34E-3
.G9':i . 32 >= 1 , 39746594949
M4= S 6746893443E-3 G9ir2
, 32 >= 1.39746649615
ri5= 2 . lli'39S434778E-2 ^; ( 1 .. 32 >= 3 99821373266E-3
M6= 2 97377633449E-2 U ( 2 . 32 :>= 3 87299059521E-3
P5<1.. 32 >= 99337.7290895 Q ( 1 . 32 .^= 75.9935012485
P5<2.. 32 >= 99331 . 8626158 Q ( 2 .. 32 >= 75.9129065127
T5U , 32 :•= 22.454 F2(l .. 32 >= 1479 . 1244431 1
15(2. 32 >= 22.442 F2(2 . 32 ?'= 1479. 1 1237336
C= 116 41 1-3 Cl = 1 13.5701
L7= 1 R2 = 1 193. 11604236
Ml= 2 0963 j793082E-2 '..' 1 V 1 .. 33 >= 1 . 0797702777SE-
ri2= 2 95141433499E-2 yi (2 .. 33 y= .00146365
M3= 3 0216981 1907E-3 G9< 1 . 33 :^= 1 . 39574304228
N4= 8 03841715247E-3 G9(2 .. 33 ;= 1 . 3957454302
M5= 2 10122830717E-2 V.' < 1 . 33 >= 4. 04212645632E-3
M6= 2 94527626303E-2 y C 2 .. 33 >= 3.91417119562E-3
P5< 1, 33 >= 99842.9289134 Q : 1 . 33 >= 42.4233685067
PS-: 2. 33 >= 99840.3956634 Q < 2
.
33 )= 42.2501706309
T5<1 . 33 '<= 22.4235 F2U .. 33 >= 733.446363436
T5<2. 33 ''= 22.368 F2':2 . 33 ;«= 733.395883437
C= lib 4kH93 Cl = 1 13.5663
- 421 -
I
L7= 6 fi2 = Z37. 905559213
Ml= 2 . 1331S507746E-2 '.; 1 <. 1 . 23 >= 6 . 23991666667E-4
M2= 1- 09835435S27E-2 y 1 i 2 .. 23 >= S.60593888389E-4
M3= 1 29018175474E-2 G9C1 .. 28 )= 1 39913663613
114= 1 29074316502E-2 G9<2 , 23 >= 1.39918676211
M5= 2 . 13913724531E-2 U ( 1
.
28 )= 3.94065472812E-3
M6= 3 09700722513E-2 \}(2, 28 >= 3 .80946145986E-3
PSU. 28 )= 99897.7937803 Q<\ , 28 )= 116.077297381
P5<2.. 28 >= 99898. 1937671 0. '.. 2 .. 28 )= 115.968916996
75(1. 23 >= 23.3805 F2>'. 1 , 28 )= 4447.59712346
T5<2. 23 >= 23.3765 F2C2 , 28 )= 4447.33053342
C= 116.4156 Cl = 113 5793
L7= 5 R2 = 337.333489362
Ml= 2 13323650073E-2 '.,' 1 (. 1 . 29 >= 9 . 04697222222E-4
M2= 3 09512253393E-2 VIC 2 , 29 >= 1 .235961 11 1 1 lE-3
M3= 1 . 26879620871E-2 G9(: 1 , 29 >= 1 39397078318
M4= 1 26937557462E-2 G9':2 . 29 >= 1.39897308592
h15= 2 . 13923573024E-2 ^^ •: 1
,
29 .>= 3 .96306780887E-3
116= 3 09370991414E-2 KX.2, 29 >= 3 .33446895976E-3
P5U> 29 >= 99886.3608066 Q < 1 .. 29 )= 117.055024233
P5(2.. 29 >= 99879 . 1943921 Q c; 2 29 )= 116.945425371
T5<1. 29 >= 23.0705 F2<:i . 29 >= 3703.24109935
T5<2.. 29 >= 23.0205 F2(2 . 29 >= 3702.37523621
C= 116 4165 cT= 11 8. 5777
L7= 4 R2 = 411 . 703158823
Ml= 2 16050150645E-2 ^.' 1 (. 1 .. 30 >= 1 . 03213194444E-3
ri2= 03060852323 Ul<2 .. 30 .>= 1 . 4138361 1 1 1 lE-3
N3= 1 10406172331E-2 G9':;i > 30 >= 1 . 39366812369
M4= 1 10560594762E-2 G9<2 .. 30 :'= 1 . 39866972148
M5= 2 16352333762E-2 '.; < 1 .. 313 >= 4 03967404309E-3
M6= 3 05657713162E-2 Ki < 2 .. 30 >= 3 .91 15126516E-3
P5'.' 1 . 30 >= 99372. 1946224 Q C 1 . 30 )= 115 . 125197639
P 5 ( 2 • 30 :•= 99867 . 72yl026 Q(2. 30 >= 114.797918125
T5<1^. 30 >= 22.373 F2':;i , 30 >= 2961 11506582
T5<2.. 30 >= 22.337 F2<2 .. 30 >= 2960.83359334
C= 116.4152 Cl = 113.5759
L7= 3 fl2 = 483 . 349921531
rii= 2 13757525395E-2 U 1 C 1 , 31 >= 1 10347138889E-3
f12= 3 01654696719E-2 VI (2 . 31 .^= 1 . 50523055556E-3
M3= 9 66670733539E-3 G9<1 , 31 >= 1 39822366684
M4= 9 67420175755E-3 G9<2 .. 31 ;•= 1.39822368234
M5= 2 13923247106E-2 U < 1 . 31 .^= 4 . 13743537483E-3
116= 3 01421012058E~2 V.' ( 2 31 >= 4 .00245412783E-3
P5U > 31 >= 99862.6616026 Q ( 1 31 >= 102 932398433
P5<2 . 31 >= 99364 3232145 Q •: 2 31 ;= 102.314958167
T5U> 31 ^y= 22.60 15 F2 > 31 ^'= 2219 1 1 165701
T5(2.. 31 ^'= 22.599 F2< 2 .. 31 := 2213 97722217
0= 116.4137 cT=^ 1 13 573
I








P5(l, 24 >= 99961.1250303
P5(2, 24 >= 99951.8586684
T5<1.. 24 >= 23.9125
T5<2. 24 >= 23.849
C= 116,4091
R2= 579.865341231
yiCl.. 24 >= 2. 72044166667E-4
'.MC2.. 24 >= 3 . 16833888889E-4
G9<1. 24 >= 1.39970586644
G9«.'2.. 24 >= 1.39970899995
y(l. 24 >= 4 . 0650378 1948E-3
y<2. 24 )= 3 .92286921822E-3
QM.. 24 )= 118.379340747
Q<2.. 24 >= 113.427451996
F2'::i. 24 :•= 7431.31692558











P5(l.. 25 .>= 99929.6593987
P5'-2.. 25 >= 99925.05955
T5<1. 25 >= 23.709





M2= 3 . 65432356761E-2
M3= .592417329983
M4= 592055006661
N5= 1 . 6604 14292 13E-2
M6= 3 656559925 11 E-2
P5<.1. 26 >= 99925.7928592
P5<2.. 26 ':'= 99926.2595105
T5'::i, 26 >= 23.6225
T5(2. 26 ,'= 23.602
C= 116.4121
fl2= 507 893042353
'••'lU. 25 >= 1 .69542222222E-4
\n(2> 25 >= 2 .06661 1 111 1 lE-4
G9';l.. 25 >= 1.39961444381
G9<2.. 25 >= 1.39961586542
^'(1.. 25 )= 4. 04890436865E-3
y<2. 25 >= 3 . 91064105803E-3
Q(l.. 25 )= 114.45331137
Q(;2. 25 )= 114.548477594
F2<1. 25 :•= 6632.97516996
F2<:2.. 25 ;•= 6682.69651431
Cl= 118.5821
R2= 459.898954401
•..'1(1. 26 >= 4 43116666667E-5
Vl(2.. 26 .V= 9.42152777778E-5
G9<1. 26 >= 1.39949880373
G9(2.. 26 .:•= 1.39949979557
'..'< 1. 26 >= 4. O6913306825E-3
'...'2. 26 >= 3 .93110463973E-3
QU.. 26 >= 112.71908269
Q '.. 2 . 26 ;> = 112. 852438793
F2':i.. 26 >= 5936.95169154






ri4= 1 . 09343213698E-2
M5= 2. 13812899743E-2
t16= 3 . 06914689267E-2
PS'sl. 27 >= 99910.3933658
P5':2.. 27 >= 99917.4598
T5< 1 . 27 ^'= 2^ 52'=»
T5(2.. 27 :-= 23.5065
C= 116. 4143
R2= 41 1 .921535255
'..'Kl.. 27 >= 2. 77407222222E-4
Vn<2.. 27 := 3 . 844S3838389E-4
G9'::i.. 27 >= 1.39935869064
G9(2.. 27 >= 1 39935978343
V.'d.. 27 >= 3.93010175096E-3
^KZ, 27 )= 3.8422225963E-3
Q<1. 27 )= 114.009034511
0';2.. 27 >= 113.95145662
F2<1. 27 >= 5191.70963126
F2(2.. 27 >= 5191.56630698
Cl= 1 13.5303
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R2= 961 . 442532391
VnCl.. 42 >= 1 . 59862 777778E-3
Ul<2.. 42 ;•= 1 46917777773E-3
G9<1. 42 >= 1 39738043776
<
G9<2
'..' ( 1 ..
VK 2
.





42 := 1 .39737961015
42 >= 3
. 39704232584E-;
42 ."> = J" .:_ J s.' D (_'•:__« w .:_ C _•
42 ^= 77 5559475994
42 .^= 77 5580667521
. 42 ;= 1481 . 16097956
. 42 >= 1481.2208758
118 5641
R2= 18













.^.63611 1 1 lE-3
45163055556E-3
^ iT •= "7 ^
'




43 >= 3 . 90758428727E-3
...... 43 >= 40 4852083099
QC2. 43 >= 40.4847313162
F2C1. 43 >= 740.17746519
F2<'2.. 43 y= 740.12666309
Cl= 118.5664
Q( 1



















































































































































2.. 41 .^= 23.0945
116 .4124
R2 = 483 . 683904774
'..' 1 i 1 . 33 )= .000367735
Ul<2 . 38 >= 8 44009444444E-4
G9'::i .. 33 >= 1 39916292925
G9<2 .. 33 >= 1 .39916126622
^' < 1 . 33 )= 3.93590663602E-3
y(:2. 38 >^ 3.96799923882E-3




F2<;i , 33 >= 4439.33330796
F2':2 , 33 >= 4440. 16580913
Cl = 113.5572
fl2 = 507 . 541445384
'...' 1 (
1
. 39 .:•= 1 . 29884166667E-3
V.' 1 : 2 .. 39 := 1 .23526388889E-3
G9-ri
. 39 >= 1 . 39392433635
G9<f2 , 39 >= 1 39892264547
V < 1 . 39 >= 3. 94185532965E-3
V •• 2 39 )= 3 .96932166216E-3
Q< 1 .. 39 >= 132.429168548
Q < 2 .. 39 .^= 132.462968727
f2i.\ , 39 >= 3700.30950116
F2'' 2 .. 39 >= 3700.48632302
CA=~ 113.5571
R2 = 555 . 327302625
^n (1 . 40 >= i . 50028888389E-3
VU2 .. 40 ;-= 1 . 40435277778E-3
Q3': 1 .. 40 >= 1.39860660948
G9<2 .. 40 >= 1.39860557941
^.' < 1 .. 40 ^= 3
. 9597777402E-3
^xz, 40 ?- 3 99301S95203E-3
Q ( 1 , 40 >= 126.755413494
Q -: 2 .. 40 >= 126.752226131
F2-::i . 40 >= 2960.35892137
F2<2 . 4M . = 2'-*60 . 9779953
Cl = 1 18.55S7
R2= 1:.50 . 848095167
'...' 1 ( 1 . 41 >= 1 5510111 11 llE-3
V 1 < 2 . 41 >= .0014325
G9< 1 . 41 >= 1 39814643243
G9'-:2 . 41 >= 1 . 39814547704
'.; < 1 .. 41 >= 3 . 85859355462E-3
y ( 2 41 )= 3 38713152386E-3
Q <: 1 4 1 ^= 109.426014669
Q<2, 4 1 >= 109.445018978
Fz-: 1 . 41 ..•= 2220.55788819
F2'. 2 . 41 := 2220.60112791








116= 1 . 99946402289E-2
P5<1, 34 >= 99751 .2652671
P5<2. 34 :•= 99751 .6652539
T5<1. 34 := 22.4355




(12= 2 11 65499 1038E-2
M3= 6 . 08593848915E-3
f14= 6 08835932888E-3
M5= 2 . 05256216996E-2
116= 2 11570833306E-2
P5<1, 35 >= 99765,9981158
P5<2.. 35 >= 99768.9980171
T5<1, 35 >= 22.346









P5< 1, 36 >= 99759.2650039
P5<2.. 36 >= 99754,9984776
T5a.. 36 ''= 22.283









P5c:i . 37 ^= 99744 3654776
P5(2. 37 >= 99746.6654184
T5<1.. 37 )= 22.5255




VI U. 34 :>= 3. 21725277773E-4
yi<2. 34 >= 3. 37506666667E-4
G9<1. 34 >= 1.39971917232
G9<2. 34 :•= 1.39972063214
U<. 1. 34 )= 3.90359199425E-3
V<2> 34 )= 3.93326498791E-3
Q(l, 34 >= 130.541202897
Q(:2. 34 )= 130.698108595
F2U.. 34 >= 7407.33566674
F2<2. 34 :-= 7406.68396456
Cl= 118.5636
Fl2= 531 . 847
UKl, 35 > =
yi<2.. 35 :• =
G9<1. 35 >=
G9(2. 35 >=
'.HI, 35 > =
W<2.. 35 > =
Q( 1. 35 >=
Q:;2. 35 ) =











F2<2. 35 >= 6662.36791147
C.l= 118.5617
R2 =





^.' < 1 .
'•}y.2.






36 >= 3 92394444444E-5








36 )= 129 . 10268275
. 36 >= 5919.33221932
. 36 ;•= 5919.53602906
113.5608
R2= 43
V.' 1 U ,
W 1 ( 2 ,.
G9':i .
G9<2..







37 ;:•= 3 4 1965555556E-4
37 >= 3.57270833333E-4
37 >= 1 399350942
37 := 1 . 39934864791
37 >= 3. 9260533392E-3
37 )= 3 .95201023353E-3
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